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Message from the General Chair 
 

t is a pleasure to welcome the participants of EDCC-7 in Kaunas, the second city of the Republic of 
Lithuania. Kaunas is a university town – we have 12 diverse institutions of higher education with close 
to 50000 students in the city and its suburbs. The conference is hosted by Vytautas Magnus University.  

VMU is a general scope university with emphasis on the humanities and social sciences, and with a 
strong Faculty of Informatics. The University was founded in 1922 as the first university of the Republic of 
Lithuania that had regained its independence in 1918 after 122 years of captivity within the Russian 
Empire. After the occupation of Lithuania by the Soviet Union in 1944, the university was closed in 1950. 
Only the faculties of engineering and medicine were kept functioning as separate Institutes.  The 
reopening of VMU as an autonomous, North American style university took place in 1989, as the Soviet 
Union was beginning to fall apart. The parliament of Lithuania declared the reestablishment of 
independence on 11 March 1990, and VMU has grown from 180 first-year students in 1989 to over 8000 
students today. 

I 

 
EDCC-7, the Seventh European Dependable Computing Conference is preceded by EDCC conferences 
held in Berlin (1994), Taormina, Italy (1996), Prague (1999), Toulouse (2002), Budapest (2005), and 
Coimbra, Portugal (2006). We look forward to continuing the tradition of lively and informative meetings in 
Kaunas in May of 2008. We hope that the participants will take some time to visit Kaunas and the capital 
city of Vilnius after the conference. A travel agency will be available to arrange such tours – please stay 
for the weekend and enjoy Lithuanian hospitality a little longer. 
 
The program of EDCC-7 consists of the 17 full-length papers contained in this volume, the panel 
discussion “How Hard Is Assessing and Measuring Resilience?”, the Keynote panel “Future Challenges 
to Dependable and Secure Computing”, the Keynote address by Mr. Angelo Marino , Research 
Programme Officer of the European Commission, and over 20 short papers called “Fast Abstracts” that 
describe work in progress or state positions on new or controversial issues. Texts of all presentations that 
are not contained in this volume will be published in the Supplemental Volume of EDCC-7 Proceedings. 
 
The organization of EDCC-7 has required the dedicated volunteer efforts of many colleagues in the fields 
of dependable and secure computing. My most sincere thanks go to Ricardo Jiménez-Peris, the Chair of 
the Program Committee and all its members, and to Ernesto Jiménez-Merino, who edited this volume as 
well as the Supplemental volume of the Proceedings. Thanks to all members of the Organizing 
Committee whose names appear in the following Program Chair’s  message, and to my VMU colleagues 
Juozas Augutis and Kęstutis Šidlauskas who took on the local arrangements task. Mr. Valdas Kubilius, 
the Director of the World Lithuanians’ Center and his staff are managing the registration and social 
events. Thanks to them for taking on the task on very short notice. The Chair of the Steering Committee, 
my dear colleague Luca Simoncini, was most helpful in many aspects of organizing EDCC-7, including 
the job of convincing me to take on the General Chair’s position. Should I thank him for that? That 
remains to be seen on May 10.  
 
Finally, EDCC-7 has a new and very informative add-on feature. In the morning of May 9 there will be 
presented a comprehensive overview of the results thus far obtained by the  three-year (2006-2008) EC  
6th Framework project ReSIST – Resilience for Survivability in IST . ReSIST is a Network of Excellence 
with 18 academic and industrial partners from 8 countries in Europe. In addition to this overview session, 
members of the ReSIST project are also presenting regular and short papers and taking part in both 
panels. Please stay for the free ReSIST session and enjoy an advanced look at their results. Many thanks 
to ReSIST Coordinator Jean-Claude Laprie and to all his project colleagues for their most valuable 
contribution.  
 

Algirdas Avižienis 
General Chair of EDCC-7  
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Message from the Program Committee Chair 
 
 

elcome to the Seventh European Dependable Computing Conference 
(EDCC-07) hosted at Kaunas, Lithuania, during May 7-9, 2008. The 
conference program covers a broad range of topics in the different areas of 

dependability showing the depth and breadth of our community. 
W 
 
The conference attracted 60 submissions from Europe, America and Asia. The PC 
meeting was held in Madrid in December 2007. It had a significant attendance with 
over 3/4 of the PC members present at the meeting. The PC members had a very 
active and constructive participation in the discussion of the papers. This year the selection process was 
very competitive resulting in selecting 13 regular papers out of 50 (26%). Each paper was assigned to 4 
PC members and 97% of the papers got 4 reviews and the rest 3 reviews, yielding an average of almost 
4 reviews per paper. The PC also selected 4 submissions in the category of practice experience reports 
and tool/prototype descriptions and one panel. The program is complemented with two keynote 
speeches.  
 
Once again I would like to express my most sincere gratitude to the members of the Program Committee 
who did an excellent work with their thorough reviews and lively discussing the papers during the PC 
meeting. I appreciate very much that they accepted my invitation to serve in the Program Committee 
despite their busy schedules.  
 
Many individuals helped me in many different ways during the long process that produced this program. I 
would like to especially thank Luca Simoncini in his role as Steering Committee Chair and Algirdas 
Aviezienis in the role as General Chair for his wise advice, support, and mentoring, Johan Karlson PC 
chair of EDCC-06 for sharing with me his experience in the former PC. My gratitude also goes to Ernesto 
Jimenez for his help during the PC meeting and his work as publication chair. I would also like to thank 
Leonardo Querzoni and Jose Orlando Pereira for their work in chairing the Student Forum and Fast 
abstract tracks. Also my thanks to Sasha Romanovsky for his great job in publicizing the call for papers 
and call for participation of the different conference tracks. My thanks also to Lorenzo Alvisi, Francisco 
Brasileiro, and Xavier Defago for disseminating the call for papers in North America, South America, and 
Asia. Finally, my thanks to Andrea Bondavalli and Henrique Madeira for presenting and organizing the 
panel. 
 
 

Ricardo Jiménez-Peris 
Program Chair EDCC-07 
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Message from the Fast Abstracts Chair 

F 
 

ast Abstracts are short presentations aimed at reporting on current work that may or 
may not be complete, introducing new ideas to the community, or stating positions on 
controversial issues or open problems. They are not subject to a formal refereeing 

process. Instead, they are lightly screened and selected mainly on their relevance and interest 
to the community. 
 
This year's program features 21 papers on three sessions covering a number of topics of 
interest to EDCC and the dependability community, namely, on dependability in distributed 
systems, security and dependability ontologies, and dependability assessment and analysis. 
 
We hope that presentations provide valuable feedback to the authors, provide new insights to 
the audience, and foster new ideas and collaboration opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

José Orlando Pereira 
Fast Abstracts Chair of EDCC-7 
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Message from the Student Forum Chair 

 

I t's my pleasure to welcome you to the Student Forum track of the Seventh European 
Dependable Computing Conference (EDCC-07) hosted at Kaunas, Lithuania.  

 
The Student Forum is a track were students at an early stage of their research activity can 
present futuristic, sometimes "off the wall" ideas in the area of Dependable Computing. Aim of 
this Forum is to provide these students with useful feedback on their work that can help them 
in further improve early-stage results and collect experience from the comments of more 
experienced and senior researchers attending their presentations. 
 
Student Forum papers have been selected through a light reviewing process basing on their 
relevance to the topics of the main conference, and on the interest of the proposed problems. I 
would like to thank the members of the Student Forum Program Committee for providing their 
help in this reviewing process. 
 
I hope that this Student Forum will provide valuable feedback to the authors, and foster 
constructive discussions and new ideas among the attendees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leonardo Querzoni 
Student Forum Chair of EDCC-7 
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Abstract 
 

While pervasive systems offer versatile computing 
environment, their complexity poses a significant 
challenge to their developers. Hence ensuring 
resilience of pervasive systems is an important issue, 
which should be tackled by adopting rigorous design 
methods and systems approach. In this short paper we 
identify the key research directions in engineering 
pervasive resilient systems and discuss our experience 
in rigorous development of a multi-agent application 
called Ambient Campus.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Pervasive systems should smoothly weave 
themselves into our everyday life. In general, 
pervasive systems are complex computing 
environments integrating a large number of 
heterogeneous devices. They can be considered as 
complex decentralized distributed systems composed 
of loosely-coupled components, which communicate 
asynchronously while providing system services. 
Since the system components are typically 
autonomous and mobile, such systems have to be open 
and dynamically reconfigurable. Ensuring reliable 
provision of system services is a challenging task due 
to component mobility, dynamically changing 
configuration and inherent unreliability of 
communicating channels. Hence we should aim at 
designing resilient systems, i.e., the systems that are 
able to withstand unpredictable changes and faults in 
their computing environments. 
 
2. Resilient Pervasive Systems  
 

Developing resilient pervasive systems is a 
demanding task because the developers of these 
systems are facing overwhelming complexity coming 
from various sources. Generally speaking, this 
complexity is caused by a large size, openness and 
distributed nature of such systems. Let us observe that 
even though complexity is perceived as a major threat 

to dependability of computing systems, our society 
nevertheless puts a high level of reliance on pervasive 
systems, trusting them to perform a wide range of 
everyday critical functions. These systems are rapidly 
becoming business- and safety-critical. 

Traditionally system complexity is managed via 
abstract modelling, decomposition and iterative 
development. In our work we focus on creating 
models and development techniques for designing 
resilient pervasive systems. For instance, we 
specifically focus on explicit modelling of 
mechanisms for coping with system impairments 
(faults, errors and failures), since a resilient system 
needs to be tolerant to the harmful faults, which are 
most likely to affect the overall system service. 
Moreover, system fault tolerance should be 
convincingly demonstrated.  

Fault tolerance is an acute issue in designing 
resilient pervasive systems, since complexity and 
openness of these systems make it impossible to avoid 
or remove faults altogether. Moreover, fault tolerance 
is needed to deal with mismatches caused by 
heterogeneity of components, modes of operation and 
requirements. Pervasive systems are susceptible to 
tangled erroneous conditions caused by combinations 
of errors, their complex interference, as well as errors 
caused by malfunctioning infrastructures and 
misbehaving hosts and agents. Furthermore, the 
growing involvement of the non-professional users 
requires even higher degree of fault tolerance.  

Intricacy of pervasive systems makes it extremely 
difficult for the developers to design appropriate and 
effective fault tolerance measures. Moreover, the lack 
of systems view while implementing the fault 
tolerance mechanisms results in further complication 
of system design and, as a consequence, makes it even 
more error-prone. 

 
3. Challenges in Developing Resilient 
Pervasive Systems 
 

Currently designers often use ad-hoc techniques for 
engineering pervasive systems that provide quick and 
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cheap solutions for constructing various “lightweight” 
applications. However, such techniques cannot ensure 
the appropriate level of system resilience, especially 
when used in designing complex business- or safety-
critical applications. To guarantee a high degree of 
resilience of such applications, we need to employ 
rigorous methods for system engineering – the 
methods supporting a disciplined development process 
based on formal modelling and reasoning about 
system correctness. This is why one of the main 
challenges in engineering complex pervasive systems 
is the creation of advanced methods and tools for 
resilience-explicit [5] rigorous design. This will 
include development of the generic design and 
modelling patterns and tools supporting the rigorous 
methods.  

It is currently widely recognized that only by 
adopting a systems approach [4,10] a high degree of 
systems resilience can be achieved. Hence, the 
methods and tools to be defined will need to support a 
systems approach to development. The essence of a 
systems approach is in capturing not only the system 
behaviour but also a relevant part of its environment 
in the system model. Via a chain of model 
transformations we arrive at a detailed system model 
later in the development process. Then we decompose 
it into the desired components and make the decisions 
about partitioning into software- and hardware-
implementable parts. This approach should be 
especially suitable for resilience-explicit development 
of pervasive systems since it allows developers to 
clearly express the essential properties of the system 
without imposing constraining design decisions early 
in the design process. 

In particular, we have identified a number of 
specific issues which should be addressed to create a 
viable methodology for rigorous engineering of 
resilient pervasive systems:  

− ensuring interoperability of independently 
developed components during formal 
construction  

− design and formal modelling of advanced 
mechanisms for tolerating the faults typical 
for pervasive systems 

− development of the advanced application-
level fault tolerance techniques, such as 
flexible exception handling mechanisms 
suitable for open asynchronous and 
anonymous systems  

− formal modelling and development of 
resilient context-aware pervasive systems 

− rigorous methods for stepwise development 
of resilient pervasive systems correct-by- 
construction 

− formal modelling of context-awareness  

− the rigorous approaches to ensure correctness 
in the presence of code mobility 

− formal modelling of unreliable 
communication channels and advanced 
mechanisms for tolerating faults occurring in 
volatile communication environment 

− ensuring correctness in the presence of 
openness and hostile behaviour 

− advanced modelling of self-adaptation and 
self-protection 

− reusable patterns for modelling and 
development of fault tolerant pervasive 
systems. 

 
4. Research on Pervasive Systems in 
RODIN 
 

In our recent work conducted within a FP6 STREP-
project on Rigorous Open Development Environment 
for Complex Systems - RODIN [12], we have 
addressed the issues identified above. In particular, we 
have actively worked on creating a methodology for 
rigorous development of fault tolerant agent systems. 

To enable rigorous development of resilient 
pervasive applications, we created Context-Aware 
Mobile Agents (CAMA) framework [6,7,11] 
supporting a set of abstractions ensuring system 
structuring, exception handling and openness. A 
CAMA system consists of a set of locations. Active 
entities of the system are mobile agents. A CAMA 
agent is a piece of software that conforms to its formal 
specification. Each agent is executed on its own 
platform providing an execution environment and 
interface to the location middleware. A CAMA 
location is also a container for scopes. A scope 
structures the activity of agents in a specific location 
and provides an isolation of several communicating 
agents, thus structuring the communication space. As 
a result, an agent can cooperate only with the agents 
participating in the same set of scopes. Moreover, 
mobile agents can logically and physically migrate 
from a location to a location.  

An agent is built from one or more roles. A CAMA 
role is a specification of particular agent functionality, 
so that composition of specifications of all agent roles 
forms its specification. In other words, a role is a 
structuring unit of an agent. An agent participates in a 
scope by assuming one of the roles available for that 
scope, which makes a role also an important part of 
the scoping mechanism. All together, it allows a 
dynamic composition of multi-agent applications and 
ensures agent interoperability by enforcing the 
developers of roles and agents to satisfy the given role 
specifications.  
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In RODIN, we have also created a number of 
abstract reusable patterns for specifying middleware 
for mobile location-based agent systems. Our patterns 
are formalized in Event B [2,3,13] – a framework 
extending the B Method [1] to model complex 
distributed systems. Event B supports top-down 
development of systems correct by construction. We 
start from an abstract specification of the overall agent 
system, i.e., we abstractly model mobile agents 
together with a location supporting inter-agent 
communication. In a number of correctness preserving 
steps we incorporate various system properties, 
including fault tolerance, into our formal models. As a 
result, we arrive at the specification of the entire 
middleware, which can be then decomposed into 
separate parts to be implemented by the location and 
by each individual agent.  

In independent development of individual agents, 
the programmers merely need to augment this abstract 
part with an implementation of the desired agent 
functionality. Such an approach allows us to ensure 
inter-operability of individually developed agents and 
the correctness of the overall system. Moreover, since 
the proposed patterns contain abstract specifications of 
the means for detecting errors as well as the 
corresponding error recovery procedures, we can 
guarantee fault tolerance of an agent system 
developed according to the proposed approach.  

Agent systems should operate in volatile error-
prone environment. Indeed, mobile agents have to 
cope with various kinds of communication failures, 
software failures of other collaborating agents and, of 
course, their own internal failures. System openness 
brings even more concerns, such as interoperability, 
security and trustworthiness. The types of mobile 
agent system failures can be roughly grouped into the 
following categories: 

1. failures to deliver service by the hosting  
environment 

2. failures in one of the collaborating agents 
3. internal agent failures 
4. environment failures. 

Failures of the first category include all types of 
transient failures, such as disconnection, migration, 
spawning, inability to deliver messages, etc. Such 
failures may be caused by changes in the environment, 
for example, agent migration, and are better handled 
by application logic.  

Handling the failures from the second category is 
challenging due to dynamic composition typical for 
mobile agents. In open systems, each agent has its 
own interest in cooperation with other agents. Even 
though this cooperation is established dynamically, 
there must be some mechanism to encourage 
communication among matching agents and prevent it 

among incompatible ones. We also need to create the 
mechanisms for inter-agent exception propagation and 
cooperative exception handling. We believe that this is 
essential for a disciplined and fault-tolerant 
composition of mobile agent systems. 

The internal agent failure – a failure from the third 
category – should be detected inside an agent. All the 
traditional recovery techniques developed for 
sequential programming can be used to deal with such 
failures. If an agent fails to recover from a failure 
individually, then there is a need for cooperative 
exception handling by all the involved agents. 

The last category of failures corresponds to 
exceptional situations in the environment that are 
beyond the control of a mobile agent. Examples of this 
are failures of hardware components, administrative 
restrictions, software bugs in the underlying 
middleware and in the core components of the 
environment. All these failures are typical of the 
domain of mobile agent software and mobile agents 
usually cannot anticipate or avoid this kind of 
malfunctions. 

In RODIN, we created a methodology supporting 
systematic integration of the fault tolerance 
mechanisms into development of CAMA applications. 
We have demonstrated how to specify the fault 
tolerance mechanisms formally as an intrinsic part of 
the system specification. For instance, an application 
of the proposed approach in the Ambient Campus case 
study allowed us to develop fault tolerant middleware 
capable to tolerate agent disconnections.  

In parallel with our work on the top-down 
approaches to the development of pervasive systems, 
we have put forward bottom-up, model-checking 
approaches. We have identified the typical 
behavioural patterns of pervasive systems and 
proposed model-checking techniques optimised for 
these patterns. This strand of research enabled 
verification of temporal properties of configurations – 
sets of cooperating agents. In the proposed approach, 
the agent system evolution is constrained by a set of 
properties. A process algebra notation is used to 
describe configurations and then the Petri net-based 
model checker is applied for verification. The range of 
verified properties includes deadlock freeness, proper 
use of the scoping mechanism and other application 
specific properties. The formal top-down development 
provides a valuable input to model checking. For 
instance, complex invariant properties derived in a 
refinement chain are used to verify that the agents are 
forbidden to execute illegal operations in the scope.  

As a case study, we have developed an Ambient 
Campus – a multi-agent application facilitating studies 
of students via mobile hand-held devices. The system 
runs on the CAMA middleware distributed over 
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several students' devices such as PDAs, smartphones, 
laptops, and a lecturer's desktop computer. In the 
lecture scenario, the lecturer is able to register 
students when the lecture starts, create groups and 
assign students to these groups, monitor the group 
work and assist groups, when necessary. Another 
implemented scenario is developed to help new 
students arriving at a university campus with the 
registration process. The system consists of a 
traditional university campus, virtual campus and 
ambients. Automated student registration 
complements manual registration process, so that in 
case of failure it switches to the completely manual 
mode. The system helps the new students to get 
acquainted with the campus facilities and help them to 
navigate through various student activities.  

The work described above has contributed not only 
to creating a methodology for developing resilient 
pervasive systems but also to building the RODIN tool 
platform [14]. By exercising the platform in modelling 
multi-agent systems, we enhance its capability in 
modelling and verifying novel complex computational 
phenomena, such as resilient pervasive systems.  
 
 
5. From RODIN to DEPLOY 
 

We have just started a new EC project on 
Industrial Deployment of System Engineering 
Methods Providing High Dependability and 
Productivity – DEPLOY [9]. DEPLOY aims to make 
major advances in engineering methods for 
dependable systems through the deployment of formal 
engineering methods. In this project we will continue 
our work on ensuring resilience of complex pervasive 
systems.  

Our focus is on developing patterns supporting 
modelling and refinement that assist system 
developers in smooth and systematic integration of 
resilience into system development. Within DEPLOY, 
we are planning to extend our approach to modelling 
resilient pervasive systems by proposing new formal 
patterns [8] supporting introduction of different fault 
tolerance and communication mechanisms into the 
rigorous development process. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we describe the aims and preliminary results 
of FADA, a framework for developing resilient services 
and reasoning on mobile systems. 

1. Introduction and objectives 
 

The advent of massively distributed systems in which 
every user carries an entity with full computing power, 
communication, storage and positioning capabilities, al-
lows us to envision many new applications and services, 
truly decentralized by nature and tightly coupled to the 
position of entities. Nevertheless, the deployment of such 
systems imposes the definition of formalisms that capture 
the new features of these systems and allow algorithms, 
mechanisms and architectures to be developed and rea-
soned about.  
Indeed, for the first time ever, there exists a strong cou-
pling between the graph of possible interactions between 
entities and the geographical distribution of nodes. The 
strength of the classical Internet model was to abstract all 
communication links into a complete graph, where any two 
nodes willing to cooperate could open a connection. This 
clique-based system modeling can no longer be applied to 
distributed dynamic systems where entities can communi-
cate using short-range wireless technologies.  
As pointed out by the ReSIST NoE research agenda [1], 
two main issues arise when trying to deal with such large-
scale and ambient systems:  
• The evolvable nature of mobile systems imposes any 

mechanism built for them to be resilient to mobility- 
and failure-induced changes to the composition 
and/or topology of the system. 

• New features of such systems are not represented in 
traditional distributed models, namely their dynamic-
ity and locality, and more generally the geographical 
distribution of entities. 

The overall objective of FADA is to propose formalisms, 
algorithms and architectural patterns towards solving those 
issues. 

2. Scientific approach 
 

In this work, we address the problem of building resilient 
services on a distributed, mobile system in a cooperative 
way. In order to have a complete and sound solution, our 
approach focuses on the following aspects of the problem:  
• Formalization of the system into a model that goes 

beyond traditional distributed systems models, by in-
cluding mobility and geographical information, and 
by adapting failure models,  

• Architectural design definition of the basic building 
blocks (i.e., abstractions) for cooperative services im-
plementation, based on the above model,  

• Development of algorithms to implement cooperative 
resilient services, despite limited knowledge, arbitrary 
size, mobility patterns and an unbounded number of 
failures,  

• Assessment of the proposed algorithms using simula-
tors, and then on experimental platforms.  

In this work, we follow a horizontal and a vertical ap-
proach. Horizontally, we started to design an architectural 
landscape for cooperative services on top of a system com-
posed of mobile nodes, by identifying basic building 
blocks, providing relative abstractions and implementation 
algorithms. As presented below, we focused on the tradi-
tional abstractions of distributed systems, namely  coordi-
nation, synchronization, agreement and reliable communi-
cation. Vertically we will focus on the problem of provid-
ing a reliable, geographically localized blackboard system, 
modeled as a reliable storage service.  

3. Research goals 
 

To address the above problems, the first step consists in 
identifying a suitable formalization of the system that takes 
mobility into account. In this work, two major mobility 
modes are considered:  

• Active mobility: in this case, entities can move on 
demand or by themselves, and thus movements can be part 
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of the solution. As an example, a system composed of mo-
bile cooperating robots can be reconfigured spatially to 
solve a particular task.  
• Passive mobility: entities move independently of 
the problem to be solved. For example, this mobility model 
represents a system where users carry a device (phone, 
computer); the path followed by a device is bound to the 
user’s movements and the algorithms implemented on the 
device must provide the service despite various movement 
patterns.  
From the theoretical point of view, the aim of this work is 
to show that using a formal model of the system allows the 
definition of conditions on mobility patterns and node den-
sity to be able to implement basic resilient services that can 
be formally proven correct.  
From the practical point of view, we aim at providing the 
definition of an architecture for resilient services in mobile 
systems. Moreover, the basic building blocks provided 
within this architecture will be evaluated both on simula-
tors and on reduced-size real systems, thus improving 
confidence in the pertinence of the formal system models 
and algorithms.  

4. Architectural description 
 

Reasoning on constantly evolving systems imposes the 
need for suitable abstractions that capture the very nature 
of interactions between entities. Following the seminal 
work of Chockler et al. [2], we architectured our model 
using three layers, as depicted in Figure 1. : 
• The lower layer is composed of abstractions that are 

close to the hardware. [2] identified three abstractions for 
mobile systems: 
o A timed local broadcast service that sends messages in 

at most ∂ time units but can lose messages. This service 
refers to hardware properties of the communication 
medium. 

o A collision detector is an oracle which definition is 
close to classical failure detectors [3]. It encapsulates 
the additional formal assumptions needed to provide re-
liable algorithms such as consensus or reliable broad-
casts.  

o A wake-up service determines which node can send 
message to prevent collisions between messages. 

o Additionally, since we are interested in the interactions 
of users with the physical world, we propose a fourth 
abstraction, the Localization and Clock service, that 
provides information available from a GPS-like device, 
i.e. localization information, and a global clock service. 

• The intermediate level provides higher-level services that 
integrate physical (localization-based) and logical (net-
work-based) information: 

o The proximity map exports a hybrid map of an entity’s 
neighborhood that indicates the position of nodes that 
are within communication range. 

o The node failure/leave/join detection service is meant 
to detect changes in the configuration of the distributed 
system. 

o The time fair-loss local broadcast is built using timed 
local broadcast and wake-up service: each message suf-
fers from a maximal delay ∂, but messages are not 
systematically lost. 

o The quiescent asynchronous reliable broadcast ser-
vice[4] is a broadcast service that ensures that messages 
are not sent forever, i.e. that retransmissions occur only 
a finite number of times.  

• At the higher level, one can find simple reliable ab-
stractions, such as geo-localized atomic registers, 
test&set operations, or localized consensus. 

 
Figure 1. FADA architectural description 

Current and further work includes formalizing the assump-
tions of the above building blocks, specifying and develop-
ing the middleware associated to them. Evaluation of the 
algorithmic solutions will be based on our proof-of-
concept application, namely a localized blackboard system. 
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Abstract 

 
This paper gives a brief overview of the research 

taking place in the context of the FAERUS project 
which is one of the mini-projects affiliated to the EU-
IST Network of Excellence RESIST (IST-2006-026764).  
 
1. Goals and topics 
 
The proposed research is based on the vision of a 
future of pervasive networked devices, able to interface 
with the environment to support context-aware 
services; diverse interaction techniques through 
dynamic reconfiguration of devices made available to 
the users depending on context situations; large-scale, 
dynamic, disconnected networks providing a huge 
variety of services. 
All models of computing, based on these premises, 
share a vision of small, inexpensive, robust networked 
processing devices, distributed at all scales throughout 
everyday life and generally turned to distinctly daily 
ends. However, contemporary human-computer 
interaction models are inappropriate and inadequate to 
the case. This suggests that the "natural" interaction 
paradigm appropriate to an ubiquitous computing 
environment has yet to emerge though it is recognised 
that in many ways we are already living in a ubiquitous 
computing world. The design methodologies and tools 
for ubiquitous computing and communication systems 
need a shift in focus beyond the conventional 
engineering approach of ``predictability'': from 
performance/robustness to resilience, where evolve-
ability is a constituent system property. 
With this view, users and human operators of 
ubiquitous systems are increasingly exposed to 
continuously changing environments and contexts and 
to a diversity of interaction devices. This situation 
raises important issues about the usability of systems 
where users are traditionally considered as a source of 
errors because of their inherent unpredictability. 
However, recent studies show that human behaviour is 

not completely non-deterministic but in most cases 
follows certain probability distributions. In addition, 
lack of usability (e.g. ambiguous presentations) has 
been proved to be an important source of errors and 
mistakes. 
This project aims to investigate usability issues in 
ubiquitous systems by taking a User Centred Approach 
to system design with a focus on gaps modelling non-
functional requirements and diversity of interaction 
techniques, and to a lesser extend also on context 
confusion.  
The project has two main objectives. The first 
objective is to study probabilistic models for the 
dynamic reconfiguration of multi-modal interfaces 
preserving a minimal basic set of usability 
requirements. IRIT has already developed models for 
handling the functional aspects of multi-modal 
interactions including speech, mice and touch for an 
interactive cockpit application in new commercial 
aircraft. In our research we plan to extend these models 
with quantitative probabilistic aspects in order to be 
able to assess the performance aspects  of such multi-
modal interaction techniques. This serves to gain 
experience in modelling dynamically re-configurable 
interfaces in well-studied environments in order to 
assess the feasibility of applying the approach to 
interfaces in pervasive systems.  
The second objective of the project is to investigate 
recent modelling and verification techniques that allow 
for the analysis of the effect that the behaviour of a 
large number of users may have on the functioning of 
the system. In this respect, we plan to study a concrete 
case-study, namely a system supporting collaborative 
work such as those often used in the manufacturing 
industry, where designers access and modify CAD 
designs of products. The various phases in such design, 
ranging from initial development of product part 
designs, to close-to-the-deadline frequent small 
adjustments of CAD designs, leads to rather different 
use-patterns of the same system. This may potentially 
lead to considerable changes in responsiveness of the 
system, and therefore influence usability. Models that 
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could inform designers of those systems on such 
effects would be very useful and provide another way 
to integrate user and usability aspects in the overall 
system design.  
These objectives are linked together by a common 
objective. In understanding what are quantitative 
characteristics of human behaviour in relation to 
interaction with technology it is normal to describe this 
behaviour either in terms of a task model (what it is 
observed that the user typically does to achieve goals) 
or a user model (capturing relevant cognitive and 
motor characteristics). An important problem here is to 
provide a task or user model that is abstract enough to 
capture user behaviour accurately (the more detailed 
the more likely to be diverted from) while at the same 
time detailed enough to provide formative information 
about the effectiveness of the design. The two 
examples considered in this project are concerned with 
quantitative aspects at two levels. The multimodal 
example requires a detailed model to provide 
understanding of the particular characteristics of the 
different modalities while the second example requires 
very abstract and simplifying models capturing the 
essence of multiple concurrent users. 
The project will help understanding these different 
levels of modelling more effectively and assessing the 
feasibility of defining the probabilistic models of 
interaction behaviour relevant to the level of analysis. 

From another point of view, smart environments 
could be developed that inform users about the current 
situation and guide them to adopt behaviours that help 
to avoid possible congestion of the system, or at least, 
to reach a situation with better performance properties 
for what concerns usability. Such techniques could be 
applied in many cases where users share a common 
space, whether collaborative systems and virtual spaces 
or physical spaces such as in airports, on highways. 
 
2. Scientific Approach 
 
The scientific approach followed in this research is that 
of the application of formal modelling and analysis 
approaches such as process algebras and Petri Nets, to 
model the Human-Computer Interface aspects of the 
above described situations. In particular, recently, 
stochastic and probabilistic extensions of these 
approaches have been developed together with several 
tools for their formal verification such as probabilistic 
and stochastic model-checkers. In the proposed study 
we will investigate the feasibility of the use of these 
techniques for the analysis of non-functional aspects of 
multi-modal interfaces and group-ware applications.  

One of the complications that usually arise when 
modelling systems with many similar elements, e.g. 

like many users using many different but similar 
resources such as in a collaborative system, or many 
users of a common virtual or real space activating 
sensors and reacting to provided information such as in 
airports, is the sheer number of elements to model, 
which usually leads to unmanageable state-spaces. So, 
a further technique that we intend to investigate is the 
so called Fluid Flow Approximation that works with a 
continuous abstraction of discrete numbers and is 
based on the solution of sets of ordinary differential 
equations. We expect such a technique to provide 
information on the performance of the system under 
particular usage patterns. For example, how does the 
time to obtain a file change when many users of the 
collaborative system make frequently small 
modifications to files compared to infrequent but time-
consuming modifications. Or, in an airport evacuation 
we might like to be able to address questions like: if 
some people interpret provided information in a wrong 
way and take a wrong route, what is the probability 
that congestion (and probably panic) will arise and 
where? 

All of the above techniques are quite new and not 
much experience has yet been gained with their 
application to HCI-related problems. In this respect,  
the involved partners provide complementary expertise 
to the project.  In fact, IRIT has much experience with 
the analysis of multi-modal interaction in safety-
critical systems and Pisa/CNR-ISTI contributes with its 
expertise in probabilistic and stochastic model-
checking and other forms of formal analysis in the 
context of human-computer interaction. The University 
of Newcastle has special expertise in the analysis of 
human interface problems in ubiquitous systems which 
is of utmost relevance to the project. 

 
3. Project Organisation 
 
Project leader: Mieke Massink (CNR-ISTI) 
 
Project Participants: Mieke Massink (CNR-ISTI), 
Maurice ter Beek (CNR-ISTI), Jean Francois Ladry 
(IRIT), Marco Winckler (IRIT), Jeremy Bryans (Univ. 
of Newcastle) 

 
Senior advisers: Giorgio Faconti (CNR-ISTI), 

Philippe Palanque (IRIT) , Michael Harrison (Univ. of 
Newcastle). 
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Abstract 

 
This paper describes an on-going work about a 

dependable Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The WSN 
is oriented to forest wildfire risk evaluation, fire 
detection and evolution monitoring in large outdoor 
areas.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Wild forest fire prevention, detection and tracing 
requires dependable computational systems. 
Parameters such as temperature, humidity, wind force, 
barometric pressure, etc., are measured and computed 
throughout big forest extensions. Thus, a wireless ad-
hoc connection is conceptually the best option suitable 
to support the application. 
 
2. Dependability aspects  
 

A wildfire prevention, detection and trace 
prediction application is been built on a Wireless 
Sensor Network (WSN) [1]. Dependability aspects are: 
Coverage: The number and distribution of sensors as 
well as the computational system used to transmit 
information should cover the biggest number of 
different points inside the area providing a real time 
useful monitoring system.  
Detection latency: The time from a sensor detection 
until its reception in a monitoring interface is 
especially critical [2]. A dependable system should 
guarantee a maximum constant detection latency time 
below the maximum required by the application. 
Fault tolerance: To achieve a full surveillance system 
it is needed to avoid areas without sensor measurement 
(“holes”) for either missing or out of service nodes. 
There are diverse “holes” causes, including human 
aggressions, low energy or natural accidents. Apart 
from making nodes more resilient, the system needs a 
reliable network protocol able to avoid routing data 
through “holes” and grant a complete network 

connection without isolated nodes. Minimum detection 
latency of missing or out of service nodes is required.  
Quality of Information: While some messages in the 
network need high quality of data (i.e. alarms), other 
messages are only used to send non-critical 
measurement data or even perform protocol tasks. A 
well balanced protocol can assume some message loss 
while assuring alarm-messages delivery with a 
maximum known latency time.  
False alarms: Reducing false alarms implies three 
issues to work on: making resilient nodes, establishing 
optimal sensor parameters, and obtaining sensor-
detection redundancy (more than n nodes detect the 
same possible fire risk). 
Security attacks: Communication protocols must 
grant confidentiality, integrity and authenticity. Most 
wildfires are intentionally provoked [2], so the system 
must be able to detect and reject external assaults, and 
even avoid to be tampered. 
Energy efficiency: Apart from protocol energy saving 
strategies, nodes must be built to have a long life and 
provided with rechargable energy supplies. 

 
3. Sensor distribution 
 

Sensors are part of something more complex: the 
node that is also able to compute and transmit data and 
even acts as a communications infrastructure for other 
nodes. The distribution of nodes in the forest is based 
on area subdivision. Each sub area is monitored by one 
node. The sub area size must be defined between an 
optimal and a maximum size. The knowledge of the 
geographical conditions of the area helps to define the 
subdivision. For example, temperature or humidity 
parameters have a very low or null variation in short 
distances, unless natural exceptions such as drops of 
importance, vegetation thickness variations, etc. 

Moreover, there are other aspects used to set both 
limits. As size increases, false alarms from directional 
sensors (for example, infrared) also increase, as well as 
the detection latency time in case the fire starts in a 
place far from the sensor. As size decreases, the 
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application gets better connectivity, sensor coverage 
and redundancy on the detection, allowing the 
collaboration between several sensors to confirm the 
fire; however the traffic of messages and the cost of 
each node must be considered. Components, such as 
GPS, infrared sensors, solar panels to provide power, 
etc., increase the node cost and make them more 
valuable and desirable by thieves. Besides, the 
maintenance of very dense WSN networks in large 
outdoor areas implies a considerable cost in human 
resources. An additional aspect to be considered is the 
environmental impact of electronic instrumentation in 
our forests. Degradation of nodes (or no degradation) 
and animal-life risks should always be considered.   

In the proposed WSN, it is expected that most time 
sub areas are monitored in their optimal size, while 
they will enlarge till a maximum to obtain redundant 
data information or cover “holes” left by disconnected 
or moved nodes. “Holes” are covered by active 
neighbour nodes. Neighbourhood depends on distance, 
geographical distribution and power level. The 
objective is to grant a fire-detection latency time below 
the maximum required by the application in optimal 
conditions as well as in the presence of faults. 
 
4. Network topology 
 

The proposed WSN is based in a sink scheme with 
clustering. Nodes disconnect to the network due to 
failures. The early detection of a disconnection is 
important for an efficient covering of the “hole”. 
Moreover, if a node fails but it doesn’t become silent, 
errors can propagate through the network, even ending 
up collapsing the net (for example, in case of a 
babbling idiot transmission).  

The WSN proposes a clustering structure, usually 
used for power control [3], [4], but in this paper 
proposed for fault tolerance. The goal is to gain a 
minimum detection latency of disconnected or failed 
nodes. The clustering is based in TDMA transmission, 
where all the nodes in the cluster must transmit one 
message per TDMA. Messages will be either “alive” 
messages or “data” messages depending on if the node 
has measured data to send or not.  

In a clustering structure, there are two types of 
transmission: within cluster and between clusters. The 
message transmission in our clusters is used to: 
maintain the synchronism of the cluster nodes, detect 
failures and perform data fusion tasks. On the other 
hand, messages transmitted between clusters are 
always “data” messages, where data include both 
sensors information and cluster incidences such as shut 
downs and failures. Thus, the message transmission 

between our clusters is used to: detect a whole cluster 
shut down (no one in the cluster is alive) and transmit 
information obtained by both sensors and fault 
tolerance mechanisms.  

The Cluster Heads are dynamically selected based 
on power level and geographical location. Cluster 
Heads transmission to the sink is assumed as multi-
hop. The routing scheme implies some location 
techniques. Location will be deducted with GPS or 
without it by triangulation algorithms which permit 
each node to know its current position on the map. 
Knowing the geographical location of nodes simplifies 
network routing and clustering formation, but 
moreover it is important for monitoring tasks. For 
example, in a sink scheme, a real time interface that 
uses the sink information helps to human users for a 
quick reaction in case of receiving an alarm.  

Finally, nodes are provided with mini- solar cells. 
However, nodes have to enter in “sleep mode” from 
time to time to save energy. A slept node is a 
disconnected node to the network (it can be considered 
as a special type of failure). Then, its “hole” needs to 
be covered by active neighbour nodes. Difficulty 
becomes in avoiding more than i neighbour nodes in 
sleep mode. The proposed WSN algorithm will define 
a maximum known i.   
 
5. Current work 
 

Currently, a first version of the network protocol 
has been developed and its dependability properties are 
being evaluated. The feedback obtained will help in 
defining improvements. Also, the currently 
implemented prototype covers a medium sensor 
network. Protocol specification should be adapted for 
covering the dependability aspects of larger sensor 
networks. 
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Abstract 
 

This short paper describes the ASAP mini-project 
(Assessment-based Adaptable Software Architecture 
for Dependability) that was launched within the Net-
work of Excellence ReSIST1. The main objective of the 
work is to address the adaptation of the fault tolerance 
software in a system according to on-line assessment-
based triggers. On-line assessment and adaptive fault-
tolerance have been identified in ReSIST as major re-
search gaps for the future. The ambition of the mini-
project is to gather recent work on fault tolerance 
software adaptation using open-component software 
based engineering techniques and advanced knowledge 
on on-line assessment using Bayesian inference. Some 
small case studies are planned to perform and early 
validation of the ideas and proposed approach. 

Keywords 
On-line assessment, adaptive fault tolerance, Baye-

sian inference, reflective computing. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
The evolution of systems at runtime is currently to 

be addressed in many application domains, those being 
critical or not. A solution to cope with this requirement 
for more flexible systems is to adapt the system design 
                                                             
1 Network of Excellence ReSIST (Resilience for Survivability in IST, 

http://www.resist-noe.org) 

and service at run-time. The on-line adaptation may be 
required for many reasons like changes in the 
environment, components upgrades, system 
configuration, resource consumption, components 
transient failure but also new fault assumptions. These 
are some of the possible triggers for adaptation of the 
system. This kind of problem is concern safety critical 
embedded systems with limited resources and no 
means to repair, ubiquitous computing or mobile 
systems, and also large-scale distributed systems.  

The solution must tackle two kinds of problems:  
• The assessment of operational conditions and de-

tection of a change to trigger the adaptation 

• The adaptation of the target system, including in 
particular its mechanisms of achieving high de-
pendability (e.g. fault tolerance). 

The objective of this work is to propose an archi-
tecture, and methods to make adaptive resilient sys-
tems, in particular regarding fault tolerance. To reach 
this aim, we introduce several assessment techniques 
and a reflective component model as base modules to 
build up such an architecture. The reflective model is 
drawn from a complete open-component engineering 
framework. 

This work is the continuation of the analysis of 
research challenges performed within the framework of 
the network of excellence ReSIST, in [3]. Among 
them, Adaptation and self-organisation concerns 
resilience of an evolving system that is highly affected 
by its ability to adapt to new requirements of the 
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environment. The problem is thus to dynamically 
reorganize the system, including its resilience 
mechanisms, according to new operational conditions.  

In the context of fault tolerance adaptation, the two 
problems identified above have been spelled out more 
precisely as: 
• An on-line assessment engine that deals explicitly 

with the assessment at runtime of the system resil-
ience. Thus, the on-line (run-time) assessment is 
concerned with system operating in highly dy-
namic and evolving environment (e.g. network 
congestion, new/changing service customers, ef-
fects of exploits of faults / vulnerabilities). Its goal 
is assessment of the implications of the changing 
environment on system resilience ranging from 
simply signaling a sub-standard operation to trig-
gering a system’s adaptation. 

• A design for adaptation applicable to fault toler-
ance –identified as an important research gap in 
[3]. It has been pointed out that the adaptation ca-
pabilities of a system depend on the early stages of 
its design, and the software development technol-
ogy that was selected. In the case of fault toler-
ance, they identified the urging need for an envi-
ronment that offers system architects the means to 
describe and design the adaptation of the fault 
tolerance [8].  

This paper gives the scheme of an architecture to 
provide on-line adaptation of resilient systems. Such an 
architecture is built from different approaches and 
techniques to address the sub-tasks identified above. 

 
2. Overall architecture 

 
The system architecture we envisage will consist of 

several abstraction layers as illustrated in Figure 1 that 
gives a coarse view of the system. The lower layer 
corresponds to the system services provided to the user 
and defined in the functional specification documents. 
The fault tolerance layer corresponds to the set (pool) 
of possible mechanisms required to fulfill non-
functional specifications (give examples?). The 
mechanisms may require different degrees of 
redundancy (including diverse redundancy) and offer 
different degrees of dependability assurance. The 
adaptation layer corresponds to the various scenarios 
enabling the fault tolerance strategies to be changed 
on-line. Last, the assessment layer corresponds to the 
set of mechanisms responsible for estimating the 
current situation and deciding which of the available 
fault-tolerant mechanisms is the most adequate for it. If 
the currently deployed mechanism is sub-optimal, then 
a change will be triggered. This change will lead to 

modifications of the active fault-tolerance mechanism 
and, if necessary, modifications of the base system. In 
practical terms, these layers correspond to components 
such as Base System (BSys), Fault Tolerance 
mechanisms (FTM), Adaptation Engine (AdE), 
Assessment Engine (AsE) that uses Failure Detectors 
(FDs), Software Sensors (SWS) and Software 
Actuators (SWA). 

 

System in operation

Fault tolerance

Adaptation

Assessment

action

action

action

observation

 
Figure 1. Abstraction layers for on-line adaptation 
Figure 1 depicts in fact the proposed reflective ar-

chitecture, each abstraction level corresponding to a 
metalevel. In reflective terms, observation and control 
facilities provided by open component technologies 
enable adaptation to be performed on each software 
level configuration on-line. 

The Base System is the application software (and 
its supporting executive layers, operating system and 
middleware) without any fault-tolerant mechanisms, 
e.g. embedded software for automotive application, 
avionics, etc. Such subsystem consists of several com-
ponents, with their respective APIs, which allow for 
interaction2.  

The Fault Tolerance software is defined as a set of 
interacting components that provides fault tolerance 
according to some requirement and resources availabil-
ity. Their organization must be flexible enough to be 
manipulated at runtime. Novel software engineering 
techniques such as Fractal [1] or OpenCOM [2] can be 
used to reach this aim. 

The Adaptation corresponds to a set of programs 
that are able to change the configuration of the fault 
tolerance software in order to modify on-line a given 
fault tolerance strategy. Because the open component 
technology enables individual components of a 
software layer to be manipulated at runtime (dynamic 

                                                             
2 In case diverse components are used to achieve tolerance against 

software faults, the diverse components are still seen as part of the 
Base System, since they are assumed to be available (e.g. off-the-
shelf)  and developed by third parties in accordance with the ‘de-
sign for adaptation’ principles.  
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bindings), their objective is to update a given strategy 
while maintaining consistency. 

The Assessment is a process of measuring the non-
functional characteristics of the system, using a model 
of the system and the evidence available before and 
during operation. The Assessment in this particular 
framework is achieved by an Assessment engine, a 
piece of software, which allows for all necessary ele-
ments of the assessment to be represented: the system 
model, the pre-deployment knowledge about the non-
functional property of interest, and the mechanism of 
updating the knowledge about the attribute of interest 
when new evidence becomes available. For the sake of 
concreteness in this report we limit ourselves to the 
following examples of assessment: 
• Computation of dependability measures of interest 

associated with the particular deployment of BSys, 
AdE and FDs , e.g. the probability of system fail-
ure on demand, using Bayesian inference as de-
scribed in a series of papers [4], [5]. Such a service 
ensures an up to date estimation of the dependabil-
ity level of the whole system.  

• Detection of the changes in the operational use of 
the system, i.e. of its operational environment, e.g. 
as a result of changes in the pattern the software is 
being used, which may invalidate the dependabil-
ity measures computed in the past under different 
operational conditions.  

• Detection by anticipation of real-time failure due 
to changes in the runtime conditions (i.e. 
scheduling errors) that lead to abnormal 
behaviours or erroneous states [6]; the approach 
consists of analyzing correct continuations using 
the automata time abstraction [7]. 

Finally, SoftWare Sensors will monitor the work 
of the deployed components and deliver input data to 
the specific Assessment engine deployed to keep the 
assessment up to date. The access to SWS will be via a 
defined API, in fact a meta-interface providing inputs 
to the adaptation and assessment engines.  

Similarly, the adaptation will need means to act 
upon the system in operation through SoftWare 
Actuators. 

 
3. Conclusion 

 
Clearly, the on-line adaptation may be required for 

multiple reasons like changes in the environment, 
components upgrades, system re-configuration, 
resource usage, components transient failures as well 
as new fault assumptions. These are some of the 
possible triggers for adaptation. These situations are 
quite generic and apply to a wide range of systems, 

from resource-constrained safety critical embedded 
systems that cannot be repaired on-line, ubiquitous 
computing and mobile systems, to large-scale 
distributed infrastructure. 

We argue that any solution to these challenges 
needs to address the following two problems:  

1) How to properly assess operational conditions 
and trigger adaptation when required 

2) Once adaptation has been decided, how to adapt 
a target system, and in particular how to adapt its de-
pendability mechanisms. 

In practice, the system in operation is composed of 
services implementing the functional specifications, 
those services being run on top of a middleware com-
posed of an assessment engine, an adaptation engine 
and fault tolerance mechanisms. 

The assessment engine obtains inputs from the sys-
tem and its environment, and uses them to compute 
adaptation trigger. These triggers are passed on to the 
adaptation engine that is then responsible for dynami-
cally modifying the software configuration (in particu-
lar the fault tolerance strategies) according to the needs 
that have been identified.  
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Abstract  

 
Run-time overhead of fault tolerance techniques 

can be estimated using experiments to determine the 
efficiency of interprocess communication (ipc) and 
network communication techniques. We describe an 
approach in which simple benchmark code can be 
instrumented in order to provide assessment of 
overhead. The method can be used to good effect with 
self-scaling benchmarks. This approach to 
measurement of ipc and network communication 
efficiency is likely to be especially important to the 
fault tolerance research community as multi-core 
processors and virtual servers, such as those that are 
becoming available using VMware become more 
prevalent.  
 
 
1. Introduction  

 
Nearly every technique used for fault tolerance 

has a run-time overhead affecting performance. There 
may be a general, predictable degradation in 
performance due to checking correctness during 
system operation. There may also be a rapid change in 
performance if a fault is detected and system execution 
returns to a “safe state” before proceeding. This paper 
focuses on run-time performance.  

Most techniques for development of fault tolerant 
software fall into one of two broad classifications: 
redundancy and exceptions. Redundancy is often 
implemented as N-version programming, or NVP [1]. 
The Ada tasking model is particularly appropriate for 
embedded real-time systems with only a run time 
system and no intervening operating system. Clearly, 
distributed or parallel environments are more 
appropriate for NVP than sequential ones, although 
network connection can fail or be slowed down by an 
unexpected excess of traffic. Virtual environments 
such as VMware also can be useful.  

Exception handlers are often known as recovery 
blocks, or RB [6]. Assertions and guards, which are 
source code statements within a block of code that a 
condition holds, also fall into this category. The 
assertion is verified to be correct before the block of 
code is executed. Assertions are most common in 
programs written in C or C++. Unfortunately, the 

testing of an assertion is not always an atomic 
operation, even on a single machine.  

The proper use of exceptions requires three things: 
detection of the exception by some routine, sending the 
exception to another routine, and the handling of the 
exception. Many modern programming languages 
support some form of exception, but their run-time 
systems may be different, especially in the 
determination of where program control resumes after 
an exception occurs and is detected. Exception 
handlers may be searched for in local programming 
blocks, in encapsulating procedures or tasks, and so 
on, sometimes with control returning directly to the 
operating system.  

Detection and handling of exceptions are not 
always atomic operations, causing system 
inconsistency after a fault. For distributed systems, 
coordinated atomic actions may be required.  
 
 
2. Predictable overhead of FT  

 
There is overhead in the design and 

implementation of voters, acceptance tests, and in the 
maintenance of safe states. Voters and acceptance tests 
can be developed: as a separate task implemented in 
Ada, as a normal (heavyweight) process in C or C++, 
as a (lightweight) thread on a single computer in Java, 
as a thread on a remote computer, or similar. A safe 
state can be a configuration file, a permanent entry in a 
log file, or a dynamic entity. Each design decision will 
impact the run-time overhead of the system.  

It is easy to evaluate the overhead of NVP 
implementations in most programming languages if the 
voter is well-designed. Examples of measuring such 
overhead in C and Ada are given in [3] and [4].  

A voter implemented as an Ada task, with each 
version also implemented as an Ada task, can use the 
Ada rendezvous mechanism to handle tasks that do not 
produce results within expected times using, say, the 
selected wait mechanism. However, there may be 
limitations caused by implementation details. If the 
software runs directly under the control of the Ada 
run-time system, all resources may be made available.  

There may be additional constraints if an Ada 
system runs on top of another operating system such as 
Linux (including UNIX variants) or Windows. A 
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voter’s performance may be dependent on a specific 
implementation. Run-time performance may be 
slower, potentially causing timing and performance 
problems. Similar arguments hold for acceptance tests.  

A voter that runs as a (heavyweight) process on a 
single machine will typically have a closer association 
with the native operating system, but the 
communications facilities may be more complex, 
especially for processes that use UNIX ipc.  

A voter that runs as a (lightweight) thread on a 
single machine will typically have a closer association 
with the native operating system, and perhaps the run-
time support system of a language such as Java, but the 
communications facilities may be more fragile at times 
than those of heavyweight processes.  
 
3. The less predictable overhead of FT  

 
Information on fault-tolerant performance may be 

needed during design. A performance estimation 
approach based on benchmarks that consider how large 
a load a system can handle, rather than how fast it can 
solve standard problems, can help estimate the 
overhead of fault tolerance techniques at design time.  

Chen and Patterson introduced the concept of such 
self-scaling benchmarks and applied them to the 
evaluation of UNIX file systems [2]. Their benchmark 
code is highly portable to UNIX-based systems and 
can help immensely in eliminating inappropriate fault 
tolerance techniques during the design phase.  

Their approach is well suited to fault tolerance. 
Determining how large a problem a system can handle 
is a critical issue in evaluating the system’s 
performance under load such as a denial of service 
attack. We have extended their results to self-scaling 
benchmarks to evaluate UNIX ipc performance [5]; 
network extensions are easy. Our benchmark code can 
be changed to include any software components or 
objects that might be used as redundant versions, voter 
processes, exception handler, or acceptance tests.  
 
4. The special case of COTS  

 
Systems that use commercial, off-the-shelf 

(COTS) products often have both high- and low-level 
interactions. The development of wrappers often takes 
care of the higher level interactions, assuming that 
there is sufficient similarity in programming languages 
and operating system support and documentation is 
adequate.  

Lower-level interactions are far more complex, 
because they are rarely described formally as part of a 
COTS product's external interface. Low-level 

interactions may include race conditions or access to a 
shared resource controlled by a non-atomic function.  

COTS products can also acquire too many system 
resources, potentially causing faults. For example, 
there are four types of limits relevant to the number of 
open files within a UNIX process:  
• A limit on the number of open files may be 

specified by a programming language such as 
ANSI C.  

• A limit on the number of open files may be 
specified by a compiler.  

• A limit on the number of open files may be 
specified by a configurable constant, often known 
as a “soft limit,” specified in the file limits.h.  

• An absolute limit, often known as the “hard limit.”  
 
Often, COTS products can be inserted into schemes for 
self-scaling benchmarks.  
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Abstract

The ongoing aim behind the work described here is to in-

vestigate support for a data centre type environment where

an application can be implemented as a composition of

components, or workflow. For instance, an application

might reuse established components. As is typical in data

centre operation, hosting of an application is governed by a

Service Level Agreement (SLA) between provider and appli-

cation owner. Such an SLA describes levels of service and

corresponding charges (paid to the provider) and refunds

(paid by the provider). The infrastructure can of course

vary mapping of hosted applications to machine resources

in seeking to meet SLAs efficiently. However, it is also possi-

ble to dynamically vary the mapping of composite applica-

tion to components; for instance to switch between alternate

implementations of some particular component. The sug-

gestion is that the availability of alternative components, or

even compositions, will arise naturally in a shared repos-

itory, and that the presence of the extra degree of control

can make the application hosting more resilient. While pre-

vious work by the authors has demonstrated basic mecha-

nisms towards a composite service data centre, the current

work begins to combine such mechanisms towards the con-

trol of both resource and component mapping in the context

of concurrent workloads. The paper describes experimen-

tal work using a prototype implementation of an adaptive

workflow engine.

1 Introduction

In common with other component based systems, service

oriented computing aims to facilitate reuse of established

components, thereby both saving on development effort and

pushing application design to a higher level of abstraction

where errors are less likely. Thus, the services offered by an

organization can be represented as machine readable inter-

faces (WSDL). These are stored in registries with associated

metadata describing functional and non-functional proper-

ties, where they can be found so as to support use of the

underlying service by client applications. Thus it is com-

mon for complex applications to be implemented as com-

posite services (aka workflows) linking services at widely

distributed locations. In a distributed setting, it is to be

expected that one execution of such a complex application

may differ from a previous one, e.g. through using different

services or service instances; even that a composition may

be dynamically altered during execution, e.g. in the event

of a failure. To this end, the client may specify a set of

requirements, which may be encapsulated in a service level

agreement (SLA). For instance, [15] demonstrates composi-

tion which is dynamic in respect of non-functional attributes

such as duration, price and availability. However, it is also

possible to consider composition in respect of functional re-

quirements too, e.g. [10]. Such approaches tend to be con-

cerned with adapting an individual workflow.

In recent years there has been a notable tendency for or-

ganizations to out-source some or all of their IT applica-

tions, and several companies have developed large data cen-

tres to host the client applications. Thus, work such as [3]

demonstrates that multiple applications can be hosted dy-

namically and securely, but a need arises for the improve-

ment of management algorithms if utility computing is to

achieve efficiency [2]. Recent work, e.g. [13], has shown

good scalability in terms of mapping monolithic applica-

tions. Also, while the inherently multi-dimensional nature

of SLAs is well appreciated [9], it appears to be typical for

experiments in data centre control to emphasize user re-

sponse time. The notion of a shared repository in which

applications may be developed, potentially exploiting reuse,

and hosted, can be seen appearing in offerings such as Ama-

zon Web Services [1], and CARMEN [5].

Variation of of component replication is used in support

of meeting SLAs for composite service invocations in [11].

In general there can be bounds on useful replication, e.g.

due to database access [4]. In the context of multi-tier

web server applications, [14] addresses the problem of tak-

ing account of bounds on parallelism in those tiers in or-
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der to use data centre resources efficiently. Such concerns

are significant too in the composite service data centre of

this work, but this paper is more closely related to a sce-

nario described in [6] where web server applications are

dynamically switched between levels of quality (full graph-

ics and text only) in order to meet response time require-

ments. Specifically, the experiment described here demon-

strates that dynamic swapping of component implementa-

tions can be used to meet multi-dimensional SLA require-

ments.

2 Adaptive and Concurrent Management of

Composite Services

A prototype system has been implemented by wrapping

an established ’basic’ workflow engine [7] in “black-box”

fashion, as shown in Figure 1. At deployment, a workflow is

Policy

Translator

Machines

definitions

requests
user

indirect requests

Engine

BasicP1
P2

Broker

mapping

load
balance

subpools

Registries

Service pool

Figure 1. Adaptive Management of Compos-

ite Services

modified by a Translator to add extra identification param-

eters to each component invocation. Each component invo-

cation from the deployed composite service is intercepted

by a Broker, which uses these identification parameters and

statistics forwarded by probes, P1 and P2, to determine, in

accordance with a chosen policy, how to process that re-

quest. The Broker dynamically partitions the pool of avail-

able machines into a number of subpools, according to the

number of workloads, and moves machines between sub-

pools in accordance with target sizes which are determined

on the basis of the probe measurements. The Broker also

constructs an invocation map for each deployed workflow,

determining between alternate component services again on

the basis of the measurements reported by the probes. Fur-

ther details of the prototype may be found in [12]. In the

current implementation, a policy is implemented directly as

Java code within a controller class within the Broker.

In this experiment, the policy seeks (approximately)

to maximize revenue for the provider. The first mecha-

nism employed is a slight adaptation of the measured loads

heuristic of [8] in selection of subpool sizes. This heuristic

follows from the well known queueing result of Little which

equates offered load in a queueing system to the product of

arrival rate and response time. Both workflow arrival rate

and workflow response time are measured for each work-

load in probe P1. For a given interval, the heuristic parti-

tions the pool of machines in proportion with the product

of the offered loads and workload revenue coefficients; the

former measured during the previous interval. The slight

adaptation to the previously described heuristic is in the def-

inition of the cost coefficient. In the experiment described

here, the coefficient is computed as the square of the av-

erage of possible refund values divided by the average of

possible charge values, rather than simply refund divided

by the charge. The idea behind squaring the refund value

is to ensure that few resources are allocated to a less prof-

itable workload. The use of averaging reflects the presence

of alternate levels of charge or refund, depending for in-

stance on result quality. A second mechanism is employed

to control the response time where necessary in the sce-

nario where a lower quality answer on-time is preferable

to a higher quality answer late. Specifically this mechanism

switches between maximizing a named attribute, e.g. result

quality, and minimizing response time for each component

service (measured in probe P2) with alternative implemen-

tations within a composite service, depending on whether

the measured average response for the composite service is

(respectively) less than or greater than a defined bound. Ef-

fectively, one non-functional attribute is traded-off with an-

other. The longer term idea is to decide between admission

control, i.e. rejection of requests and quality downgrade dy-

namically, and in the case of the latter to decide dynamically

which attributes to downgrade. The experiment described

here demonstrates a particular example scenario.

3 Experiment

In the experiment described here, as in [12], the two ex-

ample workflows shown in 2 are used. Both OneCall and

TwoCallAnd invoke a service Calc, but in the latter case,

Calc is only invoked if the prior call to Test returns true.

Both Test and Calc are implemented as configurable CPU-

heavy loads. Each has a single operation, test and calc re-

spectively, which is invoked in these experiments. As in

the earlier work, two implementations of the more expen-

sive service are defined with differing properties, as shown

in Table 1. The execution cost of the test operation in this

work is equal to that of the cheaper implementation of calc.

The actual execution times of single invocations of the two

calc implementations in this experiment are 4.7 and 47 sec-

onds.

There are many possible definitions for an SLA which

could reflect the various possible outcomes of a request. For
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Figure 2. Example workflows.

monetary cost result precision run-time

Calc000 4.5 10 × 1.0

Calc001 0.5 1 × 0.1

Table 1. Alternative service implementations.

this initial experiment, the SLA is assumed to have the form

shown in 3 are used. In the context of the example work-

tmax

q1
q22c

c

2c

Figure 3. Example SLA agreement.

flows there are just two possible values for the overall result

quality, shown as q1 and q2. In the example workflows, the

result quality is purely dependent on the choice between the

two implementations of Calc. For the sake of simplicity,

there is a single response time bound tmax, below which

one of two charges, c or 2c is payable to the provider, but

above which a single refund 2c is payable by the provider.

In the experiment, there are three concurrent workloads;

workload A comprises requests against OneCall and the

other two, B and C, make requests against TwoCallAnd.

TwoCallAnd is configured such that test returns true in 50%

of requests; in just those requests is calc invoked. The

workflow requests in all three workloads follow Poisson se-

quences. In the case of workload A which submits 500 re-

quests against OneCall, the Poisson rate is increased from

0.067 to 0.155 at time 2000 seconds. In the case of work-

load B which submits 1000 requests against TwoCallAnd

(recall that 500 of these invoke the expensive operation),

the Poisson rate is decreased at time 2000 seconds from

0.38 to 0.1125. In the case of workload C, the 250 requests

against TwoCallAnd are submitted at a constant Poisson rate

of 0.0565.

The SLA for each of the workloads has the form shown

in Figure 3. However, while A and B have c= 0.5, C has

c = 0.05. Intuitively then, the system should allocate most

resources to A and B and potentially switch between imple-

mentations of Calc in order to control the average response

time, particularly in the case of workload C which should

be squeezed in terms of resources.

4 results

The experiment is conducted in a Linux environment.

The pool comprises 20 2.8GHz machines in a cluster. The

workload generators and adaptive workflow engine are run

on a separate 3GHHz machine. Figure 4 shows how the ac-

tual pool sizes vary during the workload. As expected, most
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Figure 4. Recorded pool sizes.

of the machines are allocated to the two higher value work-

loads. The significant transfer of machines between these

two workloads corresponds to the change, at time 2000, in

request submission rates described earlier.

Figure 5 shows the measured durations of individual

requests in each of the three workloads. In the case of

workload A, there is a period of settling at startup, dur-

ing which 6 requests are mapped to the cheaper alternative

of Calc. Following this, the response times for requests in

workload A are mostly constant, and close to the expected

value. Those in workload B, are mostly split evenly be-

tween about 5 and about 50 seconds, reflecting the ratio of

requests which make an invocation of calc. In practice, all

of the calc invocations in workload B, and all apart from

the 6 requests mentioned above in workload A are mapped
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to the more expensive implementation of Calc, reflecting

the higher value of these workloads in revenue terms. By

contrast, the response times in workload C oscillate about

the chosen switching value, which was set to 90 seconds in

this experiment. In practice, out of the 144 invocations of

calc in workload C, 87 were mapped to Calc000 and 57 to

Calc001. For the lower value workload, which is squeezed

for resources, the service mapping is dynamically mapped

between cheaper and more expensive implementations, in

order to trade quality so as to keep the average response

time close to that specified in the SLA.

5 Conclusion

An experiment in the management of concurrent work-

loads is presented, where the workloads invoke compos-

ite services which are mapped dynamically onto a shared

pool of machine resources and whose component invoca-

tions are mapped dynamically between alternate implemen-

tations. It is anticipated that dynamic composition of this

nature might become a feature of shared repositories which

are starting to appear. The results presented here are limited

in several ways, but demonstrate that it can be possible to

employ dynamic service invocation mapping in support of

concurrent SLA based management of composite services.

Specifically, a lower value workload can be implemented at

degraded quality. A somewhat simplistic approach is em-

ployed here which maps all invocations in a workflow for

response time or quality. In general, this offers an alterna-

tive to rejecting either the workload or particular requests,

and an obvious direction for ongoing work is to evaluate

such alternatives. As hinted earlier of course, trading be-

tween non-functional properties can also be possible in the

context of monolithic applications.
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Setup Time Violation Attack on DES and Triple-DES

Ying ZHUANG and Nidhal SELMANE and Sylvain GUILLEY and Jean-Luc DANGER

Abstract

Eli Biham and Adi Shamir introduced a differential fault

attack (DFA) on DES in 1997 [2]. This attack assumes that

an attacker is able to induce a single bit-flip in a datap-

ath register of DES. In this article, we present a concrete

setup in which Biham and Shamir’s fault model happens to

be correct. This definitely proves that the original DFA on

DES is practical. The same attack can be applied on imple-

mentations of 3DES algorithm.

In the proposed attack scenario, the faults are the conse-

quence of a setup time violation on the combinatorial path

of a hardware accelerator for the DES algorithm. Such er-

rors are injected by supplying the DES coprocessor with a

voltage supply inferior to its nominal value. We developed

an algorithm to locate the spatio-temporal positions of the

up to eight faults. The result is that single faults can be

obtained over a wide range of voltage.

1. Introduction

Hardware implementation of cryptographic algorithm on

smartcards are extremely reliable, however it is possible to

intentionally induce faults into computations in order to re-

trieve secret information. There are several methods to in-

duce faults on smartcards such as changing the power sup-

ply voltage, the frequency of the external clock or applying

radiation. Until now, very few DFAs have been applied in

real experiments. For instance, the paper [1] describes an

experimental setup, and compares various methods of fault

injection. However, the attack is only sketched superficially,

without quantitative results.

In this paper, we first introduce the principle of differ-

ential fault attack on DES [5]. We also describe our fault

hypothesis and the principle of setup time violation attack.

Secondly, we introduce our experiment, that includes an

on-line and an off-line stage. We first describe how we ac-

quire faulty ciphertexts, and then we discuss our methodol-

ogy of fetching multiple errors (up to 8 on DES). In the last

part of the paper, we show the coverage of different fault

model and analyze the result of the experiment.

2. DFA on DES

DES is a 16-round secret key encryption algorithm based

on a Feistel structure. The model of Biham-Shamir [2] lets

the attacker induce random bit-flip errors during the DES

encryption. In this attack, the adversary obtains several cou-

ples of ciphertext derived from the same plaintext and key,

where one of the ciphertext is correct and the other is the

result of a computation corrupted by a single bit error dur-

ing the computation. Consequently, a single bit-flip fault

occurring in the left register ”L” will cause a single bit-flip

in the right register ”R” at the next round. Similarly, a sin-

gle bit-flip fault occurring at the output of any non-linear

substitution box (nicknamed sbox) will also translate into a

single bit-flip in register R. Thus, it is tantamount to attack

the registers, or the substitution boxes, or actually any part

of the DES algorithm.

Faults are exploitable if they occurs on round 16, 15 or

14. By using faulty and correct ciphertext the attacker can

retriever the last subkey. Then we can proceed according to

two strategies: The first one consists in using the fact that

this subkey contains 48 out of the 56 key bits in order to

guess the missing 8 bits in all the possible 28 = 256 re-

maining bits. The second one consists in using the knowl-

edge of the last subkey to peel off the last round (and re-

move faults that we already identified) and to analyze the

preceding rounds with the same data.

3. Errors Typology

The errors considered in this paper are those caused by

an early latching of a combinatorial function. For the sake

of simplicity, we assume that the errors appear in the datap-

ath LR.

In the datapath LR, we call E(R,S,M) an error located

at round R ∈ [1, 16], substitution box S ∈ [1, 8] and caus-

ing a bit-flip on any or all of the sbox 4-bit outputs, result-

ing in its masking with M ∈ {0, 1}
4
\{0}

4
. The reason

why in E several (from one to four) bits are affected is that

we do not exclude the possibility to faults occur with the

sboxes. Notice that the last gates of the datapath are the

XOR gates situated downstream the sboxes. However, these
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gates propagate the errors that might happen in the sboxes;

thus, by considering errors in the sbox, both cases (error in

sboxes and in the final XOR) are concomitantly captured.

Incidentally, it will be impossible for an attacker to distin-

guish between the two cases when it is a single bit-flip (i.e.

the masks M are restricted to the unitary Hamming weight

subset of {0, 1}
4
.) This distinction is anyway irrelevant for

attacks, because only the syndrome (and not what actually

triggered it) is exploitable.

The DES blocks that are susceptible to setup time viola-

tions errors are highlighted in Fig. 1. The areas where errors

are likely are highlighted .

PC2

RS RS
2

LSLS
2

From register CDFrom register LR

To L To R

From L From R

To register CDTo register LR

Key

schedule

Round

logic
4→1 MUX

S

E

P

Figure 1. DES round and key schedule com-

binatorial logic.

Notice that, if the DFA requires an access to the encryp-

tion hardware to work, the attack in itself is totally indepen-

dent from the hardware architecture. The datapath depicted

in Fig. 1 is thus just an illustration.

However, in case of two different E(R,S,M) errors, the

attack can be accelerated.

Handling complex simultaneous errors is computation-

ally intractable. In Tab. 1, the complexities of multiple er-

rors are given.

4. Experimental Attack

The DFA proceeds in two phases:

1. an on-line faults collections from the targeted device,

and

2. an off-line analysis of the faults collected with CFP al-

gorithm.

These two phases are dealt with in the two following sub-

sections.

4.1. Acquisition of the Faulted Ciphertexts

The experimental results presented in the sequel are spe-

cific to the circuit SecMat V1 [4], embedding an iterative

DES co-processor whose architecture is described in [6].

However, related targets are expected to yield similar obser-

vations, since the error model is proved to take its root from

two physical phenomenon (the dependence of the propaga-

tion time in the data and the metastability of the DFFs). Our

experimental setup consists in a dual power supply:

• U is the general core voltage of the SoC.

• V is the dedicated voltage of the DES coprocessor.

We use the Agilent E3631A power supply to decrease the

nominal voltage (1.2 V) by 1/2 mV steps for V as shown in

figure 2. The apparition of errors in the device is linked to
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Figure 2. Power supply used to bring DES

into a faulty behavior.

the clock period T , as shown in the Fig 3. Each point of

the figure is obtained by the averaging over 2 500 encryp-

tions, for a constant message and a constant key. It appears

that within about 10 mV, the device gradually moves from

an error-free to a fully erroneous behavior. This means that

an attacker can choose reproducibly the probability of the

faults by tuning the voltage. When the frequency is high,

the faults start appearing at a higher voltage than at low fre-

quency. The reason is that when the supply voltage V falls,

the propagation time Tpropagation rises.

We notice that some errors are redundant so we can de-

fine a new metric to characterize the fault unicity. It is called

“unique errors ratio
.
= unique faults

total faults
”, and illustrated experi-

mentally in the Fig 4. We notice that at low frequency (32

MHz), the variability of the faults is low. This can be ex-

plained by the fact that at low voltages, the critial paths are

more scattered. Therefore, the same paths is likely to be

violated repeatedly, hence a little unique errors ratio.

4.2. Principle of the CFP Algorithm

In order to identify the multiplicity of faults, we de-

veloped an algorithm called CFP (short for ”Ciphertext
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Table 1. Number of possibilities of multiple-faults in the DES algorithm.

Error type Number of possible occurrences

E1 1 920 = 16 × 8 ×

(

24
− 1

)

E2 3 684 480 =
(

#E1
− 0

)

×

(

#E1
− 1

)

E3 7 066 832 640 =
(

#E1
− 0

)

×

(

#E1
− 1

)

×

(

#E1
− 2

)
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Figure 3. Percentage of faulted ciphertext

running at T = 32 and T = 66 MHz.

Fault-Positions”). It is used to find out fault positions of

the fault-ciphertext generated by reducing the supply volt-

age and saved in the acquisition files. This algorithm con-

tains 2 functions. One is called Dict() that is used to

create dictionaries that present the all of the fault-position

possibilities by the couples of fault-ciphertext and fault-

positions. Another is called Compare() that is used to

compare the dictionary and the acquisition files to locate

the fault-ciphertexts.

The algorithm CFP is executed by iteration, that is

CFPn will take the fault positions list called FPLn−1 gen-

erated by CFPn−1. The most fundamental dictionary is

that corresponding to one single fault. By scanning all of the

possibilities of position, 16 rounds, 8 sboxes, with all of the

mask values (24
−1), we could have a dictionary Dict1 pre-

senting the “fault cipher-text and the fault position”. Com-

paring Dict1 with the acquisition files, we will find the all

of the fault-ciphertexts generated by a single fault. We save

this result in a log file Res file1, and these single faults
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Figure 4. Percentage of unique faulted ci-

phertext running at T = 32 and T = 66 MHz.

will be saved in a fault-positions list called FPL1.

To create the dictionary Dict2 for 2 faults, we will

choose one fault-position (we call it fixed error) in

FPL1, the other one, we will take it by scanning all the pos-

sibilities (all rounds, all sboxes and all the values of mask).

After comparing the acquisition files with the Dict2, we

could find out the fault-ciphertexts generated by 2 faults

in the acquisition files. If there are new fault positions

that are not in FPL1, we will add them in it, that is the

fault-positions list is update to FPL2. For Dict3, the 2

fixed errors will be chosen in FPL2, another one will be

token by scanning all the possibilities. The following is in

the similar way. At last, we will have a final fault-positions

list and the result files classed by number of the fault.

To create dictionary, the function Dict() choose n − 1
fixed errors in fault-positions list by recurrence to make

up n errors and then construct a dictionary Dictn.

We have written another function to calculate the cover-

age of the non-repetitive fault-ciphertexts found and multi
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fault-ciphertexts at the same supply voltage by counting the

number of the fault-ciphertexts found at this voltage. Then

we obtain a plot like Fig 5.

5. Errors Characterization

Amongst the faults actually observed, those that fall into

a proposed error model are said to be covered. The rec-

ognized errors coverage is plotted in Fig. 5. The left graph

represents the coverage of non-repetitive faults and the right

one is the coverage of repetitive faults. A filtering of the

stuck-at-zero errors allows to improve the coverage.
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According to the figure 6 we are able to collect a lot of

unique errors, which is important to realize Biham’s DFA,

because it needs between 50 and 200 unique faults to suc-

ceed the attack.

In both figures 5 and 6, it happens that the single fault

model is the most likely: its expectancy, equal to area of its

density of probability, is greater than any other fault model.

The single fault manifests first, and multiple faults follow

suit when V is low. This validates the fact that single bit-

flips in the R register is a realistic fault attack model on Feis-

tel encryption schemes. The attack of Biham and Shamir [2]

is thus practical on devices where the supply can be freely

tampered with.

In the figure 6 showing repetitive faults, the coverage can

be reduced down to 0. The reason is that the faults multi-

plicity is increasing quickly when the supply voltage drops.

6. Conclusions

This article reports an experimental setup to induce faults

in a DES co-processor. The proposed setup is very low-cost,

and still proves to be very efficient. We demonstrate that E.

Biham and A. Shamir’s differential fault attack can indeed

be realized in practice. In addition, we provide with the

comprehensive analysis of the faults’ physical origin. We

notably argue that their randomness is due to the metasta-

bility of the DFFs that sample the critical path.

Some asynchronous architectures suitable for secured

implementations have been proposed [3]. These architec-

tures are probably more immune to the setup time viola-

tion attack proposed in this article than their synchronous

counterparts, because there is no implicit assumption that

a computation is over (like it is the case for synchronous

logic). Of course, this kind of attack could be prevented by

a frequency-detector or by the internal generation by a PLL

of the clock signal. So the targets of DFA attack are the syn-

chronous systems in which the frequency-detector might be

destroyed or the unprotected systems such as those care-

lessly implemented in FPGAs.
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1 Introduction

ReSIST is a NoE that addresses the strategic objective
“Towards a global dependability and security framework”
of the European Union Work Programme, and responds to
the stated “need for resilience, self-healing, dynamic con-
tent and volatile environments”. In the context of the Resist
Network of Excellence, funds were allocated to one-year
sub-projects addressing some of the “dependability and se-
curity gaps” identified by the network activity. We intro-
duce here the outcomes and deliverables expected by one of
these sub-projects, named “Honeypots”, started in January
2008 and with expected completion at the end of 2008.

In order to assess the resilience of a system it is impor-
tant to take into consideration malicious faults. In the spe-
cific case of a computer system, one of the most important
classes of malicious faults is linked to Internet attacks. The
gap GA2 in [13] shows how the lack of unbiased, represen-
tative and useful data poses a serious limitation to any at-
tempt of quantifying and characterizing the security threats
to which a computer system may be exposed. Despite the
considerable number of ongoing projects [17, 3, 4, 1, 6]
aiming at collecting data about Internet malicious activities,
the lack of “good” data with respect to this objective is an
important gap of the current state of the art. Also, there is a
lack of rigorous methodologies and models that can be used
to extract relevant information and trends from the collected
data.

In this project we want to address an interesting sub-

problem of this gap: classify and characterize real-world In-
ternet attacks linked to the spread of self-propagating mal-
ware. While the scenario of Internet attacks in the past was
characterized by a few but extremely visible phenomena
linked to the spread of worms, nowadays’ scenario is far
more complex. The objectives of the hackers have changed,
and what started as a competition to gain visibility by in-
fecting large populations of machines in very short time
has now become a more organized covert activity aiming
at economical profit. Internet is now dominated by a large
number of different classes of malware aiming at silently
taking control of computer systems in order to steal bank-
ing accounts, generate spam, steal credit card numbers, and
many other profit-oriented operations. Even if the presence
of these different classes is of public knowledge, we lack
quantitative information on their spread, on their impact, on
their evolution. This project aims at investigating the fea-
sibility of using real data provided by honeypots to obtain
such information.

2 Project activity

We plan to collect data taking advantage of a distributed
honeypot deployment, developed at Institut Eurecom, called
SGNET [8, 9]. SGNET aims at deploying small sensors in
different locations of the IP space. These sensors emulate
network services and, taking advantage of the ScriptGen
technology [10, 11], achieve a very high level of verbosity at
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a very low cost. With respect to existing honeypot deploy-
ments, SGNET allows to achieve an extremely rich amount
of information about the network activities hitting the hon-
eypot, with special focus on code injection attacks. SGNET
is in fact able to emulate the whole attack trace, understand-
ing the presence of a successful code injection, and emulat-
ing its behavior ultimately downloading samples of the mal-
ware. This process allows to retrieve extremely valuable in-
formation about the intention of the attacker and its nature.
This information is stored in a relational database for fur-
ther analysis and constitutes the foundation over which we
are planning to work within this project.

The “Honeypots” project aims at exploiting the informa-
tion collected by the SGNET deployment. The project ac-
tivity will follow two main lines of operation. Firstly, we
will enrich the collected data through the comparison with
other information sources. Secondly, we will dig into the
collected data and try to abstract meaningful information
taking advantage of existing algorithms developed by the
participants in different contexts.

2.1 Correlation with other information
sources

Some of the participants to the project manage different
honeypot deployments taking advantage of different tech-
nologies. These technologies range from Honeynet Al-
liance deployments [1] to other high interaction techniques
[2]. The reasons underneath the comparison of the informa-
tion collected by different techniques are twofold. On the
one hand, the diversity in collection techniques may allow
to detect “blindness” of one approach to security events ob-
served by the other approach. On the other hand, combining
diverse information retrieved using different approaches po-
tentially allows to enrich and consolidate the global view on
the observed security events.

City University has deployed several high-interaction
honeypots, which contain a mixture of Linux and Windows
hosts and following the directions of the Honeynet Alliance
[1]. These deployments emulate the traffic observed in cor-
porate or SME (Small to Medium Business) environments.
The network traffic collected in these honeynets will be
compared with the SGNET data, e.g. exploratory analysis
of the times between attacks on different hosts, operating
systems, networks or geographical location will be detailed.

Mondragon University will proceed on the same line of
City University, but from a different perspective. Mon-
dragon University will provide a very rich dataset collected
by around 10 honeypots of the Basque Honeynet Alliance
[12]. This will allow to a very interesting comparison with
the information provided by the SGNET deployment. The
comparison will focus on different parameters than those
analyzed by City University. For instance, both honeypot

deployments being able to download malware using differ-
ent strategies, we will compare the trends in malware down-
load offered by the two technologies.

LAAS University will exploit the previous work on high
interaction honeypots [2] to observe the behavior of attack-
ers once they manage to get access to the core of the sys-
tem. We plan to use this information to be able to provide
answers to fundamental questions such as “what attackers
do in the core of the system?” And “what are their objec-
tives?”. The goal is to better understand the motivations
and methods of attackers. One way to achieve this goal is to
study the sequence of commands performed by the attack-
ers, using clustering techniques and symbolic time series.

2.2 Data enrichment through analysis

The information retrieved by the honeypot deployments
is vast. In order to build characterizations of the observed
security events we need a set of tools and techniques to mine
the collected data and extract more meaningful aggregate
information. We plan to take advantage of existing algo-
rithms developed by some of the participants to the project
to achieve this goal. The data mining techniques developed
in the context of the Leurré.com honeypot deployment [5]
can be of great help in organizing the collected data. Time
series analysis developed in the context of IDS alert analy-
sis [16] and statistical modelling [7] can help us in digging
into the data filtering out uninteresting activities.

The data mining algorithms developed at Eurecom have
been used so far to discover similarity patterns between the
attacks over extended periods of time (e.g. several months
or years). This long term analysis has already delivered in-
teresting results about certain classes of malicious activities
that seem to be correlated over long periods of time. In or-
der to better address the highly dynamic and changing be-
havior new emerging threats, and also to understand how the
threats evolve over time, we need to effectively identify the
relevant periods of attack activities (i.e. the “attack events”)
on our sensors prior the execution of any correlative analy-
sis. France Telecom R&D will provide its expertise in time
series analysis [15, 14] to identify attack events within the
honeypot time series. This can increase the quality and the
significance of the results of the correlation algorithms de-
veloped by Eurecom. The final objective is to combine and
automate both approaches (detection and correlation) so as
to facilitate the processing of large quantities of data and
to improve the discovery of meaningful information from
honeypot data.

Eurecom will also provide an extension of its correlation
framework in order to take advantage of the extensive in-
formation provided by SGNET. Such an extension will be
used in the second half of the project to conduct an exten-
sive analysis, so as to understand and characterize the evo-
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lution of malware activities in both the time domain and in
the “spatial” domain (i.e. along the Internet IP space).

Attackers can use intruded nodes to disrupt the operation
of distributed systems, for example by creating inconsis-
tencies in a distributed file system where data is replicated
on multiple machines to guarantee integrity and availability.
Since tolerance to intrusions (or in general Byzantine faults)
is expensive, it is important to estimate how many faults are
to be tolerated. TU Darmstadt will look at the Honeypot
data to answer this question for systems that are subject to
untargeted attacks.

3 Conclusions

Summarizing, the “Honeypots” project aims at exploring
the feasibility of characterizing Internet attacks by digging
into the information collected by different honeypot deploy-
ments. We hope to achieve this through the joint efforts of
researchers with different competencies and resources. The
ultimate goal of the project is providing a significant step to-
wards the collection of unbiased, representative and useful
data on real world attacks.
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Abstract

The work described in this paper addresses resilience
issues in E-voting. An electronic election involves a
large, complex, integrated, socio-technical system,
encompassing large numbers of users and machines in
different tasks, and having to satisfy multiple and
complex requirements. Designing such a socio-
technical system requires trade-offs amongst many
interdependent factors such as dependability and
security, trust, usability and privacy; assessing it
requires consideration of complex and disparate
evidence and arguments.  This paper introduces a case
study looking at a particular E-voting system ("Prêt-à-
Voter") and describes one of the strands of work
under way.

1. Introduction

Increasingly governments are moving towards
electronic means to support the conduct of elections,
whether this is in the vote capture or counting phases.
There is also pressure to move to remote voting,
internet, telephone etc. This has proved highly
controversial, especially the prospect of remote voting.
Voting systems are socio-technical, critical systems,
certainly when used for binding, political elections.
They have to reconcile conflicting requirements of
guarantees of accuracy and ballot privacy. Ideally we
would like to achieve such assurance with minimal
dependence on software, hardware, officials etc. This
challenge has prompted the development of a number
of so-called “end-to-end” voting schemes that strive to

optimal transparency and auditability within the
constraints of ballot secrecy.

When we talk about an “E-voting system”, we refer
to the large scale socio-technical system, involving
vote-casting, ballot transmission and counting,
auditing and monitoring systems. The E-voting
system depends on a distributed network based service,
on maintaining  trust by the voters, which may be
altered by perceptions of suspicious behaviour of the
automated systems, on the availability of a distributed
web-based service for monitoring ballot counting, and
on distributed monitoring by many users. These
systems include mechanisms that detect foul play with
very high probability. However, the probability of
successful completion of an election will be
determined by people's proper reactions to mixes of
false alarms and true alarms will determine. The
collective behaviour of the system depends on local
decisions (and errors) by many, diverse users, in
polling station operations and in the monitoring
phases. For instance, interfaces and procedures should
ensure that random voter errors cannot produce
systematic bias in election results. Responsibility for
correct operation will be distributed between multiple
organisations (e.g. government, parties, ISPs).
Evidence to decide whether an E-voting system is
dependable enough would come from disparate
methods: from formal proof to statistical evidence of
human behaviour, with difficulties from obvious
constraints on direct measurement of voter behaviour.

Procedures for assessing these systems – for
gaining, before use, assurance that they will work well,
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and especially, resiliently – are still deficient, as
highlighted by multiple stories, even very recent (e.g.
problems in computer-assisted counting in recent
Scottish election).

This abstract presents an ongoing case study,
AROVE-v, conducted within the EU funded Network
of Excellence ReSIST (on Resilience and Survivability
for IST). The goal of AROVE-v is to identify
necessary components of an “assurance case” or
“dependability case” supporting the use of an E-voting
system from the viewpoint of resilience, and
recommend methods for establishing the necessary
evidence. By “case” we mean a structured argument
that integrates evidence about a system, assumptions
and sub-arguments to support a claim about the system
meeting specified dependability requirements. This
approach comes from the area of safety assurance and
there is growing recognition of its importance for all
complex dependability assessments tasks [1].

The need for trustworthy dependability cases is
particularly felt when the ability to predict future
system behaviour is felt inadequate in view of the
magnitude of the risks involved in operating the
system. Hence the origin of the quest for "cases" in the
area of safety. Large, integrated socio-technical systems
often present a risk of very large losses, and difficulties
of prediction linked to the imprecise boundaries of the
systems, their potential for spontaneous evolution, the
involvements of people in many roles, and often the
difficulty of explicitly stating the dependability
requirements themselves. 

In the design and assessment of a system of these
characteristics, e.g. e-gov systems [3], relevant factors
have been identified as:
- Usability: poor usability would increase number

of errors, reduce tasks performance, increase
frustration, and result in the system being used
less than it could be [4]. This might be even more
critical if the system does not comply with
accessibility guidelines, now widely advertised,
and even a mandatory requirement in many
countries that have enacted rules for Accessibility
responsibility of content on the Web [5-8].

- Security: so that people (e.g. the voters) do not
face problems of identity usurpation, or preventing
malicious use of both system functionalities and
stored data [9].

- Trust,  which is built in the relation between
service providers and users. One major element of
the development and perception of trust relates to
accountability which is usually based on an
appropriate combination of legislation, industry
self-regulation, and public oversight [10] but also

requires that a design (of machinery and
procedures) that supports accountability.

- Privacy protection: by preventing unauthorized
access to private data either stored in a profiling
system or in real time when citizens interact with
the system [10]. It should cover concerns such as,
network privacy, personal identification
information privacy and preference or profile
privacy.

- Dependability: so that their users can be ensured
of both their reliability and their availability of
service [12].

2. A Case Study: “Prêt-à-Voter”

AROVE-v focuses on a category of E-voting
systems that are designed to deliver better privacy and
tamper-resistance than paper-based elections without
requiring the certification of large quantities of voting
equipment, by "verifying the election rather than the
[computer] system". They achieve this through a high
degree of transparency, using a combination of
cryptography, monitoring and auditing to ensure
privacy while detecting vote tampering. Auditing
information is distributed via the Web. An important
aspect of the system used in AROVE-v is that it offers
a specific design targeting at providing favoring the
usability of the user interface for voters.

Technical arguments for using these systems have
relied on the demonstrable strength of the algorithms:
violations of integrity or confidentiality are detected
with very high probability, if the implementations
satisfy certain properties and voters and official follow
certain procedures. Thus, if the election completes with
very few errors detected, then it will have delivered the
correct vote count with very high probability. To
deploy such a system in an election, though, decision
makers would need a case showing that the whole E-
voting system (not only these auditing/monitoring
algorithms) is sufficiently robust in presence of
realistic human behaviour, including errors and re-
working of procedures for both normal use and
exception handling.

The AROVE-v case study is based on an E-voting
approach called “Prêt-à-Voter” [20-21]. The project
uses an interdisciplinary approach, combining the
cryptography and proof based approach of the core
design work with a probabilistic description of fault
tolerance in human-machine systems, analysis of
observational and statistical evidence and usability
evaluation techniques.

One aspect of an assurance case may be to assess the
effects of specific design decisions. In AROVE-v, a
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related activity will involve comparing several design
alternatives for the “Prêt-à-Voter” system for how these
alternatives impact the five factors under consideration:
dependability, usability, security, privacy and trust.
The next section discusses an argumentation technique
that we intend to use to address some of these issues.

3. Rationale Management

The design and assessment of complex socio-
technical systems (e.g. via User Centred Design
approaches [2]) call for multidisciplinary teams
involving software engineers, human factor specialists,
security specialist, graphic designers, etc. Reaching
agreement in such multidisciplinary teams is not an
easy task. The expertise of each participant tends to
favor specific factors, e.g. security, trust, usability or
privacy. Such difficulties may lead to critical problems
if some factors get more attention at design time only
because of a bias of expertise with the design team and
not because of sound and structured arguments.
As pointed out in [13], these factors are not
independent. For instance, the attribute "availability"
is common to both dependability and security. In this
section, we describe work that, in contrast with earlier
approaches, addresses development process issues
when requirements are expressed at a high level of
abstraction in terms of factors. This work is influenced
by the seminal work by Toulmin [14] in the late 50s
on design management and argumentation.

To support the activities related to rationale
management some of the present authors (at IRIT)
employ a notation called Traceability, Exploration and
Analysis Model (TEAM) and its supporting tool called
Design Rationale Environment for Argumentation and
Modeling (DREAM). Both the notation and the tool
have been applied to various case studies including
rationalization of interaction techniques for landing
clearances in the field of Air Traffic Control [15] and
graphical representation of notations [16].

Due to space constraints we only recall here the
basic principles of the notation and the tool. Due to
space constraints we only outline here the basic
principles of the notation and the tool. The TEAM
notation extends Allan MacLean’s QOC [18] in order
to deal with the specificities of safety critical
interactive systems. QOC’s advantages are mainly its
simplicity and readability making it understandable for
most people in a multidisciplinary design team. The
DREAM tool (available at    http://liihs.irit.fr/dream/   )
provides support for the edition of TEAM models, the
analysis of models (to check whether all the options

have been argued, commented, etc.) and the
exploitation of models (to allow for argumentation and
traceability of the models throughout the project and to
allow for reuse for further projects). The DREAM tool
also supports the management of teamwork and
sessions, thus supporting the traceability of decisions
according to the people that made them, but also
according to the time those decisions were made

Fig. 2. Using TEAM notation to represent relations between
criteria and factors in usability

Fig 2 presents a simple TEAM model for
structuring argumentation about the design of the
navigation model in a list of candidates for voting.
Assuming that not all the candidates can be displayed
in a single window, the model represents two options
(circles in Fig 2.): the upper one provides scrolling
facilities to the users while the lower one proposes a
vocal display with navigation commands (previous and
next) in that sequence. The triangles on the right hand
side of the figure represent a subset of the usability
criteria (time to learn, retention over time, rate of user
errors, etc.; see [19] for the exhaustive list) and their
connection to the usability factor. We use the terms
“criteria” and “factors” as in [17]: criteria can be
evaluated and measured while factors are rather abstract
requirements that cannot be measured. Different types
of lines in the graph represent whether a given option
can support a criterion (bold line) or not (dotted line).

This notation and tool will be used to compare
design alternatives for Prêt-à-Voter E-voting in terms
of dependability, usability, security, privacy and trust.

4. Conclusions

Rationale management is but one of the various
activities under way in the AROVE-v project. Other
endeavors include:
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- structuring the dependability case for the whole
socio-technical system, linking overall security
and dependability claims needed for E-voting to
the sub-claims and evidence needed to support
them. Probabilistic modelling will help in
identifying critical requirements and claims,
crucial mechanisms and sub-claims about them.
This task will be assisted by methods and tools
(also inspired by Toulmin’s work [14]), such as
ASCE (Assurance and Safety Case Environment) a
tool developed for representing (and reasoning
about) safety cases [23].

-  designing and running a trial of an
implementation of the “Prêt-à-Voter” E-voting
system [20-21], to measure and observe relevant
user behaviour and to identify potential system
failure modes to inform the modelling and
argumentation.

The final goal of this work is to produce
recommendations for producing cases and for
collecting evidence, and directions for further work in
the assessment and design of complex ubiquitous
socio-technical systems similar to E-voting.
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Abstract 

 
The hazards related to information system security 

raises the need of metrics to quantify the information 
system security regarding security threats. This article 
describes our methodology to develop quantitative 
metrics for information system security. The purpose is 
to obtain a metric which represents the probability for 
an information system to be successfully attacked 
before a given time. For this aim, we focus on two 
parameters of the system's environment: 1) the 
vulnerability life cycle marked by three events: the 
vulnerability discovery, the vulnerability publication 
and the patch publication; 2) the users’ behavior 
which may be more or less careful about the published 
security patch installation. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

At the same time the information systems' 
importance increases, the number of vulnerabilities 
related to those information systems was multiplied by 
five since 2000 to exceed 8000 vulnerabilities in 2006 
[1]. According to these reports, the quantitative 
security evaluation raises the need for prevention and 
forecast. Our approach aims at quantitative security 
evaluation considering a given vulnerability. 
Moreover, we focus on the analysis of vulnerability 
life cycle which represents an important parameter for 
the attack process evolution. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows: the 
next section presents the existing work related to the 
information system security evaluation. The third 
section describes our methodology using Petri net. 
Finally, conclusions and perspectives are presented.. 
 
2. State of the Art 
 

The first security metrics appear to evaluate military 
information system security. These first methodologies 
are presented in a first brief section. A second brief 

section presents several quantifying security 
approaches. 

 
2.1. Early approaches to security metrics 
 

The first works about information system security 
evaluation go back in 1985 with the publication of the 
Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria [2], 
also called “orange book”. This standard of the 
American Department of Defense (DoD) became the 
reference document of information system security 
evaluation. The evaluation of a system using these 
criteria consists in the attribution to the system of one 
of the seven described security levels. As a follow up, 
several countries proposed their own evaluation 
method. The most well known are the ITSEC 
(Information Technology Security Evaluation 
Criteria), supported by the European Community, and 
the CTCPEC (Canadian Trusted Computer Product 
Evaluation Criteria), supported by Canada. The 
Common Criteria is the harmonization of these 
standards. They have been published as ISO standards: 
ISO 27001 [3] and ISO 27002 [4]. These two ISO 
standards are the first ones of the ISO 27000 standard 
category, devoted to information system security. 
However, these approaches are qualitative security 
evaluation methodologies but do not enable to provide 
quantitative metrics. Therefore, several quantitative 
security evaluation approaches were developed. The 
most important ones are presented below. 

 
2.2. Approaches to quantitative security 
metrics 
 

In 1993, the effort is presented as a better unit than 
time to measure security [5], but no metric is 
presented. The same year, the LAAS presents a model: 
the privilege graph [6, 7]. The privilege graph is built 
on the identified vulnerabilities in the system and the 
privileges an attacker would obtain exploiting these 
vulnerabilities. The graph highlights all the paths 
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symbolizing the various combinations of vulnerability 
exploitations which an attacker can use to obtain the 
privileges he looks for. Each arc has a weight: the 
effort needed to obtain the new privileges. The metric 
Mean Effort To Failure (METF) is the weighted sum 
of weights of the arcs composing the attacker 
successful paths. 

The attack graph formalization is described in [8]. 
Each graph state represents the attacker’s privileges 
and the overall knowledge of the system state. Thus, 
each event on the system is described by a transition 
between two states even if this event does not change 
the set of attacker's privileges. The approaches to 
generate and reduce attack graphs are presented in [8, 
9, 10]. 

 The exploitability metric, presented in [11], is based 
on attack tree formalization analysis. Exploitability is 
evaluated for each branch of the attack tree. The final 
metric is a global exploitability metric considering the 
complete attack tree. 

A metric called Time-To-Compromise is presented 
in [12] and is based on the execution of three different 
processes: 1) the attacker knows at least one 
vulnerability that leads him to obtain the required 
privilege and at least one exploit for this vulnerability; 
2) the attacker knows at least one vulnerability that 
leads him to obtain the required privilege but does not 
know any exploit for this vulnerability and looks for 
one; 3) the attacker tries to identify new vulnerabilities 
and exploits. The first two processes are exclusive and 
only concern the known vulnerability exploitation. The 
second process is executed only if the first process 
failed and then if its starting conditions are not valid 
anymore. The third process is an infinitely loop 
executed concurrently to the first and the second 
processes. The metric Time-To-Compromise depends 
on the probability of process occurrence and the 
success time for each of them. The metric computation 
uses the number of available vulnerabilities in the 
analysed component and the considered attacker 
competence level. 

Three complementary metrics are represented in [5]: 
1) the basic metric characterizes the necessary access 
rights for a vulnerability exploitation and the impact on 
confidentiality, integrity and availability; 2) the 
temporal metric deals with the existence of an exploit 
and a patch for a concerned vulnerability; 3) the 
environmental metric characterizes the vulnerable 
system distribution and measures the damages of an 
attack on system's environment. Numerical equations 
enable to obtain quantitative values for these three 

metrics but the numerical coefficient values of these 
equations are not justified. 
Compared to the previous approaches, our approach 
considers that the probability of an attack using a 
particular vulnerability is not constant. The probability 
that an attacker tries to exploit a vulnerability which 
was not corrected and so will do a lot of victims is 
high. On the contrary, the probability that an attacker 
tries to exploit a vulnerability having a corrective patch 
available for a long time and largely applied, seems 
lower. So the vulnerability effects and consequences 
on the system depend on the age of the vulnerability as 
it is presented in the following section. 

 
3. Methodology adopted 
 

Our objective is to obtain a metric that expresses the 
probability of system intrusion by the exploitation of a 
particular vulnerability. For that purpose, we target our 
modeling on a single vulnerability and its influence on 
the system's environment. Our approach is based on 
the analysis of a phenomenon influencing attack 
process: vulnerability life cycle. In this section, we 
first present the vulnerability life cycle and define the 
events separating the vulnerability evolution phases. 
Then, we present the user's behavior influence when he 
is confronted with vulnerability presence and present 
our modeling. Finally, we consider a modeling issue: 
the attack probability evolution inside a vulnerability 
life cycle phase. 

 
3.1. The vulnerability life cycle 
 

The vulnerability exploitation rate varies according 
to vulnerability age. Moreover, it is notable that life of 
an existing vulnerability is marked by events having a 
great influence on its exploitation rate: 1) the 
vulnerability discovery. This discovery may be made 
by a malicious (black hat) or non malicious (white hat) 
person. This may have a weak influence on attack 
evolution, but we consider it negligible [13]; 2) the 
vulnerability publication; 3) the vulnerability patch 
publication. Figure 1 describes qualitative evolution 
of the number of attacks according to the three quoted 
events [16]. We can notice three distinct exploitation 
phases. On this figure, it is considered that attack 
process begins immediately after the vulnerability 
discovery, which may not be the case. For example, 
Microsoft published the Slammer worm vulnerability 
and patch on July 24th, 2002 and the worm’s 
appearance has been estimated on January 25th, 2003 
[14]. Our modeling, further presented, takes account of 
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this possibility. 

 
Figure 1: attack qualitative evolution 
considering vulnerability life cycle 
 
3.2. Vulnerability patch installation 
 

We have seen in the previous section that 
vulnerability patch publication was a significant event 
of vulnerability life cycle. In this section, we focus on 
user's installation of vulnerability patch. The user's 
information system update frequency may vary if this 
one is more or less careful and aware of the security 
objectives. So, we can consider the vulnerability patch 
installation as a random phenomenon. 
The example of the Slammer worm [14] that we 
presented in the previous part is a good illustration of 
this phenomenon: the Slammer worm exploited 
vulnerability patch had been published six months 
before the worm propagation beginning. However, 
nearly 75.000 machines were infected by Slammer in 
the thirty minutes following the beginning of the 
epidemic. So, this phenomenon seems important 
enough for us to been considered in our modeling. 
 
3.3. Modeling description 
 

Our modeling takes several parameters into 
consideration: 1) the main events of vulnerability life 
cycle we studied in section III.A and the potential 
existence of an attack; 2) the user's care of security 
objectives; 3) the general state of the system. 

We choose to model our approach by a Petri net 
because this formalization easily highlights system and 
system's environment behavior we chose to analyse. 
The built Petri net is represented on Figure 2. 

Vulnerability life cycle phases we identified are 
represented by the set of places {VCREATED, 
VDISCOVERED, VPUBLISHED, VPATCHED}. They are separated 
by the events defined in section II.A and represented 
by the set of transitions {discoveryV, publicationV, 
patchV}. The place ¬VCREATED means that the 
vulnerability – and the component which contains it – 
does not exist yet. When the transition creationV is 
fired, the vulnerability has been created and may be 
installed and discovered. 

In the place ¬Install, the component containing the 
vulnerability has not been installed yet and the system 
is not in danger. The fire of the InstallationV transition 
means that the vulnerability is in the system. While the 
vulnerability has not been discovered, it could be in the 
system without being exploited. When the 
vulnerability is discovered, an exploit may be found by 
an attacker – modeled by the ExploitationV transition 
from the place ¬Exploit to the place Exploit. Thus, the 
system becomes vulnerable. Three conditions are 
necessary to make the system vulnerable to a specific 
vulnerability: 1) the vulnerability was created and 
discovered; 2) there is an exploit for this vulnerability; 
3) the vulnerability is installed in the system. As soon 
as these three conditions are valid, the system is 
considered as vulnerable. In our modeling, this is 
represented by the fire of one of the immediate 
transitions. 

 

 
Figure 2: System and environment Petri Net 
modeling 

 
In presence of the vulnerability, the system may be 

in four different states: 1) the vulnerable state, 
represented by the set of places {VVD, VVP, VVC}: the 
vulnerability is in the system but has not been 
successfully exploited yet; 2) the introduced state, 
represented by the set of places {IVD, IVP, IVC}: the 
vulnerability has been successfully exploited; 3) the 
patched state, represented by the place P: the 
corrective patch was installed but the damages caused 
by the intrusion have not been repaired yet; 4) the 
secure state, represented by the place S: the patch has 
been installed and there is no or no more damages 
caused by an intrusion. The states vulnerable and 
introduced of the system are represented by three 
places each. The three places {VVD, VVP, VVC} (respect. 
{IVD, IVP, IVC}) correspond to the vulnerable (respect. 
introduced) state considering a particular vulnerability 
life cycle phase: the vulnerability has been discovered, 
discovered and published, or discovered, published 
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and patched. 
The state introduced is the result of a successful 

attack exploiting the vulnerability against the system. 
This attack is symbolized by three transitions 
{attack/VD, attack/VP , attack/VC}. Each transition 
represents the attack event considering the 
vulnerability life cycle phase. This is the probability of 
being in one of these three places that we try to 
quantify.  

The system may be in the patched state or secure 
state only if the vulnerability patch was published and 
installed. The system could be in patched state if the 
installationP/I transition is fired. It indicates that the 
vulnerability has been patched but the damages caused 
by the attacker have not been repaired. The system 
could be in the secure state without having been 
introduced, by firing intallationP/⎯E or installationP/V 
transitions. The system may also be in the secure state 
by firing the cleaning transition from the patched state. 
Our approach describes an attack process using certain 
vulnerability. We have noticed in the section III.B that 
the vulnerability patch installation was a probabilistic 
event. The other events described in our modeling are 
deterministic events. However, considering the context 
of our modeling, we can represent them as 
probabilistic events. As an example, let us consider the 
attack phenomenon. If a vulnerability was discovered 
and there is an existing exploit, this vulnerability will 
be exploit. But in our context, we focus on attack 
phenomenon restricted to one system, so we can 
represent the attack process as a probabilistic event in 
our modeling as we do not know when the attack will 
take place. 
 
4. Conclusion and perspectives 
 

Our approach is based on system's environment 
evolution considering any attack evolution in the time 
space. Our modeling aims at obtaining the probability 
of intrusion according to a given vulnerability. For this 
purpose, we need to determine the probability 
distribution for each event and determine if the 
Markov chain's properties are valid. We plan to use the 
Möbius modeling tool which is developed by the 
PERFORM research group of the Center of Reliable 
and Hard Performance Computing at University of 
Illinois at Urbana Champaign. Möbius is a software 
tool for modeling the behavior of complex systems 
which are modeled with any probability distribution 
(e.g. Markov context). Once our modeling validated 

for several real vulnerability data, we plan to 
categorize vulnerabilities. This would enable a model 
parameter generalization for each vulnerability's 
category. This approach would enable us to apply our 
methodology to undiscovered vulnerabilities. 
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Abstract 
 

The Data Warehouse Striping (DWS) technique is a 

round-robin data partitioning approach especially 

designed for affordable data warehousing 

environments based on clusters of low-cost computers 

running low-cost open-source software, which 

guaranties a nearly optimal speed up and scale up 

when new nodes are added to the cluster. However, 

low-cost software does not provide the security 

capabilities needed to protect critical business data. 

For example, most open-source Database 

Management Systems (DBMS) lack in providing 

efficient data encryption mechanisms essential to 

guarantee data confidentiality. This paper presents our 

current work on developing an architecture for 

affordable data warehouses with extended data 

protection capabilities and tolerance against nodes 

Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The approach uses 

data encryption, spurious data, signatures, and 

redundancy to guarantee full data protection even 

when an attacker gets administrative access to one or 

more cluster nodes. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

A data warehouse (DW) is an integrated and central-

ized repository that offers high capabilities for data 

analysis and manipulation [3]. In data warehousing the 

data is organized according to the multidimensional 

model [3], which includes facts and dimensions. Facts 

are numeric or factual data that represent a specific 

business or process activity and each dimension repre-

sents a different perspective for the analysis of the 

facts. The multidimensional model is typically imple-

mented as one or more star schema made of a large 

central fact table surrounded by several dimensional 

tables related to the fact table by foreign keys [3]. 

Data warehouses are repositories that usually con-

tain high volumes of data integrated from several dif-

ferent operational sources. Thus, the data stored in a 

DW can range from some hundreds of Gigabytes to 

dozens of Terabytes. In order to properly handle high 

volumes of data, allowing performing complex data 

manipulation operations, enterprises normally use high 

performance systems to host the DW. The most com-

mon choice is systems that offer massive parallel proc-

essing capabilities [4], [1], as Massive Parallel Process-

ing (MPP) systems or Symmetric MultiProcessing 

(SMP) systems. Due to the high price of this type of 

systems, some less expensive alternatives have already 

been proposed and implemented. One of these alterna-

tives is the Data Warehouse Stripping (DWS) tech-

nique [2]. 

In a simplified view, the DWS technique consists in 

the distribution of the data of a data warehouse over a 

cluster of low-cost computers, providing near linear 

speedup and scale up when adding new nodes to the 

cluster. To achieve low-cost, the data warehouse clus-

ter is based on open-source software and the computers 

can be shared with other applications (whose typically 

do not exploit all computational resources of the ma-

chines). However, open-source software (and Database 

Management Systems (DBMS) in particular) normally 

does not provide the full security capabilities needed to 

protect critical business data. Furthermore, sharing the 

computers with other applications increases the risk of 

security attacks as several users can have administra-

tive access to the machines.  

One of the main problems faced by system adminis-

trators is the protection of the data against unauthorized 

access or corruption due to malicious actions. In fact, 

due to the impressive growth of the internet, security 

attacks have become one vital concern in any informa-

tion infrastructure. Database security arises from the 

need to protect from: 1) intentional unauthorized at-

tempts to access private data, and 2) loss or corruption 

of critical data due to malicious actions. Other concerns 

include protecting against undue delays in accessing or 

using data, or even against malicious interferences that 

may cause Denial of Service (DoS). 
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Security is an integrative concept that includes the 

following properties [7]: confidentiality, authenticity, 

integrity, and availability. In this paper we present our 

current work on achieving high data security in afford-

able data warehouses. The goal is to endow DWS with 

the capabilities needed to fulfill all the data security 

properties, providing extended data protection capabili-

ties and tolerance against nodes DoS attacks.  

Data confidentiality is achieved by encrypting the 

dimensions data. Facts data is not encrypted due to 

performance issues (encryption in large tables is a 

heavy process that typically ruins the system perform-

ance [8]). Nevertheless, to improve confidentiality, 

facts data is obfuscated by adding spurious records to 

the fact tables in order to mislead the attacker. Data 

authenticity and integrity are guaranteed by using sig-

natures in all records in the data warehouse and concur-

rent detection of malicious data modifications. Finally, 

data availability is achieved using replication. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 

presents the DWS technique. Section 3 discusses the 

approach for data protection in DWS. Section 4 con-

cludes the paper and presents the future work. 

 

2. Using the DWS technique to build 

affordable data warehouses 
 

Low cost platforms based on the DWS approach 

and open source technology can be employed to allow 

small and medium enterprises to acquire and use data 

warehousing technology. Our goal is thus to develop a 

technology that allows a dramatic reduction of the 

hardware, software, and administration cost when com-

pared to traditional data warehouses based in high-end 

servers and proprietary software. As shown in Figure 1, 

our proposal is to use parallel query processing in low-

cost clusters of computers running inexpensive open-

source software,  

In the DWS technique [2] the data of each star 

schema of a data warehouse is distributed over an arbi-

trary number of nodes having the same star schema 

(which is equal to the schema of the equivalent central-

ized version). The data of the dimension tables is repli-

cated in each node of the cluster (i.e., each dimension 

has exactly the same rows in all the nodes) and the data 

of the fact tables is distributed over the fact tables of 

the several nodes using strict row-by-row round-robin 

partitioning or hash partitioning (see Figure 2). It is 

important to emphasize that the replication of dimen-

sion tables does not represent a serious overhead be-

cause usually the dimensions only represent between 

1% and 5% of the space occupied by all database [3]. 

In the rare cases in which the star schema has a very 

large dimension it is possible to accommodate that di-

mension in the DWS cluster by using selective loading 

techniques [5] or encoding techniques [6]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Architecture for low-cost DWs. 

 

DWS data partitioning for star schemas balances the 

workload by all computers in the cluster, supporting 

parallel query processing as well as load balancing for 

disks and processors. The experimental results pre-

sented in [2] show that a DWS cluster can provide an 

almost linear speedup and scale up. 

In a DWS cluster typical OLAP (On-Line Analytical 

Processing) queries are executed simultaneously by all 

the nodes available and the results are merged by the 

DWS middleware. As the use of a large number of in-

expensive nodes increases the risk of having node fail-

ures that impair the computation of queries, DWS uses 

selective replication of data over the cluster nodes to 

guarantee full availability when nodes fail. 

 

3. Data protection in DWS nodes 
 

The goal of our work is to endow DWS with the 

mechanisms needed to assure data authenticity, integ-

rity, confidentiality, and availability. This section pre-

sents our current research thoughts. 

 

3.1. Assuring data authenticity and integrity 
 

Data authenticity and integrity can be guaranteed by 

using signatures in all records in the DW. Each record 

in each table must have an associated signature that 

allows DWS to distinguish original data from tampered 

data. Obviously the signatures generation and verifica-

tion must be controlled by the DWS middleware. 

Record based signatures (i.e., signatures based on 

all columns of each record) may not be the most inter-

esting approach. In fact, using record based signatures 

requires that all columns from a record are read in or-

der to verify the signature, which may not be the best 

approach in terms of performance. Using one signature 
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for each column in each record is an alternative; how-

ever it brings a storage space problem that also influ-

ences performance. Our goal is to investigate the pos-

sibility of having a single signature that can be applied 

to validate each column individually and also to vali-

date the entire record at once, while maintaining high-

performance. 

The DWS middleware has to generate the signatures 

when inserting or modifying data in the DW. Those 

signatures are used later during queries execution to 

guarantee that the data is authentic and has not been 

maliciously changed. If an authenticity or integrity 

problem is detected then the system must assure that 

that data is not used (see section 3.3).  

 

3.2. Assuring data confidentiality 
 

To provide communication in a secure way and 

avoid the access to data transferred over the network, 

most DBMS provide encryption mechanisms for data 

communication. In some cases, mechanisms that allow 

the encryption of the data stored in the database tables 

are also provided. These mechanisms are quite useful 

as they allow protecting the data even when someone 

maliciously accesses the system. However, using en-

cryption for data storage is a heavy process that may 

ruin the performance of the system. In fact, previous 

work shows that even the encryption algorithms pro-

vided by the well-known and quite sophisticated Oracle 

DBMS cause very high performance degradations (rep-

resenting in some cases an increase of 1000% in the 

response times). 

Due to this performance issue, data encryption 

should be used only for tables with a small number of 

records. Tables that store large amounts of data must 

not be encrypted, which means that an alternative ap-

proach is required to guarantee the confidentiality of 

the data in those cases.  

Our approach to achieve data confidentiality in 

DWS clusters consists in encrypting the dimensions 

data, which typically resides in small size 

tables (usually the dimensions only repre-

sent between 1% and 5% of the space 

occupied by all database). One of the re-

search efforts needed is to identify the 

data encryption mechanisms to be used 

(the ones that offer higher security with 

lower performance impact). An important 

aspect is that primary keys and foreign 

keys in dimensions do not need to be en-

crypted as they are typically filled with 

synthetic values. The combination of en-

cryption with encoding techniques [6] to 

reduce the size of large dimensions is also 

going to be explored. 

Facts data cannot be encrypted due to performance 

issues. In fact, as a fact table may store several giga-

bytes of data, the use of encryption would ruin the que-

ries response times (although some critical fact col-

umns may have to be encrypted despite of the perform-

ance problems). However, as in DWS the facts data is 

fragmented across the cluster nodes using round-robin 

or hashing distribution, the confidentiality issue is 

minimized (additionally facts data cannot be easily 

related to the dimensions as these will be encrypted). In 

fact, when an attacker gets admittance to one or more 

nodes he only has access to portions of the data that are 

typically meaningless without their counterparts. How-

ever, there may be some cases in which the attacker 

may retrieve some critical facts information using 

solely the data stored in the attacked node (it obviously 

depends on how the data distribution is performed). 

This way, to improve confidentiality, facts data will be 

obfuscated by adding spurious records to the fact tables 

in order to mislead the attacker. The original and spuri-

ous records can be distinguished based on the use of 

different data signatures (which must also guarantee the 

authenticity of the data even for the spurious records).  

Note that, adding spurious records to the fact tables 

may cause a performance overhead. However, we be-

lieve that this overhead will be considerably smaller 

than the overhead caused by data encryption. Further 

investigation is obviously needed to identify the num-

ber of extra records to include in each table and how to 

vary the facts values to effectively mislead the attacker. 

To improve the privacy of the data, table names and 

column names (among other database objects) may also 

be encrypted. This difficult the task of the attacker as it 

becomes more difficult to understand the meaning of 

each table and column. Obviously the DWS middle-

ware must be able to translate the user queries that use 

the original names into queries using the encrypted 

table and column names. 

Traditional Approach Data Warehouse Striping Approach

Figure 2. Data Warehouse Striping Technique. 
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3.3. Assuring data availability 
 

A DWS cluster is typically based on inexpensive 

nodes. However, the use of a large number of inexpen-

sive nodes increases the risk of having node failures 

that impair the computation of queries. This way, DWS 

includes a redundancy mechanism, named RAIN (Re-

dundant Array of Inexpensive Nodes), able to tolerate 

failures of several cluster nodes (the number of node 

failures tolerated depends on the configuration used). 

The RAIN technique is based on the selective replica-

tion of data and comprises two redundancy schemes: 

simple redundancy (RAIN-0) and striped redundancy 

(RAIN-S). The simple redundancy approach consists of 

replicating the facts data from each node in other nodes 

of the cluster. The stripped replication is an evolution 

of the simple replication where the facts data from each 

node is randomly distributed in N-1 sub-partitions 

(where N is the number of nodes) and each sub-

partition is replicated in at least one of the other nodes. 

Although the RAIN mechanism was initially de-

signed to tolerate node failures it can also be used to 

guarantee data availability in the presence of data at-

tacks. In fact, the RAIN mechanism is already able to 

automatically identify unavailable nodes and redirect 

the queries to the alternative replicas. Obviously, this 

allows DWS to tolerate attacks that cause nodes DoS.  

For the attacks that affect the data integrity (i.e., 

where the attacker maliciously modifies the data), we 

need to add a mechanism able to concurrently detect 

malicious data modifications. This mechanism, based 

on the data signatures used to guarantee authenticity 

and integrity (see section 3.1), must automatically dis-

able nodes when malicious modifications are detected. 

The RAIN mechanism can then be used to redirect the 

queries to the available replicas. An important aspect is 

that the detection mechanism must be built in such way 

that can not be tampered by the attacker (e.g., triggers 

are not a good approach as the attacker can easily deac-

tivate them).  

 

4. Conclusion and future work 
 

In this paper we discuss our current research work 

on achieving high data security in DWS clusters. Data 

confidentiality is achieved by encrypting the dimen-

sions data. Facts data is obfuscated by adding spurious 

records to the fact tables to mislead the attacker. Data 

authenticity and integrity are guaranteed by using sig-

natures in all records in the DW and concurrent detec-

tion of malicious data modifications. Finally, data 

availability is achieved by using data replication. 

Several interesting aspects have to be researched to 

achieve our goals. In fact, we need to study different 

encryption mechanisms in order to select one (or sev-

eral) that provide high confidentiality with low per-

formance costs. Facts obfuscation by using superfluous 

records is also an interesting challenge. Some aspects 

that have to be investigated include the number of extra 

records to include in each table and how to vary the 

facts values to effectively mislead the attacker. Con-

cerning signatures we need to identify the best method 

for the DWS context. A mechanism to concurrently 

detect unauthorized data modifications based on signa-

tures has also to be defined. 

Obviously one of the main research efforts to be un-

dertaken is related to the evaluation of the approach in 

terms of the impact in the DWS cluster performance. In 

fact, we need to compare the baseline performance 

(DWS without security mechanisms) with the perform-

ance achieved when using our approach and with the 

performance achieved when using data encryption in 

the fact tables. 
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Abstract 

 
We are presenting one part of the ongoing research 

in the FP6 project ReSIST NoE1 concerning the 
creation of a thesaurus of Dependability and Security 
domain and the results of document clustering 
experiments for enriching the Resilience Knowledge 
Base. We explain the principles of the thesaurus 
building process and resume results achieved in 
documents clustering experiments. The results of 
document clustering experiments contributed in 
enriching RKB. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The growing complexity of the Dependability and 
Security field makes it imperative to build a thesaurus 
and an ontology of concepts that relate the multiple 
terminologies. A taxonomy of dependability and 
security that evolved over the past 25 years within the 
IFIP Working Group 10.4 and IEEE Computer Society 
Technical Committee on Fault-Tolerant Computing [1] 
served as the starting point for this research. 

For building the thesaurus of Dependability and 
Security we have chosen a corpus linguistic approach 
[2]. 

 
2. The corpus 
 

The corpus of text used in this research is composed 
of nearly 2000 papers presented at the 29 annual 
International Symposia on Fault-Tolerant Computing 
(1971-1999) and at their successors, the seven 
International Conferences on Dependable Systems and 
Networks (2000-2006). Since the abstracts of the 
articles carry the essence of information, only abstracts 
of articles were used to compile the corpus. There are 
181.548 running words in the corpus. 

 

                                                           
terms are top level hierarchy nodes; for a term tx with n 
                                                          

1 http://www.resist-noe.org 

3. Building the thesaurus 
 
Our approach to building the thesaurus is based on 
linguistic pattern matching for automatic terminology 
extraction and IDF measurement for assessment of the 
term informativity.  
The process of thesaurus learning starts with linguistic 
analysis of document abstracts set (see Figure 1). 

 

Input 
corpus 

Linguistic analysis 
& tagging (MPRO) 

Term extracting  
(AUTOTERM) 

output 
Term 
informativity 
measuring 

Building  
thesaurus 
hierarchy 

Figure 1. The process of building thesaurus 
 

We use MPRO [3] – the program for linguistic 
analysis developed at IAI2. The output of the linguistic 
analysis is a flat phrase marking which enables term 
candidate marking based on pre-defined linguistic 
patterns. For this, we use an adaption of the 
terminology extraction tool AUTOTERM [4]. After 
this stage we obtained a list of 6818 term candidates 
[5].  
In order to judge the discriminatory power of term 
candidates, following criteria were considered to be 
important: a term can not be too general and term can 
not be too specialised. To follow these requirements 
measurement of inverse document frequency (IDF) 
was chosen. From the IDF values obtained, we set 
thresholds stating that terms with 2 > idf(t) > 7 should 
not be part of the candidate set. It helped to reduce 
term candidate number from 6,818 to 5,710, ruling out 
singletons and too general terms like “system” which 
appear in almost every document.  
To create a preliminary hierarchy from general to more 
special terms we used a simple method: non-compound 

 
2 http://www.iai.uni-sb.de 
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compound parts, we look up whether there is a term ty 
consisting of the n-1 rightmost term parts; if so, the 
term tx becomes a subterm of ty. 
The last step has resulted in a reasonably refined, 

. Document clustering experiments 

e have previously discussed a method for extracting 

imilarity between two 

n 

, the correlation is 

The advantage of this extended correlation measure 

. Conclusions 

We have employed corpus linguistic approaches 
an

ds for document 
clu

. Further work 

The goal of the second phase of the project will be 
to 

ill 
be

f a 
cu

y and other 
rel

tation of 
the

ive visualization and 
an
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W
terminology from a corpus based on linguistic analysis. 
The extracted terms were collected into a terminology 
database. Based on this database, each document was 
indexed. The index contains the list of terms for each 
document and a term weight ranging from 0 (appears, 
but not important for this document) to 100 (very 
important for this document). 
In order to compute the s
documents we built a representation of a vector for 
each document. To parallelise two vectors a and b, we 
use the weights of the documents descriptors as keys to 
the vector dimensions, and sort them alphabetically. 
Our implemented clustering method is correlatio
clustering as described in [6]. Correlation clustering 
takes into account correlations between one document 
and all other documents at once. 
For two documents di and dj
computed as follows: 
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corrext is that the similarity values obtained expose a 
stronger contrast between candidates for similar and 
dissimilar documents than standard methods. 
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d NLP tools to build the thesaurus of Dependability 
and Security. The current version of thesaurus contains 
5710 hierarchically ordered terms. 

Using the described metho
stering we have produced 178 clusters. Out of 

almost 2500 documents, 200 documents remain 
ungrouped [7]. Manual inspection of the cluster 
suggests a more than acceptable quality of the results. 
 

6
 

explore automatic methods for creating ontologies. 
The following tasks will be performed during 2008: 

Term extraction. The term extraction process w
 performed for the technical documents generated by 

the ReSIST NoE project up to the present time. The 
additional terms obtained will be used to enrich the 
thesaurus generated from the FTCS+DSN corpus. 

Classification experiment. The results o
rrently ongoing manual classification procedure will 

be used to implement an automatic classification 
experiment for the FTCS+DSN corpus. The results 
will be validated by D&S domain experts and used to 
build the upper nodes of the thesaurus. 

Thesaurus enrichment. Synonym
ations will be determined and used to enrich the 

thesaurus of the D&S domain. The hierarchical 
thesaurus and the clustering results will be used in 
experiments on computational techniques for creating 
ontologies. Comparison of the results of two or more 
approaches will serve to validate the results.  

Ontology representation. A logic represen
 D&S domain ontology will be created using the 

enriched thesaurus. Separately, the ALRL taxonomy 
will be manually restructured by introducing the logic 
representation of other relations. 

Visual analysis. The interact
alysis techniques developed at Ulm university will 

be employed to represent and to analyze the D&S 
domain ontology. 
 
7
 

cellence project with 18 partners that integrates 
researchers in the fields of dependability, security, and 
human factors. One important topic of research that is 
a part of WP1 of ReSIST is the building of a thesaurus 
and an ontology of dependability and security. 

The research described here has been carried
collaborative effort between the Center of 

Computational Linguistics at Vytautas Magnus 
University (VMU) and the Institute for Applied 
Information Research (IAI) associated with the 
University of Saarland, Germany.  

As a consequence of the work h
07, a project was proposed by VMU and Ulm 

University to the ReSIST EB and has been granted for 
the year 2008. Staff members of the IAI will take part 
in the work as affiliate members of VMU Kaunas. 
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Abstract

Certain ontology domain concepts are difficult to model
due to the complexity of their definition, the number of
roles that they fulfill in the ontology or the different types
of relationships they participate in. To assist ontologists
in overcoming these challenges, a comparative analysis of
two Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) has been carried
out. A terminology is introduced to describe the role and
certain reusability scenarios of domain concepts in these
ODPs. These findings make explicit certain potentially im-
plicit modeling decisions previously taken in the ontology
modeling field. Our contribution is illustrated with a con-
crete example from an ontology of resilient computing that
will benefit from the outcome of this study.

1. Introduction

Ontologies have emerged as one of the key components
needed for the realization of the Semantic Web vision [5].
A detailed overview of what an ontology is, including the
evolution of its definition in the literature, can be found in
Section 1.2 of [9]. Ontologies bring with them a broad
range of development activities that can be grouped into
what is called ontology engineering [9]. Within ontology
engineering, this research primarily focuses on ontology
modeling, more specifically on Ontology Design Patterns
(ODPs) [8] and on how they can help representing com-
plex domain concepts such us the one presented in the next
section. ODPs have evolved from the notion of design pat-
tern (defined in [8] as ”archetypal solutions to design prob-
lems in a certain context”) and they are justifiably receiving
a significant amount of attention by ontologists due to the
preceding success achieved by software design patterns in
the context of software engineering [7].

In this study, two specific ODPs are examined [11][13]
and a comparative analysis of both allows the introduction
of a terminology which characterizes the roles and specific
reusability scenarios of the domain concepts that participate
in them. These findings make explicit certain potentially
implicit modeling decisions previously taken in the devel-
opment of ontology models.

The rest of this report is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces an example of a use case scenario in the field
of resilient computing. Section 3 presents a brief overview
of the main work in relation to ontology modeling and
ODPs. Section 4 provides the comparative analysis of two
ODPs and its contribution in defining role and reusability
attributes of ontology domain concepts and finally, Section
5 covers the conclusions gathered from this endeavor and
the lines open for further investigation.

2. Motivation

One of the objectives of the ReSIST (Resilience for Sur-
vivability in Information Society Technologies) project is to
create a knowledge base application in the field of resilient
and dependable computing [2]. The ReSIST Knowledge
Base (RKB) provides an ontologically mediated web por-
tal that enables the end-user to browse and search different
type of information in the area of resilient systems: projects,
people, institutions, publications, communities of practice,
courses, etc. [3].

To achieve its objectives, the ReSIST KB features an on-
tology in the domain of resilient systems. This ontology
was built using the definitions and taxonomies presented by
Avizienis et al. [4]. The domain experts in ReSIST consid-
ered this document to be a valid source to cover the concepts
that had to be represented in the ontology, saving the need
of going through a knowledge acquisition phase during the
development process.
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Figure 1. Matrix representation of Fault” from
[2] used in the ReSIST KB ontology

Among all the ReSIST concepts, one that particularly
stands out from a representational point of view is the con-
cept of ”Fault” due to: a) the complexity of its definition
(Figure 1), b) the number of roles that it supports in the on-
tology and c) the number of relationships with other domain
concepts in the same ontology. (The concept of ”Fault” re-
ferred hereto and Figure 1 are explained in detail in [4]).

In the context of ReSIST, the representation of ”Fault”
has to fulfill the roles of a) classifying occurrences of ac-
tual faults in real world systems and b) providing a keyword
index for: subjects of publications, research interest areas
of projects, institutions or people, and support of resilient
mechanisms.

The characteristics of role and reusability of domain con-
cepts identified in the following sections will help to over-
come the challenges caused by the multiple usages of the
representation of ”Fault” in ReSIST.

3. Related Research

There are several methodologies and approaches to build
ontologies from scratch that address the topic of ontology
conceptualization and more specifically ontology modeling.
A comprehensive survey of the most relevant is provided
in [6]. These methodologies (in addition of [12]), provide
different levels of detail on how ontology conceptualiza-
tion can be performed although they do not take into ac-
count modeling elements specific to OWL given that they
are dated prior to the adoption of OWL by the W3C as the
preferred ontology modeling language.

Regarding ODPs, related work that has been considered
includes [8][11][13][14][1]. Different levels of ontology

patterns are also discussed in [14] although in this case in
the context of networked ontologies. It distinguishes three:
Logical ODPs, Architectural ODPs and Content ODPs. In
broad terms, Logical ODPs are equivalent to the modeling
elements provided by OWL or to compositions of them. Ar-
chitectural ODPs are equivalent to Logical ODPs or com-
position of them and characterize the structure of the on-
tology determining ”how an ontology should look like”. A
basic example of Architectural ODPs would be a ”taxon-
omy”. Lastly, Content ODPs are made of Logical ODPs in-
stances or composition of them and attempt to solve a spe-
cific domain modeling problem. The Participation, Role-
Task, Design-Artifact ODPs introduced in [8] can be seen
as examples of Content ODPs.

Of particular interest are the documents released by the
Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working
Group of the W3C [1]. They provide an analysis of differ-
ent approaches to a given ontology modeling problem at the
level of detail required for our research and in the context of
OWL as the implementation language. We note especially
[11] and [13], as they will become a central piece to the
outcome of our work discussed in the following section.

All the related work referred hereto; provide guidelines
essential to the task of building ontologies and the usage and
applicability of ODPs. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, they do not address approaches to model domain con-
cepts with multiple roles or how these could be reused in
the particular case of ”Fault” described in ReSIST.

4. Characterizing Role and Reusability

Rector defines in [13] the concept of value partition as
a modeling technique where a hierarchy of classes is used
to represent features, attributes, or modifiers that describe
other concepts in the ontology. According to this definition,
a class in the hierarchy is partitioned by a group of sub-
classes if: a) the subclasses are pairwise disjoint, and b) the
subclasses completely exhaust the parent class.

Conversely, Noy presents in [11] different approaches on
how to use classes as property values. The situation de-
scribed occurs when a hierarchy of classes is used as a sub-
ject index to annotate other domain concepts in the ontol-
ogy. However, in this case there is not any restriction on the
organization or characteristics that the class hierarchy may
possess.

Additionally, both [11] and [13] presents a scenario, Ap-
proach 4 and Pattern 2, Variant 2 respectively, where: a)
anonymous individuals are used as the value of a property
for a domain concept in the ontology and b) the expressivity
level of the resulting ontology is within OWL-DL.
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4.1. Role of Domain Concepts

Based on this comparative analysis of [13] and [11], we
introduce the following terminology to characterize the role
that a given hierarchy of classes fulfills in these two ODPs
examined:

Generic Class Hierarchy (GCH): refers to a set of
classes organized in any hierarchical structure (e.g. a single
class or a set of classes organized in a list, a tree or a di-
rected acyclic graph) whether it conforms to the definition
of value partition or not.

Domain Class Hierarchy (DCH): refers to any GCH
that contains the classes corresponding to the domain con-
cepts that the ontology is intended to represent.

Value Class Hierarchy (VCH): refers to any GCH that
is used to provide anonymous individuals as values to prop-
erties for other domain concepts in the ontology.

Value Partition Class Hierarchy (VPCH): refers to a
GCH that a) is a Value Class Hierarchy and b) conforms to
the definition of a value partition.

Furthermore, the ontology could then be divided into two
possible spaces:

Domain Concept Space (DCS): identifies the subset of
the ontology model that contains all the classes that belong
to a Domain Class Hierarchy.

Value Space (VS): identifies the subset of the ontology
model that contains all the classes that belong to a Value
Class Hierarchy or Value Partition Class Hierarchy.

It is also a good modeling practice, as mentioned in [10]
and [13] to make these two spaces, DCS and VS, disjoint.

4.2. Reusability of Domain Concepts

Using the terminology above and based on the roles
that class hierarchies fulfill in the ontology, the following
reusability scenarios for these can be characterized:

Scenario 1: Let us consider two ontologies O1 and O2,
with two Domain Class Hierarchies DCH1 and DCH2 in
their Domain Concept Space respectively. It is possible to
apply [11] and [13] to reuse DCH2 from O2 to support the
role of a Value Class Hierarchy in ontology O1. In that case:

a) A class (say C1) of DCH1 becomes the domain for
some property (say P ) in O1.

b) A class (say C2) of DCH2 becomes the range for
property P in O1.

c) An anonymous individual from C2 becomes the value
for property P in O1.

d) DCH2 becomes part of the Value Space in O1 and
disjoint from DCH1 in O1.

Scenario 2: Let us consider a single ontology O1, with
two Domain Class Hierarchies DCH11 and DCH12. It is
possible to apply [11] and [13] to reuse DCH12 support the
role of a Value Class Hierarchy for DCH11 in O1. In that
case:

a) A class (say C1) of DCH11 becomes the domain for
some property (say P ) in O1.

b) A class (say C2) of DCH12 becomes the range for the
property P in O1.

c) An anonymous individual from C2 becomes the value
for property P in O1.

d) DCH12 becomes part of the Value Space in O1 caus-
ing both the DCS and the VS in O1 to overlap.

4.3. Role and Reuse of ”Fault” in ReSIST

The characteristics of role and reusability presented here
helped untangling these two aspects in the modeling of the
”Fault” concept in the ReSIST KB ontology. This is illus-
trated as follows:

a) The ”Fault” domain concept is represented as a
Generic Class Hierarchy resulting in a directed acyclic
graph structure to accommodate the different tax-
onomies that define ”Fault” in [4] (Figure 1).

b) The ”Fault” Generic Class Hierarchy is used to rep-
resent instances of real world faults in the field of re-
silient and dependable systems. In that sense, it sup-
ports the role of a Domain Class Hierarchy in the Do-
main Concept Space of the ReSIST KB ontology.

c) The ”Fault” Generic Class Hierarchy serves as a sub-
ject and keyword index for other domain concepts
in the ontology. In that sense, it supports the role
of a Value Class Hierarchy in the Value Space of
the overall ReSIST KB ontology. For example: the
”Fault” class hierarchy will supply the value for prop-
erties such as ”hasResearchSubject” (associated with
the concept of ”Publication”), ”hasResearchInterest”
(associated with the concept of ”Person”, ”Institution”
or ”Project”) or ”hasSupportFor” (associated with the
concept of ”Resilient Mechanism”).

d) The representation of ”Fault” is reused to support the
role of both a Domain and Value Class Hierarchy caus-
ing the Domain Concept Space and the Value Concept
Space of the ReSIST KB ontology to overlap.

This representation of ”Fault” coincides with the charac-
teristics outlined in Scenario 2 above for the Domain Class
Hierarchy DCH12 and helped us explicitly clarify the mod-
eling decisions to be made for this concept in the context of
ReSIST.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

Similarities have been discussed between two ontology
modeling design patterns that share how they use anony-
mous individuals to provide the value for properties in the
ontology. These similarities allow expanding the notion of
value partition to other structures of class hierarchies. A ter-
minology is introduced that describes the roles of domain
concepts in the ODPs considered. In the context of this ter-
minology, certain reusability scenarios of domain concepts
in ontology models were introduced. These scenarios make
explicit certain potentially implicit modeling decisions pre-
viously taken in the ontology development field. Our con-
tribution has been illustrated with the representation of the
”Fault” domain concept that is part of the ontology in the
knowledge base of the ReSIST project.

Current lines of future work include a study of the con-
ceptual overlap inherent in the class hierarchies that define
the ”Fault” domain concept. We are working on a charac-
terization of the different types of conceptual overlap that
takes place among the multiple classification criteria that
constitute the definition of ”Fault”. We expect that the out-
come of this analysis will set the basis for the development
of additional ODPs in the context of OWL to address these
conceptual overlap scenarios. In addition, the area of on-
tology evaluation is being explored to identify opportuni-
ties for reuse of available evaluation frameworks suitable
for these ODPs or the need to develop new ones tailored to
our requirements.
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Abstract

FAUmachine is a virtual machine to simulate standard
PC hardware together with an environment. FAUma-
chine comes with fault injection capabilities. This pa-
per presents the current work in progress to enhance
FAUmachine with a method for high-speed simulation
of VHDL modelled components. It also discusses the
future plans to add a mechanism, which will allow fault
injection in regards to VHDL design units.

1. Introduction to FAUmachine

FAUmachine[6] is an open source virtual machine
for standard PC hardware. A variety of different oper-
ating systems can be run on FAUmachine unmodified,
including Windows, Linux, Dos, Free- and OpenBSD.

FAUmachine can simulate standard Intel CPUs and
IDE controllers, NE2000- and Intel eepro100 network
interface adapters but also peripheriphals such as net-
working hubs, serial terminals or modems.

One of the differences to other virtual ma-
chines like QEMU[2], VirtualBox [10], Bochs[17] or
VMware[20] is, that FAUmachine can be configured on
a very fine granular level. Such details include, to what
memory banks a memory module is connected to, or
which PCI-slot a PCI-card is inserted into.

Another difference to both QEMU and VMWare is
the design goal of FAUmachine. While the aforemen-
tioned virtual machines aim at executing the simulated
system as fast as possible – which is often achieved by
diverging from the exact behaviour of real hardware in
the case of need – FAUmachine tries to achieve a sim-
ulation as close as possible to real hardware. Addi-
tionally, FAUmachine can not only simulate a PC, but

also the environment, like power switches, monitor, the
power supply and even the interaction of the user.

In order to nevertheless achieve a high performance
simulation, FAUmachine uses the techniques of a just-
in-time compiler[8] to transform a stream of machine
code instructions of the workload into a sequence of
machine code instructions that can be run on the host
system. If a peripheral is accessed, an instruction to
call the corresponding simulation procedure is inserted.
Using this technique, the overall performance of FAU-
machine is about 5-20% as good as the performance of
the corresponding real system.

1.1. Current fault injection capabilities of FAU-
machine

Currently, fault injection inside FAUmachine
is implemented inside the simulators for different
components[9]. This approach has the advantage,
that different components can provide specialized fault
types. For example the simulator of the network card
makes it possible to specify a percentile amount of
package loss. To the virtual disk simulator, both per-
sistant and transient block faults can get injected. Other
currently supported fault injection mechanisms include
intermittent and persistant bit-flips for both the simu-
lated CPU and memory modules.

The corresponding C-Code of the simulated hard-
ware tries to reflect real hardware. That makes it possi-
ble to add new fault injection capabilities, that reflect
faulty behaviour of real hardware without having to
rewrite large parts of FAUmachine. Nonetheless there
doesn’t exist a generic method to specify individual fail-
ure behaviour on a component basis. Since each simu-
lated component needs to get adjusted, this creates an
additional burden. Likewise, since the interconnection
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between individual simulated components are already
modelled as signals – not too unlike the signal concept
in VHDL – it would be nice to have a generic method
of injecting faults to such individual signals.

2. Simulation of VHDL code in conjunction
with FAUmachine

A current work in progress is to make FAUmachine
simulate VHDL-code in the environment of a complete
system. This could be a great benefit in hardware soft-
ware codesign: On the one hand, it enables rapid pro-
totyping. When developing a piece of hardware, it is
essential that it can be simulated. However current sim-
ulators, like Savant [5] or ModelSim[12] provide only
a very limited scope for the simulation. It is limited
to the developed hardware itself, and handwritten test-
benches. Naturally, such test-benchs either will test
only a small behavioural subset of the real hardware,
or are extremely costly to write in the first place, if
the whole state space of a VHDL component is to get
tested.

Using simulator coupling to interconnect the sim-
ulation of VHDL components with other simulators[7]
can help to widen the testing coverage. However this
approach is based on a high level abstraction of the
junctions between different simulations. Hence it can-
not fulfill the need to simulate low level interaction like
PCI-bus accesses, which however is often necessary to
find errors in combined systems of hardware/software
and is especially helpful to find errors between hard-
ware components and the operating system drivers.

Simulating the VHDL design in the surrounding
of an entire PC-system, including running an operating
system can be a means to detect more errors like race
conditions, which are more difficult to find. Of course
successful tests in such a simulated environment do not
guarantee a flawless design either; rather, these provide
a different testing scenario and hence can cover differ-
ent subsets of the state space.

Another beneficial effect is, that software develop-
ment (e.g. of a driver) can be done in parallel to de-
veloping the hardware. While some aspects of the soft-
ware can certainly get developed without any hardware
at all, it is necessary to have access to a prototype of the
hardware to test the large parts of the functionality of a
driver. Producing such a prototype may – depending on
the particular hardware – be a costly efford though.

Finally some design flaws in the hardware can be
spotted when the corresponding software gets devel-
oped in parallel much easier than by analysign the hard-
ware alone.

To achieve the simulation of VHDL inside FAUma-

chine, currently a compiler is being developed, which
will support a large subset of the VHDL 2002 standard
[1]. The output of the compiler will be an intermedi-
ate code, which can get interpreted quickly. Later, a C-
backend will be added which has the intermediate code
as an input language. This could provide an even better
simulation speed.

3. Fine granular fault injection

Regarding the goal of designing fault tolerant sys-
tems comprised of both software and hardware, fault
injection is a measure which enables developers to test
their design in this regard. The current fault injection
capabilities of FAUmachine however only satisfy this
need partially: While FAUmachine provides methods
to simulate hardware faults in the surrounding system,
the simulation of VHDL design units doesn’t have this
feature yet. Hence a generic methods needs to get de-
veloped, to allow fault injection to such entities.

With the aim of reflecting real hardware faults as
close as possible, the following requirements should get
met with the developed approach:

• transparent in regard to synthesized chip layout

• emulate the failure of individual signal lines

• simulating failure of individual components

First off all, it is a great desire to have the possibil-
ity to turn on fault injection without having to change
the VHDL code significantly from the original version.
At the bare minimum, adding code to specify faulty be-
haviour should be transparent in regard to the synthe-
sized chip layout, i.e. the adapted VHDL code must
still produce an identical circuit compared to the origi-
nal code.

One possible approach to achieve this is to modify
solely the runtime environment used to update signals
from the driving values. TheMEFISTOproject makes
use of this procedure[11, 3].

A different method is to use VHDL mecha-
nism of user-defined attributes, which only add meta-
information to the design but won’t affect the synthe-
sizing result (actually, some synthesizers make use of
this method so that special ways, how certain constructs
should get synthesized can be defined). Another pos-
sible method, to extent the VHDL language with fault
injection signals[16] could be applied a well.

Using this approach has the advantage, that faults
that should get simulated can be specified directly in the
design hierarchy, making it easy to see the context in
which these faults will appear. Additionally, the com-
piler would be aware of the presence of faulty design,
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and could emit different intermediate code in case fault
injection is switched on or off.

However estimating fault rates of a hardware com-
ponent is highly dependent on the synthesized struc-
tures: In case different optimization goals or different
hardware libraries are to be used when synthesizing a
design unit, vastly different gate logic can be the re-
sult. This can lead to big variances in respect to fault
tolerance[15]. To alleviate this, the following method
could be applied: Instead of directly compiling the
VHDL code of the programmer, tools like Synopsis[18]
can be used to generate VHDL code of the synthesized
layout. In the hardware specific libraries that resemble
different gate level logic, faulty behaviour gets specified
using the aforementioned approach. Both the libraries
together with the generated VHDL code get compiled
by the VHDL compiler and will be used as an input for
the simulation.

The disadvantage of this approach is that the result-
ing simulation speed of the synthesized VHDL is likely
to be much lower compared to the original VHDL code,
due to the highly concurrent nature of the synthesized
code. Using FAUmachines abilities to perform auto-
mated tests, which will be discussed in the next section,
this doesn’t seem to big hindrance though: While it’s es-
sential to achieve high simulation performance in order
to allow interactive tests, there obviously isn’t a great
urge to be able to interactively use simulated hardware
which is affected by injected faults.

4. Automated testing

FAUmachine already provides the means to setup
and run automated tests, including the specification of
user behaviour and the specification of faults to be
injected[14, 19, 4, 9]. For this, VHDL scripts define
the stimuli for the interacting components on a very
fine granular manner. There also exists a program-
ming language from which behavioural VHDL scripts
can get generated, which helps to create sequential test
sequences in a straigtforward manner[13]. Currently,
the VHDL interpreterexpectwill take care for the in-
teraction of the test stimuli with the simulated com-
ponents. To achieve this, common interfaces between
the simulated components are already a part of FAUma-
chine. These interfaces are mapped to VHDL signals
and/or VHDL procedure calls inside ofexpect. Reusing
these existing methods to enable the VHDL compiler
to run automated tests seems a worthwhile goal: Auto-
mated tests can then be used to do regression tests dur-
ing the development process of hardware/software sys-
tems. Running such tests both with and without fault
injection, will provide the additional benefit of to spot

regressions in relation to fault tolerance as well.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented the work in progress to
develop methods, which allow the high-speed co-
simulation of complex hardware/software systems us-
ing FAUmachine. Enriched with the capability to allow
fault injection to both the simulated hardware compo-
nents of FAUmachine’s virtual machine and the VHDL
design units, it will enable developers to design and test
fault tolerant hardware/software systems.
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Abstract 
 

Modern electronic devices increasingly use dedicated 
hardware to process the growing amounts of data to control 
their operation. These complex programmable electronic 
devices are developed by writing code in a hardware 
description language used to create logic designs. Most of 
these devices, such as FPGA, can be configured to 
implement a particular design by downloading a sequence of 
bits. In that sense, a circuit implemented on an FPGA is 
literally software. However, treating circuits as “hardware” 
poses problems in system development and certification.  The 
objective of this paper is to discuss the need for appropriate 
treatment of software processes in the development of 
complex electronic hardware, in a view of certification. We 
focus on software tools for hardware development in 
avionics and aerospace systems, and describe a method and 
procedures to evaluate a tool with respect to real-time 
constraints, for the purpose of qualification.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Modern electronic systems use not only increasing 
numbers of microcomputers and microprocessors but also 
dedicated hardware to process the growing amounts of data 
needed to control systems operation and monitor their status. 
These complex programmable electronic devices are not only 
programmed using conventional languages but also are 
developed by writing code in a hardware description 
language used to create logic designs. Software tools are 
used to simulate the logic, synthesize the circuit, and create 
the placement and routing for the electronic elements and 
their connections in preparation for the final implementation, 
i.e., programming the logic devices, which used to be 
conventionally called “burning into the logic.” 

The primary devices in this category include equipment 
based on PLD (Programmable Logic Devices), FPGA (Field 
Programmable Gate Arrays), ASIC (Application Specific 
Integrated Circuits), and similar circuits used as components 
of programmable electronic hardware. Often the circuit 
includes dedicated processors whose Intellectual Property 
(IP) is made into the final product silicon. 

It is interesting to note that creation of the complex 
circuits is currently not considered a software activity and it 

is left to hardware specialists. However, the hardware/system 
description languages, such as VHDL, Verilog, or System C 
are basically computer languages with their own syntax and 
semantics. The development of hardware relies significantly 
on the quality of tools, which translate the software artifacts 
from one form to another. Both software and hardware use 
extensively very complex tools, i.e., integrated programming 
environments taking the project from its conceptual stage 
into the final product.  It is the contention of the authors that 
the development of systems containing both software and 
hardware components needs to be done in a unified manner. 
 
2. Concerns for Certification of Complex 
Electronic Hardware 
 

The critical issue in the development of dependable 
safety-critical systems is the close relation between what 
used to be termed under separate categories: software vs. 
hardware. Software application designers focusing on 
development of programs to run on microprocessors, often 
overlook programmable logic devices and most popular Field 
Programmable Logic Arrays (FPGA). FPGA is a 
prefabricated integrated circuit that can be configured to 
implement a particular design by downloading a sequence of 
bits. In that sense, a circuit implemented on an FPGA is 
literally software. However, circuit designers are still known 
as hardware specialists, and the algorithms ported to circuits 
are still known as hardware algorithms. Treating circuits as 
“hardware” poses problems in computing system 
development, especially for embedded systems [1]. 

Of special concern is the fact that using both software and 
hardware in creation of dependable, often safety-critical 
systems requires meeting certain government regulations and 
engineering standards.  For example, in the development of 
airborne systems installed on civilian aircraft, the software 
aspects of certification are guided by RTCA DO-178B 
“Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and 
Equipment Certification”, which defines the processes and 
artifacts to meet the approval objectives. 

On the other hand, RTCA DO-254, “Design Assurance 
Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware”, provides 
details on the processes that must be followed in assessment 
of hardware components. In particular, the document 
provides certification information on project conception, 
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planning, design, implementation, testing, and verification. 
Both RTCA documents address the issue of qualification of 
the tools used for creation of an airborne system in a slightly 
different way. It is thus conceivable that a system of specific 
level of safety assurance (defined by the categories from A to 
D, i.e., from the most to the least critical) will receive 
different scrutiny depending whether it is implemented in 
software or in hardware. 

Certification issues in aerospace applications are also 
becoming increasingly evident and important [2].  For 
example, decision software installed in unmanned 
autonomous systems (UAS) needs to be both reliable and 
safe. However, trusting decisions made by autonomous 
control software may require new methods and processes to 
guarantee safety. The difficulty lies in determining how these 
intelligent systems will operate in a dynamic environment 
and with little or no human oversight. UAS autonomous 
control requires significant technology advancement, since it 
does replace years of training for human operators and their 
decision-making abilities. Neglecting autonomous control 
certification research today will dramatically increase cost 
for future users [3]. 

The concern is that a designer can freely choose to 
implement a task in a mix of hardware and software, but the 
FAA regulations and the software tools struggle handling this 
type of a design. The objective of this paper is to discuss the 
need for proper treatment of software processes in the 
development of complex electronic hardware, in a view of 
the need for unification of software and hardware 
development for of certification.  In the previous work [4], 
we applied the criteria for assessment of software 
development tools for safety-critical real-time systems.  In 
this paper, we focus on software tools for development of 
complex electronic hardware, and describe a method and 
procedures to evaluate a tool with respect to real-time 
constraints for the purpose of qualification. 

 
3. Typical Development Process for an 
FPGS Based System 
 

A typical design, verification and validation flow for an 
FPGA based avionic system is shown in Figure 1.  DO-254B 
requires that all verification of Level A and B functions 
should be independent.  For level C and lower, independence 
is needed only at the design hierarchy where it is verified 
against the requirements.  It is not the intent of independence 
to require someone other than the designer to execute the 
tests once they are evaluated or developed with 
independence.  However, the results may still need to be 
reviewed independently to confirm proper procedures were 
followed and that the results verify that the requirements 
were met.  Verification process objectives may be satisfied 
through a combination of reviews, analyses, and the 
development and execution of tests.  The verification 
activities, such as test, simulation, prototyping, analyses and 
reviews should demonstrate compliance with the 
requirements.  Since the complex electronic devices can be 
considered on various hierarchy levels (transistors, gates, 

circuits, components), it is not intended that requirements 
should be verified at every hierarchical level. 

Many companies choose to generate internal verification 
and validation testbenches to provide rapid feedback and 
better assure design correctness. Figure 2 shows the design 
flow for a company utilizing internal verification techniques.  
The process begins with using the system requirements 
document to generate the hardware design specification.  The 
design group will then implement the hardware design 
specification by writing Register Transfer Language (RTL) 
source code. RTL source code is typically written in using 
the Verilog or VHDL language.  A separate group will use 
the system requirements document to generate the test plan 
and create a testbench. The test plan will typically consist of 
one or more of the following: 
• Directed Tests generated to directly verify each 

requirement in the hardware systems document. DO-254 
explicitly requires these tests.  

• Constrained Random Tests consist of test vectors 
generated by defining a space of all legal system inputs 
and generating random sequences of legal inputs. This 
method often finds bugs that no amount of directed test 
does.  

• Formal Proofs of correctness where the system is proven 
to generate the correct output for all legal inputs using 
mathematical and logical theorems. 

• Error Condition Tests consist of applying illegal inputs to 
the system and verifying that system can recover from 
unexpected/illegal inputs in a safe manner. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Typical design, verification and validation flow 
for an FPGA based avionic system. 
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The functional verification testbench in this technique 
typically requires many hours of simulation time to run. A 
typical procedure is that every evening all of the designs are 
checked into the design repository and functional verification 
is run on the most recent iteration of the design. Next the 
design group gets a report including every test that failed and 
the exact failure that occurred. When the functional 
verification is first being run, thousands of errors are often 
generated. The two groups must work together to identify 
whether the problem is in the design or in the testbench. 
Although tedious, this is often one of the most important 
tasks to be performed since it is common to find that the 
design and verification groups interpret the same 
specification in different ways.  Clearing up errors in the 
system specification or its interpretation as early as possible 
can save many months of wasted design effort. 

Once the design passes all of the functional tests it is 
synthesized into the hardware using the vendor’s hardware 
library. The output of this step is called a gate level net 
which describes the design in terms of actual hardware 
available on the target device. For any given RTL source 
code there can be many possible implementations. The 
designer guides the tool in choosing the implementation by 
providing constraints on the design. The most common 
constraints are timing constraints which specify the 
acceptable delays on signal paths as well as register setup 
and hold constraints. Additional constraints can be area 
constraints where the amount of FPGA resources (or area) 
consumed are restricted, or such constraints as power 
dissipation. 

The place and route tool implements the design in 
hardware and generates timing, area and power estimates for 
all signals. These estimates are then compared to the timing, 
area, and power constraints. If the current iteration does not 
meet the specification, the place and route tool attempts to 
meet the constraints by changing the physical location of the 
components and by changing the actual hardware 
implementation of the RTL source code.  Although there are 
often multiple constraints involved, the most common 
problems are timing problems and this phase of the design is 
called timing closure. Timing closure of a large design will 
typically require several weeks of effort. It is possible for a 
timing problem to be so severe that the system architecture 
needs to be modified. In this case the hardware requirements 
will be modified, new RTL is generated, function 
verification performed again and then timing closure 
attempted using the new gate level netlist. 

After the design meets timing closure the final gate level 
netlist is annotated with accurate timing information and 
functional verification is performed again using the best 
simulation model of the hardware. Assuming the final 
functional verification passes, the bitstream data for the 
FPGA is generated and downloaded. At this point the FPGA 
hardware is validated using laboratory equipment. The 
validation tests typically include all the test vectors used in 
the functional verification as well as vectors intended to 
check problems that cannot be easily seen in simulation. 

The procedure presented above is consistent with the DO-
254 guidelines that say: “as the complexity of the hardware 
design increases, it is advantageous to make use of 

computerized tools, such as simulation to verify 
requirements and implementation of the design.”  The issue 
is that it is a software program (written in an RTL) processed 
and analyzed by other software (tool) running on a general 
purpose workstation with conventional operating system 
(such as Windows) responsible for creation of hardware.  
The correctness and dependability of a software tool is 
critical to the effective and efficient creation of modern 
hardware. 
 
4. Focus on Safety Issues in the Complex 
Hardware Development 
 

The case studies are being developed based on the 
expressed concerns of the scientific and industrial 
communities with reference to complex electronic hardware 
(CEH) tools, such as those used for FPGA development.  
Largely these concerns are with relevance to development of 
safety-critical and real-time systems [4]. 

These case studies are geared towards qualifying the CEH 
tools.  In an attempt to qualify the tools, the tools are going 
to be used with worst case scenarios along with least likely 
uses in order to test the bounds of the tools capability.  The 
concept is that the black box design entered into the tool 
shall have a one to one mapping trace to the black box 
operation that is finally implemented.  This however shall be 
done in a design independent fashion.  In order to facilitate 
the design independence, case studies are developed as small 
very focused experiments that are used to discover specific 
attributes of a tool.  This method is preferred rather that 
elaborate designs, due to the fact that often broken links in 
tracing from design to implementation are due to a flaw in 
the design.  The individual case studies specific focus is as 
follows: 
1. Real timing – Determination of timing based on 

synthesis redesign. Also used to determine the applied  
safety margin  to the reported timings. 

2. Power constraints – Systematic way of determining if 
place and route functions are effective. 

3. Undefined I/O status – Test to determine how the tool 
uses the I/O not defined by the user. 

4. Simulation error – Behavioral simulation results vs. 
actual implemented behavior; to determine accuracy and 
reliability of the simulation portion of the tools. 

5. Faulty hardware detection – Test to determine if a tool 
will attempt to implement design on faulty hardware. 
Thorough literature research, surveys, and industry 

interviews, uncertainties and faults regarding the usage 
and/or operation of the tools has been compiled and 
analyzed.  The case studies are focused on verifying the 
validity of these findings.  The scope of these findings 
includes user interaction with the tool: if a user tries to 
implement something physically impossible, does the tool 
notify the user, alter the design to make it possible, attempt 
to implement the design, etc.? This leads to another topic in 
the scope of the case studies, does the tool have ¨awareness¨ 
of the hardware physical limits, or is this up to the user to 
oversee.  For example, will the tool try to implement a 
component on a faulty piece of hardware? Will the tool 
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exceed the minimum transition time of the gate timing or 
account for a safety margin?  These are just a few of the 
many identified concerns each of which traces to safety 
constraints or timing constraints. 

The majority of the tools come in a package that 
encompasses everything from coding or formal 
requirements/design to redesigning through synthesis to 
testing the final implementation. The tools appear to be self 
contained, in the sense that they do their own verifications 
and testing, including even self validation of formal 
requirements/design.  This raises the question: if the tool 
does all the design/redesign and it verifies its own design 
will it ever really know if it is correct? This also begs the 
question of the independence of the verification that is 
required by DO-178B and DO-254. 

For example, the purpose of Real-Time Constraints case 
study is to determine if a circuit meets the timing constraints 
that the tool displays in the design report and that margin of 
safety is retained.  The tools have the ability to specify the 
time that it will take a given operation to complete.  If the 
bounds of the speed of the gates are pushed close to their 
minimums, the tool will redesign the circuit so that the delay 
is smaller.  The subjects of interest are: where are these 
bounds, how close does the tool allow the design to get to the 
bounds, and is there a safety margin with actual delay and 
estimated delay? 

The case study shall be implemented with an 
asynchronous ripple counter.  An asynchronous ripple 
counter is a series of N flip-flops cascaded together so that 
the output of a flip-flop is clock input of the next one; this 
shall be done with five J-K flip-flops in toggle mode.  The 
input to the ripple counter shall be an external pin that 
connected to a high frequency source.  The final output of 
the counter shall be connected to an output pin.  The 
expected output signal frequency shall be the input signal 
frequency divided by 2^N.  During the initial 
implementation, a report is generated by the tool to establish 
the maximum input frequency and the signal path delay. 

Since experiments are designed to run on variety of 
platforms (i.e. combination of tool/board), the instruction set 
shall be written so that it is platform independent.  For each 
platform it will be necessary to create different configuration 
files to utilize the development board I/O’s. The design shall 
be synthesized and configured to each platform 
independently.  Each platform will require that timing 
constraints are set for the ripple counters. It is acceptable that 
each platform timing constraints will be different.  A timing 
report will be generated by the tool. 

This and all the following experiments require a radio-
frequency (RF) generator, function generator, oscilloscope 
capable of analyzing RF or RF specific measuring 
equipment, and a logic analyzer.  The implementation shall 
be tested in two iterations. The first iteration shall be done 
with the system default timings.  The second iteration shall 
be done with the tightest allowable timing constraints.  The 
tight timing constrains require the tool to alter the design so 
that higher frequencies are obtainable. 

The experiment requires manual sweep of the input pin 
from 0 Hz to the highest obtainable frequency in the GHz 
range (higher than the maximum reported gate frequency of 

the hardware). During the sweep both the input and output 
wave of the component shall be scoped for accuracy and 
phase differences. The input frequency shall be increased 
until either the signal path time does not meet requirements 
or the output wave is not correct.  The phase differences will 
yield the signal path time, the point of failure will determine 
the safety margins applied.  All data and settings shall be 
recorded accurately for analysis. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

If a system designer chooses to implement a design 
utilizing processors that are embedded inside significant 
hardware, the resulting system becomes a problem for safety-
critical applications. Neither RTCA guidance DO178B 
(software) nor DO-254 (hardware) succeed in addressing the 
problems that are unique to a mixed system. Despite the 
design and verification efforts applying the appropriate 
hardware or software design tools, there is a significant 
concern that some errors can potentially slip through.  This 
paper analyzes the related issues and describes a method and 
procedures to evaluate a tool with respect to real-time 
constraints, power analysis, and I/O issues for the purpose of 
qualification. One part of the solution might be that an 
anonymous database of known issues be compiled and that 
this database be used as a collective knowledge base for the 
use of software tools in design of complex electronic 
hardware for safety-critical systems. The case studies 
reported in this paper may be used to begin the system 
designer’s knowledge base. 
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Abstract 

 
As new submicron technologies have allowed 

increasing processors performance and decreasing 
their size, their reliability has decreased. In this way, 
intermittent faults are expected to be an important 
challenge in modern VLSI circuits. Currently, 
intermittent faults due to manufacturing residuals and 
process variations have grown, being necessary to 
study their effects. Using as background faults 
observed in real computer systems, we have injected 
intermittent faults in the VHDL model of a 
microcontroller. The controllability and flexibility of 
VHDL-based fault injection technique permits to carry 
out a detailed analysis of the influence of some 
parameters of intermittent faults. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The advances in integration techniques have 
allowed rising microprocessors operating frequency as 
well as reducing their size and power voltage, 
achieving in this way a greater performance. 
Nevertheless, these advances have had a negative 
impact on reliability. As the new submicron 
technologies shrink device sizes, the rate of occurrence 
of faults increases. Whereas the effects of permanent 
and transient faults have been studied in depth [1], the 
influence of intermittent faults is not considered very 
often. It is foreseen that intermittent faults (together 
with transient faults) will have a great impact in deep 
submicron technologies [2]. The complexity of the 
manufacturing process (that provokes residuals and 
process variations) and some wear out mechanisms can 
be the origin of such faults. Although errors induced by 
transient and intermittent faults manifest in a similar 
way, the last ones are activated repeatedly in the same 
place, and so they are usually grouped in bursts [3]. 

Our objective is to study the impact of intermittent 
faults, and compare their consequences to those 
provoked by permanent and transient faults. We have 
used VHDL-based fault injection due to its flexibility 
and the high observability and controllability of all the 
modelled components [4]. In addition, fault injection 
allows performing a systematic and exhaustive analysis 
of the influence of the parameters of intermittent faults 
on the system’s behaviour. 

This work is organised as follows. Section 2 
describes the intermittent fault models injected. Section 
3 explains the fault injection experiments, and Section 
4 discusses the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 
provides some conclusions and a proposal of future 
work. 
 
2. Fault models 
 

An important issue is the definition of the fault 
models to be injected, as they must be representative of 
real faults. This requires studying the fault mechanisms 
considering the features of the technology used. 
Nevertheless, and as far as we know, the causes and 
mechanisms of intermittent faults in new submicron 
technologies have not been studied so much. 
Intermittent faults can be related to wear out 
mechanisms that eventually end up in permanent faults 
[5]. But it is also becoming more and more necessary 
to keep in mind the influence of manufacturing defects, 
like process variations and residuals. 

In this paper we have selected a set of intermittent 
faults frequently observed in real computer systems by 
means of fault logging [3]. Then, we have extrapolated 
their effects to fault models applicable to the logic/RT 
abstraction levels. In this way, we can inject and 
simulate these faults into VHDL models. Table 1 
summarises these intermittent faults and their 
mechanisms and models. 
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Table 1. Intermittent faults mechanisms and models 
Causes Targets Fault mechanisms Type of fault Fault Models 
Residuals in cells Memory and registers Intermittent contacts Manufacturing defect Intermittent  

stuck-at 
Solder joints Buses Intermittent contacts Manufacturing defect Intermittent pulses, short, open 
Electromigration 
Barrier layer delamination 

Buses 
I/O connections 

Variation of metal resistance Wear out-timing Delay, intermittent short, open 

Crosstalk Buses 
I/O connections 

Electromagnetic interference Timing Delay 

Soft breakdown Power supply voltage Leakage current fluctuation Wear out-timing Indetermination, delay 
 

3. Fault injection experiments 
 

As stated above, intermittent faults manifest in 
bursts. So, to inject this type of faults, the following 
parameters must be configured (see Figure 1): the 
number of activations of the fault in the burst (we will 
call it burst length, or LBurst), the duration of each 
activation (we will refer to it as activity time, or tA), and 
the separation between two consecutive activations (we 
will name it as inactivity time, or tI). 

The different fault injection experiments have been 
carried out in the VHDL model of the 8051 
microcontroller running the Bubblesort sorting 
algorithm as workload. Fault injection experiments 
have been carried out using a fault injection tool called 
VFIT (VHDL-based Fault Injection Tool) [6], that runs 
on PC computers (or compatible) under Windows®. 

In order to study the effects of intermittent faults, we 
have calculated in all cases the percentages of failures 
provoked and latent errors (that is, errors that 
propagate to registers and memory but do not cause 
failures). 

 

tA tI

Activation
#LBurst

Burst

Activation
#1

Activation
#2  

Figure 1. Description of the main elements of a 
burst 

 
4. Results 
 

Table 2 to Table 5 show the effect of intermittent 
faults injected in two types of targets: memory and 
registers (Table 2 and Table 3), and buses (Table 4 and 
Table 5). The fault models injected have been (see two 
first rows in Table 1): intermittent stuck-at (in memory 
and registers) and intermittent pulses (in buses). Time 

activity (tA) has been generated randomly in three time 
intervals depending on the system clock cycle (T). 
Finally, single and multiple (in space domain, i.e. 
simultaneous faults in different targets) intermittent 
faults have been injected 

 
Table 2. Results for single intermittent 

faults injected in memory and registers 
Activity time (tA) [0.01T, 0.1T] [0.1T, 1.0T] [1.T, 10.0T] 
Failures 0.1 % 0.4 % 3.9 % 
Latent errors 41.9 % 8.9 % 0 % 
Non effective 58.0 % 90.7 % 96.1 % 

 
Table 3. Results for multiple intermittent 

faults injected in memory and registers 
Activity time (tA) [0.01T, 0.1T] [0.1T, 1.0T] [1.T, 10.0T] 
Failures 1.7 % 15.5 % 53.0 % 
Latent errors 43.0 % 6.4 % 0 % 
Non effective 55.3 % 78.1 % 47.0 % 

 
Table 4. Results for single intermittent 

faults injected in buses 
Activity time (tA) [0.01T, 0.1T] [0.1T, 1.0T] [1.T, 10.0T] 
Failures 3.4% 28.2% 55.3% 
Latent errors 2.5% 14.1% 16.3% 
Non effective 94.1% 57.7% 28.4% 

 
Table 5. Results for multiple intermittent 

faults injected in buses 
Activity time (tA) [0.01T, 0.1T] [0.1T, 1.0T] [1.T, 10.0T] 
Failures 13.4% 60.8% 89.4% 
Latent errors 6.2% 19.8% 7.6% 
Non effective 80.4% 19.4% 3% 

 
The main observations that can be made are: 
• As expected, the percentage of failures grows 

with the activity time, in both registers/memory 
and buses. We can also note that intermittent 
faults in buses have more impact that those in 
memory/registers. 

• The percentage of latent errors does not show a 
clear trend with regard to the activity time. 
Whereas it decreases in registers/memory, it 
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rises slightly in buses. We think that this 
discrepancy is due to the workload. 

• Multiple faults provoke a greater percentage of 
failures, which also was foreseeable. The 
difference is more pronounced in 
registers/memory than in buses. 

• No significant differences in the percentage of 
latent errors are detected between single and 
multiple faults. 

 
Finally, Figure 2 compares the impact of transient, 

intermittent and permanent faults injected in buses. In 
the case of transient faults, three different values of 
fault duration have been considered, using the same 
time intervals as for the activity time in intermittent 
faults. Some examples of transient and permanent fault 
models injected can be found in [6]. 
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Figure 2. Comparison of the percentage of 

failures provoked by transient, intermittent 
and permanent faults in buses 

 
From the figure, we can see that intermittent faults 

provoke a greater percentage of failures than transient 
faults. This is a logical result, as a burst of intermittent 
faults manifest like a sequence of transient faults in 
spite of having different origin. The effect of fault 
duration is also shown for all types of faults. 
Obviously, the greater impact is due to permanent 
faults because of their indefinite duration. 
 
5. Conclusions and Future work 
 

In this work, we have presented a case study of the 
effects of intermittent faults on the behaviour of a 
commercial microcontroller. The methodology used 
lies in VHDL-based fault injection technique, which 
allows a systematic and detailed analysis of the 
influence of different fault parameters. We have also 
compared the results to those obtained when injecting 
transient and permanent faults. 

In the future, we have planned to extend this study 
in different aspects. First, we want to use other 
workloads in order to try to generalize the results. We 
also intend to analyse the effect of other parameters, 
like the burst length, the inactivity time, and the system 
clock frequency. Moreover, we think that it is 
important to inject other fault models, like delay, 
intermittent short and open. Finally, it is necessary to 
investigate more deeply the causes and mechanisms of 
intermittent faults related to new submicron 
technologies, in order to propose new fault models 
related to them. 
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Abstract 

 
Assessing the performance of large-scale real-time 

systems can prove to be an arduous task.  When the 
systems reside in a safety-critical domain, such as the 
field of avionics applications, they must perform to a 
high standard in order to satisfy correctness 
constraints.  This paper proposes that the deployment 
of automated model-based performance analysis 
approaches may assist in assessing the performance of 
Avionics Applications.  

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Acceptable levels of timeliness are imperative in 
modern day avionics applications.  If a system, or part 
of a system, fails to perform as required within an 
allocated timeframe it may be labeled as faulty.  In a 
real-time application it may be the case that the system 
is functionally incorrect in the real-time and un-timed 
domain or it may be the case that the system is 
functionally correct (in the un-timed domain) but does 
not perform to an acceptable degree of timeliness when 
real-time system constraints are taken into 
consideration.  In addition to this, avionics applications 
are currently being developed in the form of 
Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAV) which make the use of 
complex probabilistic algorithms (such as Bayesian 
approaches).   There will be a requirement to assess the 
correctness of these algorithms.     

This paper discusses the possibility of deploying 
automated performance analysis approaches to assess 
the integrity levels of Integrated Modular Architectures 
(IMA) (with the idea being that we could deploy 
similar techniques to assess the performance of 
Advanced Avionics Architectures (AAvA) such as 
UAV). Firstly, we will discuss why automated model-
based approaches to performance analysis could prove 
useful in the development of avionics applications.  

Following this we shall provide background on IMA 
approaches and the required Software Integrity Levels 
(SILs).  We will then provide background on the 
approaches which are being considered.  Finally, the 
direction that our work will take is listed. 

 
 

2. Why Performance Analysis? 
 

Current approaches to analysing the correctness of 
avionics applications involve the use of analysis 
techniques such as the SPARK Approach [1] and real-
time testing [2].  To assess the run-time performance 
of avionics applications, testing approaches are 
commonly deployed.  By adopting  testing approaches 
it may not be practical or economically viable to test 
every possible combination of system parameters; the 
problem of a potentially unreliable system may 
therefore exist even after testing has been completed.  
Rushby [3] identified this as: 

 
“The fallibility of testing becomes particularly 

acute in the case of distributed and real-time systems, 
such as the embedded systems used for spacecraft 

control” 
 
while Leveson [4] states that: 
 

“testing for trustworthiness is an intractable task.” 
 
Automated performance analysis approaches 

involve the development of models.  By using a 
model-based approach to performance analysis three 
benefits are provided: 

1. A model is more tractable than testing; it can 
be more easily adapted if the parameters of 
interest change. 

2. Even if the performance analysis using the 
model does not provide satisfactory results, it 
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should allow us to ‘focus’ our testing on the 
area of interest. 

3. A model is an abstraction of the system, 
therefore any damage done to the model will 
not affect the system.  Testing however is 
carried out on the actual system; therefore it 
may be possible that a test case could damage 
the system. 

The remainder of this section provides background 
on Integrated Modular Architecture (IMA) approaches 
to avionics systems development, the required 
Software Integrity Levels (SILs), and the analysis 
approaches which are being considered. 
 
2.1. Integrated Modular Architectures 
 
    Traditionally, aircraft systems were developed such 
that individual hardware and software was designed to 
be compatible only with each other.  The software was 
designed to run only on that hardware, so that it was 
 

“tightly coupled to the underlying hardware” [5]. 
 
This is the traditional approach to aircraft system 
development.  A different approach is to adopt 
Integrated Modular Architectures (IMA).  This 
approach suggests using a network of standard 
hardware and software modules, each of which has 
well-defined interfaces [6]. Each of the software 
applications can be executed on any of the standard 
hardware modules, the main advantage being that 
applications can be reconfigured to any hardware 
module in the event that the hardware module on 
which a particular software module is executing fails. 
As all software is ‘hardware transparent’, this  
    

 
Figure 1: Example Integrated Modular 

Architecture [5] 
approach makes it more cost effective than in the 
federated approach when the time comes to upgrade 
obsolete hardware devices.  One suggested architecture 

for IMA is described in the civil avionics standard 
ARINC 653, as described in [5], as shown in Figure 1.  
As discussed in [1, 2], in this architecture, each 
hardware module has: 

• A number of software applications, each of 
which is partitioned from other applications 
and the operating system. 

• An Application Programming Interface which 
allows the software applications access to 
resources. 

• An Operating System Layer, which provides a 
standard set of basic services such as process 
scheduling and communications. 

• A Core Executive (CO-EX) which interfaces 
between the hardware and the operating 
system. 

 
2.2. Software Integrity Levels 

 
    In avionics applications it may not be necessary to 
achieve the highest level of integrity for each section 
of a system.  Software Integrity Levels (SILs) are 
defined in Defence Standard 00-56 Issue 2 [7] as: 
 
“An indicator of the required level of safety integrity”. 
 
Where [8] describes integrity as: 
 
“Integrity is the probability of a system satisfactorily 

performing the required critical functions. The 
integrity level therefore provides a qualitative 

indicator that the system meets its safety objectives.” 
 
SILs are used to provide a software developer with a 
guide as to the level of rigour that should be involved 
in developing software.  SIL levels for a system are 
determined from an initial hazard and risk analysis of 
the software that is to be developed.  This analyses the 
risks that the system will pose in the environment in 
which it is to be used, and is based on the severity of 
identified hazards, and the probability that the 
hazardous situation might arise.  It therefore takes into 
account the seriousness of any accidents that might 
occur if the system fails, as well as the probability of 
an accident type occurring.  The determination of SILs 
is illustrated in the Figure 2, taken from [7]. 
    The SIL level, once identified, is used to dictate the 
software development and verification processes that 
should be followed during software development.  The 
chosen process should ensure that the software is 
developed with a level of rigour commensurate with 
the level of risk.  The chosen process involves the 
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application of appropriate design rules, methods, tools 
and techniques [8]. Suggested activities are prescribed 
 

Accident Severity Failure 
Probability Catastrophic Critical Marginal Negligible 
Frequent SIL 4  
Probable  Level 

SIL 3 
  

Occasional   Level SIL 
2 

 

Remote     
Improbable   SIL 1 
 

Figure 2: Safety Integrity Levels [7] 
 
in some standards.  For example, according to [7], for 
SIL 4 the software requirements and designs should be 
formally specified, whereas for SIL 3, they only need 
to be semi-formally specified. 
 
2.3. Performance Analysis Tools 

 
By using automated approaches to model analysis 

we can eliminate some of the shortfalls of a traditional 
testing approach.  We can specify verification 
properties which must hold for all possible 
combinations of events in a model; these will eliminate 
the need to test each individual combination of events. 

Traditional automated approaches to verifying 
models of systems have included model checking tools 
such as SPIN (Simple Promela Interpreter) [9].  Tools 
such as SPIN have proven useful when analyzing 
systems for correctness properties such as safety and 
liveness.  One downfall to such an approach is that if a 
property fails to hold a counter-example is simply 
presented.  By using performance analysis tools, a 
more informative answer such as “what is the 
probability of event x occurring?” can be obtained via 
the specification of correctness properties.  This will 
provide a probabilistic estimation rather than a basic 
yes/no answer to a correctness property. 

The three performance analysis tools which are 
under consideration are the PEPA (Performance 
Evaluation Process Algebra) Workbench [10], PRISM 
(PRobabalistIc Symbolic Model checker) [11], and 
SPNP (Stochastic Petri Net Package) [12].  These tools 
offer differing approaches to model development and 
analysis while utilizing the same underlying 
probabilistic modeling structure, Continuous Time 
Markov Chains (CTMCs) [13].  A CTMC is 
represented as: 

 
<S, S0, R> 

 

Where S is a finite set of states in a model, S0 is the 
initial state in a model, and R is the transition rate 
matrix (each element of the transition rate matrix 
assigns a rate (time) of making a transition from one 
state in the model to the next).  We shall now discuss 
how PEPA, PRISM, and SPNP make use of CTMCs. 
    In PEPA, each model defines a labeled multi-
transition system which can be read as a CTMC.  A 
model is used to describe a system as an interaction of 
components which engage in activities.  Components 
and activities correspond to states and transitions in the 
underlying CTMC.  This CTMC can be solved for a 
set of defined performance measures, common choices 
of which are throughput and resource utilization.  In 
PEPA, expressions can be constructed which describe 
the behaviour of components.  The PEPA Workbench 
[10] provides support for the reasoning of PEPA 
models.    

  In PRISM, models consist of a series of modules 
which contain local variables.  These local variables 
determine the state of a module at any given time and 
the global state of a model is determined by the local 
state of all modules.  The behaviour of a module is 
specified by a set of guarded commands.  Currently, 
PRISM models are produced in the form of CTMCs.  
To analyse a PRISM model we specify correctness 
properties by using either the temporal logic PCTL 
(Probabalistic Computation Tree Logic) or CSL 
(Continuous Stochastic Logic) [13].  In CSL the 
operators P and S can be used.  P represents the 
probability that a certain type of behaviour may occur 
in the model, it allows us to reason about different 
paths through the model.  S is used to reason about the 
long-term behaviour of a model.    

The SPNP can be used to analyse the performance 
of CSPL (C-based Stochastic Petri net Language) 
models.  SPNP supports the specification and solving 
of SRN (Stochastic Reward Net) models where SRNs 
are a class of Petri nets where the model definition 
includes both the structural and timing behaviour of a 
system.  In SPNP a model can be formulated by using 
parameters.  The model can then be solved numerous 
times by substituting different values for each 
parameter or a combination of parameters.  Two main 
model analysis techniques are offered by SPNP, 
discrete event simulation and analytic-numeric 
simulation.  Discrete event simulation allows us to 
study the behaviour of a system in discrete steps (up 
until a point in time).  Analytic-numeric solution 
allows us to specify a SRN as a CTMC, this eliminates 
the need for analysis in discrete steps.  

 It is hoped that by deploying the capabilities of 
these tools when analysing IMA (and eventually 
AAvA), we can determine if sections of an avionics 
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application (or the application as a whole) conforms to 
its desired SILs.  Since the SIL for different sections of 
an application may differ, performance analysis could 
allow us to assess these individual sections to 
determine if they conform to their desired SIL.  Also, 
since each of the performance analysis approaches 
which have been discussed in this section are 
automated, allowing us to analyse every combination 
of model parameters, the use of these approaches could 
possible identify system resources which are being 
under-utilised.  These resources could then be better 
deployed, making the application more efficient.   
    
3. Direction of Work 
 
    The immediate plan of work involves four stages.  
Firstly, the subsets of the system source code 
languages which are most commonly used will be 
identified.  Following this, a number of mapping 
relationships between the constructs of these languages 
and the PEPA, PRISM, and SPNP model 
representations will be defined.  The third stage of this 
work will be to decide how to automate the extraction 
of models for performance analysis; during this stage 
we hope to build on the work discussed in [14].  
Finally, a number of case studies will be analysed to 
assess precisely where we can deploy automated 
approaches to performance analysis.  Because of the 
modular nature of many avionics applications, it is 
envisaged that our proposed approach will be viable 
for assessing the performance of individual modules or 
sections of a system as well as the system as a whole.  
We aim to make use of case studies which have 
previously identified performance issues to assess if 
we can discover the issues by using our approaches. 
    The work described in this paper is not envisioned 
to be a panacea to the problem of system verification.  
It is hoped that the efficient deployment of automated 
approaches to systems performance analysis will be a 
complimentary approach to other techniques such as 
[1] and real-time testing approaches.  If we could 
assess the performance levels of a section of an 
avionics application we could then compare this 
against the required SIL and make an informed choice 
on how to further assess the application. 
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Abstract 
 

The next generation of Avionic systems promises to 
be more complex and interoperation more common 
and demanding than the last. As such, key drivers 
within design of these futuristic systems are to reduce 
lifecycle costs and improve mission and operation 
performance. Integrated Modular Systems (IMS) 
present a solution to the above problems, but the 
knowledge base requires further maturity before its full 
benefits can be realised. This paper details ongoing 
research directed at the problem of managing fault 
tolerance mechanisms within IMS. The research is 
being performed as part of a project known as 
IMPPIC, which has been undertaken as part of a PhD 
and funded in collaboration by BAE Systems and the 
Engineering and Physics Research Council (EPSRC). 
The aims of this project are to provide a tangible 
demonstration of Fault tolerance within an IMS that 
has the demanding task of maintaining controlled 
magnetic suspension of a Maglev rig..  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Modern avionic systems have been progressively 
migrating from the well understood and well used 
federated systems to an integrated modular solution for 
at least the past decade. The drivers for this next 
generation of military avionics are to reduce lifecycle 
cost, improve mission performance and improve 
operational performance. 

The next generations of civil and military avionics 
generally feature Integrated Modular System (IMS) 
architecture; however the military domain is more 
challenging than that enjoyed by civil avionics despite 
their apparent synergies. Military avionics systems 
operate in harsher physical environments e.g. high g, 
vibration, temperature extremes etc. and must consider 
enemy threats, battle-damage and the safe operation of 
dangerous weapons. Military avionics must also be 

designed under tighter engineering constraints e.g. 
available volume, power, weight etc. The operating 
context and nature of the systems themselves combine 
into a highly challenging engineering problem even 
before factoring in the drive to continuously decrease 
costs throughout the lifecycle and improve operational 
and mission performance. 

One of the areas to be clarified with regards to the 
implementation of IMS is the management of faults 
throughout the system [1]. Three functional areas have 
been identified that must be addressed to achieve fault 
management in IMS, namely Fault Avoidance and 
Removal, Fault Tolerance and Fault Treatment [2]. 

The IMPPIC project has been commissioned to 
address these issues as part of a PhD that is jointly 
funded by BAE Systems and the Engineering and 
Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) of the 
UK Government, and is situated in the Systems 
Engineering Innovation Centre (SEIC), a partnership 
facility between Loughborough University, BAE 
Systems and the East Midlands Development Agency. 
The goals of IMPPIC are: 

• Implement a COTS based IMS development 
facility for a Maglev (Magnetic Levitation) 
system. 

• Develop fault management solution within 
IMS 

• Provide a tangible demonstration on a test 
rig. 

 
This paper will introduce the concept of IMS in 

section 2 and then discuss the target application, 
namely the Maglev rig, in section 3. The IMS 
implementation used within this project will be 
outlined in section 4 and finally the fault management 
activities that are in design as part of the IMS will be 
presented in section 5. 
 
2. Integrated Modular Systems 
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Systems based upon an IMS architecture feature 
standard (form, fit, function and interface) hardware 
modules connected to each other and various sensors 
and actuators by flexible communication networks. A 
layered software architecture, known as the three layer 
stack, and demonstrated in Figure 1, instantiated on 
each hardware module, provides standard services to 
application software independently of the underlying 
hardware. Application software processes are 
instantiated on physical resources and configured, 
according to a system blueprint, under the control of 
distributed System Management functionality. System 
management, together with the inherent flexibility of 
systems using an IMS architecture, enables automatic 
system reconfiguration in response to events in order to 
optimize system functionality, resource usage and 
dependability under different circumstances.  
 

 
Figure 1 - Three Layer Stack 

 
3. Maglev  Application 
 

The Maglev rig was chosen as a target application 
for the IMS as it will be a challenging real time control 
task and requires multi-input multi-output, 
deterministic execution in order to maintain magnetic 
suspension. This application has inherently less risk 
and complexity than the control of a platform such as 
an modern aircraft, whilst still providing a demanding 
task for purposes of demonstration. In addition, the 
Maglev system is open-loop unstable, as with some 
modern military aircraft, meaning that any failure of 
the controller will result in immediate failure. One of 
the principles of IMS is that it should be non-platform 
specific [3]  so the systems management concepts 
demonstrated within this project will be comparable to 
scenarios within a full avionics system. 

The IMS will be given the task of controlling the 
magnetic suspension of a 200kg magnetic levitation 
(Maglev) rig. Magnetic suspension is facilitated by 4 
dual wound magnets, each magnet with airgap sensor, 

dual flux search-coil sensors, dual temperature sensors 
and dual hall effect current sensors.  

The control structure of the rig has been derived 
from mathematical models and will consist of a 66Hz 
bandwidth flux loop, nested within a 13Hz bandwidth 
airgap loop for each magnet. There is also the potential 
to extend this full vehicle control structure to 
processing that introduces an active suspension 
component to the rig [4]. 

 
Figure 2 - Simplified Maglev Controller 

Schematic 
 

4. IMS Implementation 
 

Implementation of a full specification IMS as a 
development facility was beyond the scope and time 
frame of the project. As such, a representative IMS 
solution has been implemented with COTS that 
contains the key functional components required for 
testing, and will meet the demands of the Maglev 
controller. 

The IMS has been developed based around a 
standard PC motherboard using a LabVIEW real time 
solution as the operating system. This format allows 
the easy integration of I/O in the form of National 
Instruments Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards and 
provides the necessary drivers to interface with 
communications systems such as Ethernet. 

The LabVIEW real time operating system (RTOS) is 
not designed as an IMS middleware solution, and as 
such, some custom code generated in LabVIEW, 
known as a Virtual Instrument (vi) will provide the 
IMS systems management facility. Figure 3 shows how 
the configuration described matches the classic three 
layer stack. 
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Figure 3 - Implementation of IMS 

 
By replicating this modular set up across a network, 

a small scale IMS is created, as shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 - IMS Overview 

 
5. Fault Management 
 

Three areas have been addressed as required 
components to achieve fault management in IMS [2]: 
Fault avoidance and removal, Fault tolerance and fault 
treatment. The area focused on in this project is the 
issue of fault tolerance. 

The previous generation of avionics, based upon 
federated architectures, generally achieved fault 
tolerance through built-in test functions and static 
redundancy of critical functions. Avionics systems 
based upon IMS architecture concepts can be equipped 
with novel responses to fault conditions during 
operation that utilize the modularity and 
reconfiguration capabilities while achieving traditional 
dependability requirements. For example, dynamic 
redundancy can be used to isolate faulty system 
components and reconfigure the system to provide 
reversionary functions or reintroduce critical functions 
at the expense of other less critical functions. 
Additionally, online diagnostic functions can be 
applied to isolated components not contributing to 
required function, thereby avoiding unnecessary 

diversion of resources during normal operation. 
Graceful degradation of the system under fault 
conditions can be used to maximize mission 
performance and contribute to improved operational 
performance by extending the Maintenance Free 
Operating Period (MFOP).  

A major drawback is that error propagation becomes 
more severe the more integrated a system becomes, 
and methods of partitioning areas of the system, e.g. 
atomic actions, are required.  

Fault tolerance at runtime will be performed via 
three stages: detecting and isolating failure, reporting 
error and tolerating failure. 
 
5.1 Detection and Isolation 
 

For the purposes of the experiment, the system is 
monitoring for a small, finite number of discrete failure 
modes (i.e. the component will be completely failed or 
completely working).  It is intended that during the 
demonstration of the project, these errors will be 
injected into the system, and the system reaction 
observed. 

There is information within the literature about fault 
detection, and how to identify source problems for a 
variety of symptoms. As the focus of this project is on 
the reaction methodology to detected faults, the 
assumption will be made that only a small number of 
failure modes exist, and the problems of complex 
interaction of failures will largely be ignored. 

Isolating the failure to prevent the propagation 
throughout the system is a serious issue in IMS. In this 
project, isolation is performed via two main methods; 
monitoring the execution of the applications and 
checking all data against redundant processing 
channels for validation. As many functional 
components can operate a single processing module, 
there is a potential for an application crash to effect 
other functions. In a true IMS, partitioning is created 
between applications such that this does not occur. 

 
5.2 Error Reporting 
 

Decision making, in particular the decision on how 
to react to error signals, will be performed at a central 
location by a full authority health manager. In this 
project, the health management system is looking for a 
finite number of identifiable trigger events in order to 
activate a reconfiguration process to tolerate the faults, 
and maintain a high level of redundancy. 

All error reports will be sent to this central location 
and all configuration commands will generated here. In 
addition, an activity log will be kept such that the 
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behaviour of the system can be analysed at a later 
stage. 

 
5.3 Fault Tolerance 
 

The main method of fault tolerance to be 
implemented is system reconfiguration. This does not 
remove the fault, but will mask the symptoms in order 
to maintain safe, reliable service until the fault can be 
removed. This process demonstrates a practical use of 
configuration to improve on traditional approaches to 
redundancy. 

There are two aspects to this problem. Firstly, the 
system needs to be able to identify symptoms correctly 
such that the subsequent reconfiguration removes the 
source fault. Secondly, the system needs to reconfigure 
dynamically at run time whilst causing no disruption to 
service (i.e. loss of air gap). 

One method of managing this reconfiguration is to 
prepare a number of configurations that can be reverted 
to immediately should a trigger event occur [5]. 
Although there are still a number of safety issues to be 
considered with this approach, this will be the method 
implemented initially. It is intended that the 
development of the system progresses such that the 
systems manager can generate at run-time, the next 
best configuration based on the current configuration 
and likely failures. 

The major flaw in this development is the capacity 
to recognise all combination of error reports as a 
particular systems component failure. At this stage, it 
is only possible for the systems designer to prepare for 
a finite number of faults, and there is a potential for a 
complex system interaction to yield an unexpected 
series of trigger events that may confuse the system. 
Research is being performed in this area to reduce this 
knowledge gap. 

The decision-making for systems reconfiguration is 
made by a central systems management component, as 
described previously, presenting a further complication 
of a single point failure scenario. It is therefore 
necessary to not only consider the systems 
management of the IMS applications, but the 
management of the systems management function 
itself. (“quis custodiet ipsos custodes”? - who watches 
the watchmen?). 

A proposed solution to this is to have a 
master/shadow systems management configuration 
across the distributed network. The shadow systems 
managers will simultaneously receive the same 
information as the master systems manager in order to 
mimic and check its output to ensure it is issuing 
commands that fit their analysis. Should the Master 

fail, or be deemed to be failed by consensus of Shadow 
managers, one of the other modules will be able to 
assume the Master status immediately.  

 
Figure 5 - Systems Management Reconfiguration 

 
Figure 5 shows the benefit of reconfiguration to 

maintain redundant channels in the presence of faults. 
A slave module, a module in this case which performs 
minimal and mainly localised systems management 
activities, can be upgraded in functionality to perform 
the shadow master functionality and restore the 
redundant channel. 

 
5. Progressions 
 

The design detailed above is work in progress and is 
yet to be implemented in full. The work at the moment 
is focusing on the integration of designed systems 
elements to form the overall deliverable and is 
expected to be completed later this year. 
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Abstract  
 

In order to study the analytical modeling and the 

simulation of hybrid (continuous-discrete) systems as 

well as for dynamic reliability considerations, recently 

the Theory of Stimulated Dynamics (TSD) or so called 

Stimulus-Driven Theory of Probabilistic Dynamics 

(SDTPD) has been developed. The theory deals with 

the concept of stimulus and delays and how it can be 

implemented. A formerly used Markovian approach is 

provided in order to adapt TSD to practical applica-

tions, mostly in the context of dependability and uncer-

tainty treatment in the Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

(PSA). Since the application of TSD to the PSA con-

cepts needs a formal approach, definitions and addi-

tional investigation related to dependability and uncer-

tainty treatment are further considered. The concept of 

sequence of dynamics is introduced as a possible way 

to present TSD-based dependable and uncertain de-

layed system in direct relation to PSA. The considered 

sequence and scenario development should efficiently 

use the available computer resources and at the same 

time allow collect information for scenario analysis 

considering uncertainty and dependability. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1. PSA issues and Markov process 

 

In the framework of Probabilistic Safety Assessment 

(PSA) used for Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) the event 

tree technique has been developed mainly to represent 

and investigate different scenarios, which lead either to 

the accident, or to safe or intermediate states influenced 

by failures of safety/protection technical systems and 

human errors. Considering severe accidents, there is an 

objective to investigate the rarest scenarios of compo-

nents and systems failures leading to almost improbable 

but very severe accidents. Due to the strong coupling 

existing along an accident scenario between stochastic 

(failure) events and the dynamics of physical processes, 

the traditional event tree methodology (and its associ-

ated tools) is not capable to cope with such a scenario 

assessment. Thus, extended PSA approaches are con-

sidered in order to cope with the related issues and to 

perform independent regulatory evaluations (Alzbutas 

et al. 2007 [1], Izquierdo et al. 2002 [7]). 

As for the insight it brings into safety-related issues, 

the traditional PSA approach, in practice, reduces the 

calculation of safety objectives exceedance frequencies 

to the probabilistic quantification of initiating events 

and sequence headers related to basic events frequen-

cies. The headers describe the status of essential safety 

features like the availability of safety barriers (func-

tions) in terms of safeguard systems configurations, as-

suming they are demanded during the accident tran-

sients. 

The most commonly used methods for PSA are 

based on the assumption, that the basic events are func-

tionally independent of each other. This is the typical 

quantification approach that has proved very useful, 

particularly for very large systems with many basic 

events. However, basic events independence cannot al-

ways be demonstrated. For instance, for basic events 
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representing component failures, independence implies 

the failure rate λ of a component to be independent on 

the state of the other components. This assumption does 

not often hold, and Markov models are mainly used to 

account for time dependence of the reliability and un-

availability functions. Using Markov processes, such an 

allowance can come out naturally and does not pose 

additional complexities. 

In the case of systems with a failure, repair, test and 

maintenance cycle, it is possible to use an assumption 

that the transfers from state to state follow a Markov 

process. The equations to be solved may be described 

in their differential form by: 

( ) ( ) ( )
j j j j

d
t t t

dt
π λ π ϕ= − +� � � � ;  

   
j j k

k j
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≠
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�

�
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; ( ) ( )
j k j k

k j

t p tϕ π
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�
�

; 
(1) 

where j
�

 is the system state vector, composed of the 

set of component states, ( )
j

tπ �  is the probability of the 

system being in state j
�

at time t  and 
j k

p
→
�

�  is the 

transition rate from state j
�

 to state k
�

. The term ( )
j

tϕ � , 

as defined in Equation 1, is called the ingoing density, 

i.e., the instantaneous frequency at which state j
�

 is 

entered from any other state at time t . 

In a Markov stochastic process, the probability for 

the system to stay in a given state during a given so-

journ time is independent of the time at which the state 

is entered, so state probabilities are independent of the 

past history (memoryless stochastic systems). 

The assumption of a Markov approach (i.e. the as-

sumption that the probability that a system will transfer 

from one particular state to another depends only on 

the initial and final states of the transition) holds ma-

jor simplification of the simultaneous equations de-

scribing the state space diagrams. The terms of the evo-

lution equations for each state in this case depend only 

on the state itself, on the possible states immediately 

preceding and following the one under consideration, 

and on the rates of transfer between these states.  

However, even these simpler equations may not be 

soluble in closed form, e.g. if the rates of transfer be-

tween states are time-dependent functions. Solutions 

would have to be found by iterative, numerical meth-

ods and the solution for each state would be a function 

describing the variation with time of the probability of 

that state. 

 

1.2. Extensions of the Markov approach 

 

A number of different methodologies were proposed 

in order to deal with events and the time that elapses 

during the evolution of dynamics. Most known theoreti-

cal background of these methodologies to treat and ana-

lyze dynamic systems was based on the Markovian ap-

proach. For instance, the Theory of Probabilistic 

Dynamics (TPD) (Devooght & Smidts 1996 [5], 

Izquierdo et al. 1996 [7]) was extensively investigated 

in order to perform analytical modeling related to the 

analysis of the systems reliability and safety. Dynamic 

reliability techniques (Devooght 1997 [4], Labeau et al. 

2000 [10]) have been developed in order to study the 

reliability parameters of complex dynamic systems hav-

ing continuous processes and discrete failure events in-

teracting with each other. In dynamic reliability theory, 

the concept of reliability includes the interaction exist-

ing between the sequence of dynamics and events, such 

as the crossing of the border of a safety domain in the 

space of the physical variables, as well as the transitions 

between dynamics. The large number of states and con-

sequently of transition probabilities that are to be 

evaluated is the most important limitation of using 

Markov techniques for large sets of system components. 

Thus, grouping of dynamics becomes necessary and 

some general grouping techniques have been further 

devised and discussed. 

Extensions of Markov processes have been devel-

oped for cases where the transition rates depend on 

process variables, i.e. when the TPD is valid. It has 

been shown that the typical event tree approach (i.e., 

setting the probability of the demand to 1 or 0) remains 

valid for sequences of events instantaneously triggered 

by setpoint crossing, with the assumption that a setpoint 

is deactivated immediately after its associated event has 

been triggered (Labeau & Izquierdo 2005 [9]). 

However, in some unfortunately frequent cases, 

there is a stochastic time delay since the activation of 

setpoints before the actual occurrence of the corre-

sponding events and/or they are not deactivated after 

the events. For instance, operators introduce delays in 

taking potentially different actions after alarms that may 

remain concurrently activated. In these cases, stochastic 

delays complicate the situation. 

More generally, the same situation occurs whenever 

for the events to occur, some conditions ought to be ful-

filled that depend on the accident transients followed. 
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These conditions may persist after the events. A typical 

example is the occurrence of combustion phenomena 

only if flammability conditions are met, with delays po-

tentially resulting from stochastic ignition conditions 

and with potential for multiple combustions if the 

flammability conditions persist. Those more general 

conditions (including setpoints as particular cases) may 

be considered as stimuli for the events. When accident 

transients reach those conditions, we speak of the stim-

uli activation. 

Because stimuli activation conditions the events, the 

history of stimuli activations during the accident tran-

sients do matter in calculating the frequencies and ex-

tensions of the Markov process equations accounting 

for these features are necessary. Those extensions con-

stitute the so-called Stimulus Driven Theory of Prob-

abilistic Dynamics (SDTPD) (Labeau & Izquierdo 2005 

[9]). 

Indeed, SDTPD provides mathematical balances to 

calculate the probabilities per unit time of entering 

states with specified activated stimuli and correlate 

them with each other. In addition, in the calculation of 

the exceedance frequencies, the probability of the de-

mand and the fraction of damage transients are not fac-

torized but rather embedded in the activation of the 

stimuli. Exceeding safety objectives is a particular case 

of stimulus, so SDTPD has the potential for analyzing 

multiple safety objectives. Work is in progress to better 

relate the theory with the PSA itself. 

More recently the simplification of SDTPD or The-

ory of Stimulated Dynamics (TSD) was developed for 

the analytical modeling and the simulation of hybrid 

(continuous-discrete) systems (Alzbutas & Janilionis 

2007 [2], Alzbutas & Janilionis 2006 [3]). The theory at 

first deals with instantaneous and random variations of 

process variables; then, it introduces the concept of 

stimulus and how it can be implemented. Both a semi-

Markov and a non-Markovian treatment are provided in 

order to adapt TPD for practical applications, mostly in 

the context of PSA (Labeau & Izquierdo 2005 [9]). The 

development of TSD as well as related methods and 

simulation methodologies has been agreed as a basis in 

the perspective of its applications for PSA and severe 

accident analysis. 

Since the application of TSD-related methods to the 

traditional PSA concept (Izquierdo & Labeau 2004 [6]) 

needs a formal approach, the new definitions are speci-

fied and additional investigation related to uncertain 

scenario and sequence grouping is performed. The se-

quence of dynamics is introduced as a possible way for 

TSD based results presentation. The issues of PSA and 

its relation to TSD results are discussed. 

 

2. Stimulated and delayed system 
 

At first, let us determine analytically the basic ingre-

dients of stimulated dynamics and consider them in re-

lation to each other. Events are associated to an instan-

taneous change of the dynamics due to stimulus. System 

dynamics is determined by the law of process variables 

evolution, which can be indexed by an integer i N∈ . 

Process variables x  can be governed by a set of deter-

ministic equations, e.g. / ( )
i

dx dt f x= , 
0

(0)x x= , 
N

x R∈ . Event e  is defined as transition of dynamics, 

in particular case from dynamics i  to dynamics j  at 

time t , i.e. :e C C→ . Random event is the event 

whose occurrence is related to complex nature, which is 

modeled stochastically. An example of random event is 

a time distributed failure occurrence. Deterministic 

event is induced by the deterministic rules. An example 

of such an event can be related to time moment when a 

threshold pressure or temperature is reached and safety 

functions is activated.  

Paths of dynamics or evolution of process variables 

between transitions are associated to deterministic tran-

sients. Paths depend on initial and boundary conditions, 

which are associated to the initial states of process vari-

ables. Transitions are associated to significant changes 

in dynamic status, i.e. the end of one dynamics and the 

beginning of next one. Sequence of transitions is related 

to the sequence of events, part of which can be intro-

duced artificially just for simulation purposes.  

To describe transition (in particular case due to 

event e ) from dynamics i  to dynamics j  at time t , let 

us define the transition rate between dynamics j i→  as 

( | )p j i x→ , which characterizes the part of the se-

quence of transitions (or the sequence of events if all 

transitions are related to events) corresponding to the 

transition between two dynamics j i→ . Then the total 

transition rate out of dynamics j  is equal to the sum of 

all transition rates out of dynamics j  to any i j≠ : 

( ) ( ; )j

i j

x p j i xλ
≠

= →∑  
(2) 

All the information on the any dynamics i  is accu-

mulated into the probability density function ( , , )x i tπ  
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of the dynamics i  at time t  and with process variables 

in dx  about x . 

Before description of sequence of events, two transi-

tion densities related to any dynamics i can be also in-

troduced: 

− Outgoing density out of dynamics i  to any k i≠  at 

( , )x t : 

( , , ) ( | ) ( , , )

          ( ) ( , , ).

k i

i

x i t p i k x x i t

x x i t

ψ π

λ π

≠

≡ →

=

∑
 (3) 

− Ingoing density into dynamics i  from any j i≠  at 

( , )x t : 

( , , ) ( | ) ( , , )

ˆ         ( | ) ( , , ).

j i

j i

x i t p j i x x j t

p j i x x j t

ϕ π

ψ

≠

≠

≡ →

= →

∑

∑
 (4) 

To describe event in relation to stimulus, there is 

need to note that stimulus covers any situation that po-

tentially causes, after a given time delay, an event to 

occur (see Fig. 1). In the usual formulations of the the-

ory of probabilistic dynamics the change in the dynamic 

behavior of the physical process variables occurs with 

no delay after the solicitation causing a branching in the 

continuous event tree. The main concept introduced in 

stimulus driven theory of probabilistic dynamics is that 

of stimulus, which must take place prior to the actual 

transition between two dynamics, i.e. system configura-

tions corresponding to different dynamic evolutions. 

 

  0    ( , )F
i Ff uτ        Fτ    ( , ( , ))ik F F i Fh t g uτ τ−   Ft  

States: u         ( , )i Fg uτ    ( , )i Fg t u  

      Entering  Activating  Occurrence 

     dynamics i  stimulus F  of event: i→k 
 

Figure 1. Stimulus F activation and delay before event. 

 

Let Φ  be the set of all stimuli to be accounted for in 

the process evolution following the occurrence of a 

given event related to the transitions between dynamics. 

Denote by ( ; )F

i F
f uτ  the probability density function 

of activating particular stimulus F ∈Φ at states 

( , )
i F

g uτ  after time 
F
τ  spent in dynamics i  which was 

entered at state u . Also define ( ; )F

ik d
h t u  - probability 

per unit time of having a time delay 
dk F F

t t τ= −  be-

tween stimulus F  activation at time moment 
F
τ  and 

occurrence of event, i.e. transition of dynamics i k→ , 

if stimulus F  was activated at states u . 

( ; ) ( ; )
F F

i d ik dk

k i

h t u h t u
≠

=∑  (5) 

where ( ; )F

i d
h t u  is probability density function of 

the delay 
d

t  between stimulus F  activation at time 

moment 
F
τ  and in the same conditions leaving dynam-

ics i  at time moment 
F

t . 

Sequence of events consists of events, with system 

dynamics in between. Every sequence of events should 

be unique, but can lead to the same consequence. Se-

quence of event is an instance of the system status evo-

lution through time line, i.e. E e T= × . Space of se-

quences of events is the set of all possible event 

sequences, i.e. { }
E i

S E= . Event sequences in an event 

sequence space are considered to be mutually exclusive, 

even though they may partially overlap, since they are 

assumed to be related to dynamics, which originate 

from a single initiating state of the process variables 

and change at each branching point. Branching point 

represents a time moment when dynamics changes due 

to possible occurrence of event. At each branching time 

moment the dynamics may have one or more branches, 

which correspond to the following dynamics, depending 

on previous dynamics and possible occurrence of dif-

ferent events. Scenario 
i

s  is a simplified representation 

of sequences with some common features. These fea-

tures as example may concern the classification of 

events or/and separation according to timing of events. 

The sequences belonging to a same scenario are there-

fore considered to be similar, to the extent that they 

share the features implied by the scenario. Rare sce-

nario from definition point of view is related to the 

rareness of sequences. 

The practical simulation of sequences asks for the 

introduction of some kind of simulation approach. In 

the case of stimulus driven dynamics, the proposed ap-

proach considering discrete time moments restricts the 

amount of possible branching causes and branching 

points in time. After the occurrence of an initiating 

event, the related evolution laws of the process vari-

ables are considered. The corresponding deterministic 

process evolution defines a branch, from which all 

stimuli with related events causing the system to branch 

off are accounted for at those user-specified discrete 

time intervals. The same branching process is carried 

on until considered process variables reach final ab-

sorbing end states (consequence expressed as a damage 

state or as a steady safe situation). The frequency of all 
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sequences of dynamics can be calculated as they de-

velop in the simulation. 

 

3. Scenarios development 
 

3.1. Issue of uncertainty treatment 

 

The part of uncertainty related to PSA can be con-

sidered as a spread or distribution in the value of the 

risk estimate (frequency). Classically the spread in the 

risk estimate is related to the spread in the parameters 

of the probabilistic model used to estimate the risk R 

(Kaplan & Garrick 1981 [8]). As parameters usually are 

considered pi - the probability of a risky i
th 

scenario, and 

ci - the consequence or evaluation measure of that i
th 

scenario leading to damage. 

Considering the frequency fi with which the occur-

rence of scenario Si is not exactly known, the state of 

knowledge about this frequency fi can be expressed 

with a probability pi(fi) using the probability density 

function for the frequency fi, of the i
th 

scenario. Simi-

larly, if there is uncertainty ui in the i
th 

consequence es-

timation it can be expressed as ui(ci), i = 1, 2, …, N, 

where N is total amount of scenarios. 

However, in addition to uncertain parameters of 

model, another cause of uncertainty may arise from the 

incompleteness, i.e. from the incomplete modeling or 

data used in the probabilistic model itself or in the 

analyses used to derive the model. The uncertainty in 

the model inputs may also affect the topology of the 

probabilistic model or the data and time dependence 

used to quantify it. 

The completeness of the scenario list depends on the 

consideration of each scenario formation, i.e. on the 

way of grouping of sequences and assigning them cor-

respondent frequencies and consequences. Thus the in-

completeness in the amount z  of scenarios may be re-

lated to the number N of the set of triplets for risk 

consideration: 

R = {<Si, pi(fi), ui(ci)>}, i = 1, 2, …, z(N). (6) 

The level of risk conditioned by a scenario partially 

represents how rare and important this scenario is from 

the consequence point of view. However, in order to 

search for scenarios with unpredictable, but possibly 

severe, consequences, there is a need to generate and 

consider events and dynamics as well as related se-

quences, which can be very rare. 

The technique to search for rare random events is 

evident and is related to traditional PSA; however there 

is also a concern for how to generate and to consider 

rare deterministic events, which are related to the dy-

namics itself, i.e. process variables and timing. Actu-

ally, this means that each scenario 
i

S  is time-dependent 

and uncertainty related to this could be also considered 

during the scenario development. 

Uncertainty related to PSA could be classified ac-

cording to the uncertainty source: the frequency of 

events and the sequences of dynamics themselves (i.e. 

dynamics and timing in the process variables space) 

(Labeau & Izquierdo 2005). Taking into account that 

all sources of uncertainty are important, there is a need 

of such uncertainty analysis, which considers both 

sources and at the same time reflects the issue of model 

incompleteness. 

On the basis of this classification, there is a need to 

note that in the case of the first source of uncertainty, 

changing the values related to the frequency of events 

occurrence (e.g. failure rate λ) will not create new 

branching situations, but it will affect the likelihood of 

already possible sequences and scenarios, without 

changes in the possible process variables evolutions and 

scenarios themselves. Conversely, a change in the value 

of an uncertain threshold related to a specific event cre-

ates a new dynamic trajectory in the process variables 

space. 

Considering this classification, it is easy to conclude 

that the first source of uncertainty (i.e. fluctuations of 

failure or recovery rates, or of on-demand failure prob-

abilities) can be propagated with no additional determi-

nistic calculations, as all sequences in the process vari-

ables space keep valid. However, the second source of 

uncertainty, in principle, causes a continuum of addi-

tional scenarios with different timing, what requires to 

perform an approximation of the continuous event tree 

(Labeau et al. 2000 [10]). This uncertainty effect on the 

process variables evolutions and it should therefore be 

investigated separately in order to save computational 

resources and represent scenario-related uncertainty. 

Taking into account the main features of scenarios, it 

can be seen that a simulation algorithm relevant for dy-

namic reliability problems and uncertainties should dis-

play the following characteristics: 

− Search for rare scenarios under consideration; 

− Represent uncertainty of considered scenarios. 
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3.2. Path of processes and sequence of 

dynamics 

 

Once the general purpose of scenario development is 

established, the traditional event tree analysis can be 

derived as a particular case of this extended PSA ap-

proach with consideration of paths and sequences used 

to define these scenarios. 

The consideration of a continuous event tree, in 

principle, containing an infinity of scenarios and se-

quences asks for the introduction of some kind of dis-

crete approximations, in order to restrict the amount of 

possible branching points in time to discrete time mo-

ments. 

After the occurrence of an initiating event, the corre-

sponding evolution laws of the process variables are 

considered. The corresponding deterministic transient 

evolution defines a branch, from which all stimuli with 

related events causing the system to branch off are ac-

counted for at user-specified discrete time intervals. 

The same branching process is carried on until the con-

sidered process variables reach one among possible fi-

nal absorbing end states (consequence expressed as a 

damage state or as a steady safe situation). The fre-

quency of all sequences of dynamics can be calculated 

as they develop, by aggregating the paths of processes 

that are defined below. For the path of processes the 

following is assumed: 

− The process 
o

j  starts at a steady point state 
o

u  with 

given probability (usually very close to 1). Associ-

ated with the initial stimulus activation state 
o

J  a 

random instantaneous initiating event with a known 

frequency triggers the process evolution in time. 

− Process variables x  can be reached from the initial 

point state 
o

u  following the sequence of events 

through a compound path of processes. 

Each of the path timing, i.e. time variables 

1
( , , )

n nj j jτ τ τ=
�

… , coincides with some of the event 

time variables τi, ordered in increasing time and related 

to the evolution of the process variables x  from the ini-

tial state 
o

u , determining their sequence of occurrence 

up to the end state. 

Under the previous assumptions, once the possible 

dynamic evolutions ( , )
k k

g t u  and the initial state 
o

u  

are defined, the paths of processes possible may be de-

termined including the timing. The set of paths with the 

same processes and consequences, but differing in the 

path timing will be called s sequence of dynamics. 

The price to pay for the sequence of dynamics and 

paths of processes consideration is that there are many 

paths possible within a sequence of dynamics. Each 

path of processes represents a deterministic transient 

that may be simulated with available simulation tech-

nology. However, identifying the relevant stimulus that 

activates events and the paths within a sequence is a 

complex and key factor in the path of processes de-

lineation and generation of sequences of dynamics. The 

relevant paths of processes, which reflect the sequence 

of dynamics, constitute a paths envelop that should also 

take into account the bounding of the safety objectives 

exceedance. 

Considering the sequences of dynamics similarly the 

following is assumed: 

− The system starts due to a random instantaneous ini-

tiating event in an initiating steady state of the proc-

ess variables  
0

u  with given frequency 
0

f . The 

initial state of the process variables 
0

u  is associated 

to the initial status of activation of the stimuli de-

noted as 
0 0

( ) (0)J J j J= =  or 
0 0

( , )j J , denoting 
0

j  

the index of the first dynamics (i.e. which was en-

tered in the initiating steady state of the process 

variables 
0

u ) and 
0

J  a vector of the activation 

status of stimuli 
k

J  when entering the initiating dy-

namics (
0

k j= ). 

− At any further time moment 
n

t τ=  the process vari-

ables ( )x t  can be reached from the initiating steady 

state 
0

u  starting from the initial time moment 
0
τ  

going through n  paths of processes (evolution of 

process variables) affected by the sequence of 

events (i.e. elapse of the delays from the stimuli ac-

tivations). 

In general, the paths of processes considering the 

initiating steady state of the process variables 
0

u  and 

each initial state vector 
k

u  in any dynamics k  visited 

along the path can be described as follows: 

0 0 0 0 0 0
( ) ( (0)) ( ) (0)u u J u J x x xτ= = = = = , 

0
t τ− ≤ ; ( )0 0 0 0

( ) ,x t g t uτ= − , 
0 1

tτ τ< ≤ ; 
(7) 

( )1 1
( ) ( ) 0, ( )

k k k k k k k
u u J x g xτ τ− −= = = ; 

( )( ) ,
k k k k k

x x t g t uτ= = − , 
1k k

tτ τ +< ≤ , 

1 k n≤ < ; 

(8) 

( )1 1
( ) ( ) 0, ( )

n n n n n n n
u u J x g xτ τ− −= = = ; 

( )( ) ( ) 0,
n n n n

x t x x t g u= = = , 
n

t τ= . 
(9) 
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The occurrence times of the events in the vector 

1
( ,..., )

n n
τ τ τ=
�

 are ordered in increasing time. They 

represent the starting moments of evolution of the 

physical variables ( )x t  from the initial state 
k

u  in dy-

namics k , 1 k n≤ < . 

 

  00 =τ                 1τ  …                              kτ  … 

States: 0u    )u,t(g 00     1u  …      )u,t(g 1k1k −−     ku  … 

       Entering             Entering                           Entering 

      dynamics 0           dynamics 1                             dynamics k 
 

Figure 2. The sequence of dynamics vector. 

 

Under the previous assumptions, once the initial 

states m

k
u  from vector 

k
u  with a specific activation 

status of stimuli m

k k
J J∈  and possible dynamics 

( , )r r

k k
g t u  from ( , )

k k
g t u  are defined (with sojourn time 

t for each dynamics), the sequence of dynamics may be 

determined as the following set: { } { ( , )}r r r

k k k
x g t u= , 

1 r m≤ ≤ , {0, 1, 2,..., n}k ∈ . The dynamics are repre-

sented in the paths of processes. 

 

3.3. Scenarios and exceedance frequency 

 

Each path of processes represents a deterministic 

transient that may be simulated with available simula-

tion technology. The paths belonging to a sequence as 

well as the sequences belonging to a same scenario are 

considered to be similar, to the extent that they share 

the features (i.e. dynamics and timing) implied by the 

sequence and correspondingly by the scenario. 

However, identifying the rare stimulus activations 

and the paths related to the different rare sequences is a 

complex and key factor in the process of uncertain sce-

nario analysis. The scenario may constitute a sequences 

envelop (as for instance design basis envelops) that 

should also take into account the bounding of the con-

sequence they may generate at the considered time 

moment 
k
τ . 

When branching in an event tree is distributed in 

time (e.g. due to stochastic stimulus activation and de-

lays), the problem of the combinatorial explosion of the 

number of sequences is well-known. In this case the 

considered branching time moments especially are fre-

quent compared to only setpoint-based transitions (e.g. 

transitions between dynamics driven by stimuli without 

delays). In this situation, a large number of branching 

points could be defined on a branch of the event tree 

between two setpoints, with the possibility that scenar-

ios due to these different branching points will lead to 

non-similar consequences from the safety and protec-

tion analysis standpoint. 

In general, at each branching time moment 
k
τ  the dy-

namics may have one or more branches, which corre-

spond to the subsequent dynamics, depending on previ-

ous dynamics and the possible (non-) occurrence of 

different events. Consideration of only these time mo-

ments, which are related to any transitions, allows to be 

sure that there is at least one sequence when dynamics 

changes. However there are sequences of dynamics in 

which no changes occur at certain branching time mo-

ments and some subsequent dynamics in the sequence 

are similar. 

For a simplified representation of such sequences, 

the concept of scenario can be used. Sj as j scenario of 

dynamics and the corresponding timing of events repre-

sent the set of sequences of different dynamics deter-

mined as the following set { }
r

j k
S s= , 

{ } { ( , )}r r r

k k k
s g t u=  if 

1
:

r r

j j
j s s +∀ ≠ , where 0 k n≤ ≤ , 

1 r m≤ ≤ , 0 j n≤ < . 

The initiating time moment 
0
τ  is related to dynamics 

1

0
s . Other time moments 

k
τ  important for scenario of 

dynamics are related to the initial states of dynamics r

k
s  

and can be determined from the vector 
1

( ,..., )
n n
τ τ τ=
�

 

according to the index k , where 0 k n≤ ≤ . The final 

dynamics in the scenario is related to the end state and 

the scenario consequence at this time moment 
c
τ , 

where 0 c n< ≤ . In general, the final dynamics in the 

scenario can represent the steady state, which do not 

depend on time. However the final time moment con-

sidered in the scenario can be related to the occurrence 

of the scenario consequence. 

It should be noted that taking into account that con-

sequence is also time-dependent, and there is the possi-

bility to consider the partial consequence (degradation 

or damage) after each dynamics. The time interval be-

tween changes of dynamics can also be related to the 

delays during which the deterministic process takes 

place and this case can be simulated using delays that 

do not need to relate to a stimulus. 

In typical PSAs, operator delays are, to a large ex-

tent, ignored. However, the analysis of the event tree 

and sequences of events, which include operator action 

and are finally retained as failure sequences, can be re-

visited to obtain the so-called available time, or maxi-

mum time for operator response. It is possible that a 

shorter delay of action would result in the sequence be-
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ing a success sequence, while a longer delay will be 

rare, but will produce different scenarios. 

The paths of processes and sequences of dynamics 

that reflect the PSA approach allows us to use as the 

basic figure of merit the so-called exceedance fre-

quency, which is the estimate of the failure probability 

related to the frequency of consequences (Alzbutas et 

al. 2007 [1]). 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

Considering the drawbacks in terms of representa-

tion of dependability and uncertainty and in terms of 

completeness of scenarios development process the 

concept of stimulated dynamics and delayed system was 

applied for PSA.  

The delayed system consideration allows a system-

atic development and analysis of dependable and uncer-

tain scenarios for PSA. It is applicable to search for 

relevant sequences and rare scenarios under considera-

tion in PSA as well as represent and analyze uncertainty 

of certain scenarios. 

Considering the expected outputs of a PSA the 

analysis based on stimulated dynamics and delayed sys-

tem provide a new way of grouping sequences and sce-

narios according to their timing and consequences. The 

timing and dependability was shown as an important 

factor and the main source of scenarios uncertainty that 

can significantly influence PSA results. 
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1. Introduction  

Traffic congestion is increasingly growing, 
especially in urban areas. One of the solutions for this 
problem is automated traffic. Many research programs 
have been carried out or are currently underway to 
implement automated road or highway systems, based 
on automatically controlled platoons of vehicles. The 
aim is to improve the flow and the safety of traffic by 
reducing accidents, while reducing fuel consumption 
and pollution [1]. 

Automatic collaborative driving systems make use 
of inter-vehicles or vehicles-to-fixed infrastructure 
communications to autonomously guide cooperative 
vehicles on an Automated Highway System, e.g., for 
the aim of sharing the necessary information to ensure 
safe driving. The expected gains from automatic 
driving are the target of many research studies in this 
domain. However, to the best of our knowledge there 
was no previous work dedicated particularly to the 
dependability modeling and evaluation of such 
systems.  

2. Context and Objectives  

We address the evaluation of quantitative measures 
for characterizing the dependability in the context of 
the Automated Highway System, based on platoons in 
which vehicles are driven by more or less autonomous 
agents, interacting in a multi-agent environment [1]. 
Our work aims at developing evaluation methods and 
models that make it possible to analyze the safety of 
such platooning applications implemented in a mobile 
context with ad-hoc networks. Several phenomena 
such as accidental faults occurrence, vehicles mobility, 
frequent communication disconnection, are taken into 
consideration. This problem is challenging in the 
domain of automated highway applications and 
systems implemented in ad-hoc networks. 

The developed models and measures are aimed at 
providing support to the designers for the selection and 
analysis of candidate architectures that are well suited 
to fulfill the dependability requirements of such a 
system. We consider as a case study the architectures 
developed in the framework of a project of intelligent 
transport systems (Partners for Advanced Transit and 

Highways PATH [2]), at Berkeley University. These 
architectures implement automatic maneuvers to 
ensure the platoons safety in the presence of different 
types of failure modes affecting the vehicles, their 
environment, and the inter-vehicle communication. 
The objective of our work is to propose a methodology 
based on analytical modeling techniques such as 
Markov chains and generalized stochastic Petri nets 
(GSPN) allowing us to model these maneuvers and 
evaluate their impact on the platoons safety.  

3. PATH Architecture  

The PATH research program proposed an 
hierarchical control architecture for controlling 
platoons of vehicles. This architecture improved the 
traffic throughput up to four times, while reinforcing 
safety. In this program, the vehicles platoons use 
lateral and longitudinal controllers (of positioning) in 
order to follow each others on roads equipped with 
magnetic marks. The automated vehicles are 
coordinated by both vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
fixed infrastructure communications, using a road-side 
infrastructure for traffic management purpose. 

A platoon (p) is a series of vehicles that are moving 
in the same direction on a specified highway [2]. Each 
platoon contains a number of vehicles directed with 
one leader that is the first car of the platoon. The 
vehicles that follow the leader are called followers. A 
platoon that contains one vehicle is called free agent. 
Figure 1 shows three platoons: p1 that contains three 
vehicles, a leader and two followers, p2 an adjacent 
platoon, and p3 an example of free agent. 

 

Figure 1: Context of a platooning application  

The main maneuvers are: splitting of a platoon, 
merging of platoons, or making a vehicle exit or enter 
the platoon. In particular, in case of a failure affecting 
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a vehicle in the platoon, the maneuvers allow the 
vehicle to leave its platoon without any hazard, for the 
purpose of continuously running the platoon without 
any problem [3]. 

For starting a maneuver, the faulty vehicle 
communicates with its platoon s leader that determines 
the exit strategy and ensures the coordination for the 
maneuvers associated to this strategy. If the faulty 
vehicle is the leader, other maneuvers must be applied 
to allow the platoon vehicles to select the new leader. 
According to the failure mode, certain maneuvers may 
require a communication between the leaders of 
several platoons in the environment [3].  

4. Methodology  

Our objective is to evaluate dependability measures 
characterizing the safety of the automated highway 
system taking into account: i) the occurrence of 
different types of faults and failure modes affecting the 
vehicles or their communications, and ii) the strategies 
and maneuvers that have been designed to allow a 
faulty vehicle to leave a platoon without affecting the 
safety of the whole system including the adjacent 
platoons. The evaluation of these measures should take 
into consideration the different ways of vehicles 
coordination in the automated highway system. 

Two main steps can be distinguished. The first step 
consists in identifying representative platooning 
scenarios, the failure modes to be taken into account, 
and their severities and the maneuvers needed to 
ensure safe platooning. The second step is dedicated to 
the elaboration of the GSPN analytical models 
incorporating the information identified in the first step 
to quantify safety and dependability measures. 

As illustrated in Table 1 different failure modes 
with different levels of severities can be distinguished. 
The corresponding maneuvers to be applied to ensure 
the safety of the platoon are also identified. When 
multiple failure modes occur or when a maneuver fails, 
the maneuver with the highest priority is applied (see 
Figure 2). The success of a given maneuver depends 
on several factors, e.g., the states of the vehicles 
involved in the platoon and the density of the traffic. 

The dependability modeling consists in the 
elaboration of GSPNs describing the behaviors of each 
vehicle involved in the considered platooning 
scenarios as well as the dependencies resulting from 
interactions between vehicles inside a platoon and 
between platoons during the execution of the safety 
maneuvers. One of the critical aspects to be addressed 
during modeling is to master the complexity of the 
models at the model construction and processing levels 
and to take into account the dynamicity of the vehicles. 

Hierarchical compositional approaches are currently 
investigated to address this problem.  

Table 1: Examples of failure modes and maneuvers 
Failure mode Severity

 
Maneuver 

FM1 (No Breaks) A3 Aided Stop (AS) 
FM2 (Inability to sense vehicles in adjacent 
lanes) 

A2 Crash Stop (CS) 

FM3 (Inter-vehicle communication failure) A1 Gentle Stop (GS) 

FM4 (Transmission failure) B/B2 
Take Immediate Exit-

Escorted (TIE-E) 
FM5 (acceleration controller down) B2 Take Immediate Exit (TIE) 
FM6 (communication between link and 
network layers down) 

C 
Take Immediate Exit-

Normal (TIE-N) 

  

Figure 2: Failures modes, maneuvers, safety impact  

5. Ongoing Work  

Ongoing work is focused on the elaboration of the 
GSPN modeling framework considering platooning 
scenarios involving a limited number of vehicles and 
platoons. Sensitivity analyses will be performed to 
compare different communication and coordination 
schemes between the vehicles: e.g., centralized vs. 
decentralized inter-platoon or intra-platoon 
communication. Particular attention is also devoted to 
the investigation of efficient means to take into 
account vehicles mobility in the models.  
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Abstract

Operating systems often manage critical infrastructures
where failures can have serious consequences. This raises
great concerns about their robustness. From the user per-
spective, it is the service delivered by host applications that
needs to be dependable. Operating systems should there-
fore provide comprehensive error detection and recovery
services to those applications, so that the system as a whole
can be dependable and secure. This paper addresses the re-
covery flow that takes place after an application error is de-
tected. The goal is to combine existing techniques into a set
of operating system services that support application recov-
ery both from software and hardware errors. We describe a
prototype system where these services are currently being
implemented and outline how we intend to experimentally
evaluate them.

1 Introduction

Designing robust operating systems has been the goal of
numerous research endeavours since the late 1950s, when
the first mainframe computers were born. Since then, op-
erating systems have managed critical infrastructures rang-
ing from server rooms to embedded devices, as well as cru-
cial user information on desktop computers. Given that a
failure of such computers can have serious consequences,
the operating systems must be reliable in the presence of
faults. Moreover, they should also provide comprehensive
error detection and recovery services to hosted applications,
so that the system as a whole can be dependable and secure.

Computer systems are affected by faults of diverse ori-
gins. Software defects – introduced during development –
can cause errors in the applications and in the operating sys-
tem itself. For this reason, a large body of research has been
devoted to preventing and removing software defects; this
is, however, a complex problem lacking perfect solutions.
Thus, operating systems have to cope with the existence and

occasional activation of software faults, e.g., when a buggy
line of device driver code is executed. Another important
source of errors are hardware faults – mostly of physical
nature – due to environmental factors, aging, etc. These
are now more concerning than ever, largely due to modern
manufacturing processes and the associated variability and
degradation of microprocessors [3, 13, 17].

This paper is chiefly concerned with detecting and recov-
ering errant applications. Ultimately, from the user perspec-
tive, it is the service delivered by the applications that needs
to be dependable. Recovering applications (in addition to
isolating them) is therefore key to ensuring sustainable de-
livery of service. Accordingly, we should judge the depend-
ability of an operating system not only for its resilience to
failures but also for the services it provides to hosted appli-
cations with regards to error detection and recovery.

To this end, operating systems can make use of a vast
multitude of techniques available in the literature. In this
paper we address only those targeting hardware and soft-
ware faults of non-malicious nature. Our goal is to combine
several such techniques into a set of operating system ser-
vices that detect application errors and support their recov-
ery.

The first obstacle is that the recovery flow usually de-
pends on whether the error was caused by hardware or soft-
ware. This is generally hard to diagnose. Consider an ex-
ample where the memory management hardware raises an
exception indicating an erroneous memory access; it may
have been caused by a missing pointer initialization in the
software but also by corruption of a pointer due to a hard-
ware fault. In this case it is difficult to choose, for instance,
whether to rollback and retry the operation or to transfer
control to a user-mode exception handler.

Let us assume that application errors can be detected by
the operating system even though their cause is unknown.
Our proposal is to consider at first that an error was caused
by a transient hardware fault. To cope with these, we check-
point applications frequently and rollback to a previous
state upon error detection. If the cause was indeed a hard-
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ware fault, there’s a high chance that it will vanish. Other-
wise, if an error is detected again before another checkpoint
is made, we must assume that it was caused by a software
fault. At this point we transfer control to an application-
specific exception handler where the designer can decide
what should be done. If no such handler is defined, the op-
erating system may simply restart the application – this is
often sufficient to deal with rarely activated bugs.

We are developing a prototype system which we in-
tend to use for experimentally assessing various techniques
aimed at building robust operating systems. The remainder
of this paper details the design principles of the prototype
and outlines the experimental evaluation. We begin by sur-
veying related research in Section 2. Error detection is dis-
cussed in Section 3 and Section 4 elaborates on the strategy
for recovering applications. The experimental evaluation
through fault injection is discussed in Section 5. Lastly, we
summarize the main conclusions of the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Research

A great deal of work has been dedicated to ensuring that
operating systems are resilient to internal failures. In this
context, kernel extensions such as device drivers are usu-
ally identified as the major source of problems. The mi-
crokernel approach attempts to solve this issue elegantly by
isolating kernel extensions in user-mode, where fault con-
tainment can be more easily achieved. Herder et al. [6] use
this design principle in the Minix operating system. There is
a price to pay for the increased reliability: obtaining an op-
erating system service often involves full context switching
and additional data copying. Tanenbaum et al. [15] point
out that this performance penalty is worth the trade-off in
systems where reliability is the main concern.

Swift et al. [14] use a different strategy to tackle the same
problem. Their approach, implemented in Nooks, uses the
more common monolithic kernel structure where extensions
run in kernel-mode. It should be emphasized that kernel-
mode instructions access main memory through the mem-
ory management hardware – just like user-mode instruc-
tions. The difference is that user-mode execution has re-
stricted access to privileged registers and instructions. If we
abstract from malicious faults, device drivers can be isolated
by marking unnecessary pages as read-only during their ex-
ecution. The authors make use of this feature to implement
lightweight protection domains. Additionally, they propose
the usage of wrappers to monitor control-flow between the
drivers and the kernel.

A different approach is taken by Hunt et al. in designing
the Singularity operating system [7, 8]. The core of Sin-
gularity is a microkernel written almost entirely in Sing#
– a type-safe programming language with low-level con-
structs. Instead of relying on isolation through hardware

protection, device drivers and applications are executed in
the context of software-isolated processes. Here, the funda-
mental principle is using static software verification to as-
sure that untrusted components are unable to access mem-
ory outside their context. Moreover, interaction among pro-
grams takes place via contract-based channels that can be
statically checked; and the programs themselves come with
a manifest allowing static and dynamic verification of key
properties. The emphasis is thus on fault prevention rather
than fault tolerance.

When it comes to detecting application errors, operating
systems make use of techniques such as memory protection
and watchdog timers to ensure spatial and temporal isola-
tion. Under these circumstances, faults may still propagate
via the system call mechanism – the door used by applica-
tions to request operating system services and to reach the
device drivers. Peterson et al. [11], Provos [12] and many
others propose the usage of sandboxing as the means to pro-
tect the system call mechanism. This technique consists of
interposing the access to system calls with a filter that en-
forces a given policy. In practice, this serves as an accurate
error detection mechanism.

After an error is detected, the recovery process is often
left to the application designer or the operating system sim-
ply terminates the application. As we described before, we
adopt the well-known checkpoint and rollback method to
recover applications from transient hardware failures. This
method can also be applied directly by the hardware. Wang
and Patel [16] use microarchitecture-level checkpointing
and define a set of error symptoms which trigger the proces-
sor to return to a previous state. Since we assume a generic
hardware platform, we opt for implementing checkpointing
as an operating system service.

The effectiveness of a rollback recovery depends sub-
stantially on the checkpointing strategy. If checkpoints
are too frequent, their overhead is too high; if they are
too sparse in time, recoveries may require too much re-
computation. The work by Ling et al. [10], among others,
addresses the checkpointing strategy problem. They offer a
mathematical model for optimal checkpointing under time-
varying failure rates. Results of this kind are an important
input to our design, as they provide the means to choose the
optimal checkpointing strategy.

3 SECERN: An Extension to MicroC/OS-II

A current trend in the design of embedded systems is
to allow multiple applications to share a common hardware
platform. The goal is to avoid using dedicated microcon-
trollers in order to achieve scalability as the number of
functions grows. Initiatives such as the standard interface
for avionics applications, defined by the ARINC 653 spec-
ification [2], aim at developing the critical infrastructures
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and operating systems that support this level of integration.
Since these initiatives target safety-critical systems, a fun-
damental concern is to ensure that resource sharing can be
accomplished in a safe and reliable manner.

We are developing a prototype system intended for ex-
perimentally assessing various techniques for building ro-
bust operating systems. The prototype is based on the
MicroC/OS-II real-time kernel, designed by Labrosse [9].
The kernel’s source code is very well documented and
freely available for academic purposes, making it amenable
to extension.

MicroC/OS-II lacks support for isolating applications
from one another and from the operating system. To solve
this, we began by extending the kernel with memory protec-
tion [1] using a Memory Management Unit (MMU). This
was accomplished by making the distinction between pro-
cesses and threads, where each process owns a private ad-
dress space that contains one or more threads of execution.
Memory allocation is done statically by the linker – a com-
mon design decision in embedded systems.

A distinguishing feature of our implementation is that
the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) – a small cache that
speeds up address translation – is updated during context
switch. Our approach is to update the TLB with the pages
that belong to an application before running that applica-
tion. Thus, we avoid handling TLB-miss interrupts during
the normal execution. This, in turn, makes it simpler to de-
termine the worst-case response time of programs (a very
important issue in real-time systems).

The extended version of the operating system runs on
a computer board featuring a Freescale MPC5554 micro-
processor based on the PowerPC architecture. On this pro-
cessor, the time needed for a full context switch without
updating any TLB entries is 10 µs. Considering a typical
embedded application with 4 pages of memory, it takes 31
µs for context switching; with 8 pages it takes 53 µs. How-
ever, this increased time is not a penalty, as handling TLB
misses would be more expensive in the worst case and less
deterministic.

3.1 Error Detection in SECERN

In addition to memory protection, our goal is to further
develop the operating system extension – denominated SE-
CERN – by combining several error detection and recovery
techniques. Some of those techniques are based on the liter-
ature surveyed in Section 2, adapted to suit the performance
needs of embedded applications. Below, we describe the er-
ror detection mechanisms that are implemented in the cur-
rent version of SECERN.

Memory protection. Each process has a private memory
space statically allocated by the linker. Accessing

memory outside this address space raises a CPU ex-
ception that is handled by SECERN.

Processor exceptions. All other CPU exceptions are han-
dled by SECERN as well. Many are classified as re-
coverable, meaning that they were caused by an appli-
cation error and the remaining parts of the system are
intact. In such cases, application recovery is triggered.

Unauthorized system calls. Our extension supplies the ID
of the calling process through a kernel structure that
can be used to filter erroneous accesses to the system
call. The ID can be checked by the system call’s excep-
tion handler in order to enforce a given access policy.

Invalid system call parameters. This mechanism uses the
caller ID principle targeting the device drivers. Any
kernel extension can make sanity checks on the pa-
rameters passed by the caller. An example may be a
communication driver that checks the size of a buffer
and reports an error of the caller application.

Task deadline missed. In SECERN, a thread is expected to
release the processor before its deadline. A scenario
where this does not happen is considered an error. We
note that not all tasks are required to have a deadline
(e.g., background tasks). These should execute with
low priority to ensure that they cannot interfere with
other programs.

Application-specific checks. The application designer is
able to report errors to the operating system. In this
case, the operating system will attempt rollback recov-
ery as if the error had been detected by any of the pre-
vious mechanisms.

4 Recovering Errant Applications

The main contribution of this paper is the recovery flow
that takes place after an application error is detected by one
of the above-described mechanisms. The goal is to provide
a comprehensive method that allows applications to be re-
covered both from hardware and software errors. To make
this possible, one must diagnose the cause of each error, so
that the appropriate recovery technique can be invoked.

Our proposal is to checkpoint the applications frequently
and attempt rollback recovery upon error detection. There
is a high chance that the error will vanish if it was caused by
a transient hardware fault. However, it may also be the case
that an error is detected again (before the next checkpoint).
In this case, we diagnose it as being caused by software.
The operating system can be configured to choose, at that
point, one of two options: (i) restart the task; (ii) transfer
control to an application-specific exception handler. In the
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second case, the designer may decide, for example, to im-
plement a backup routine that produces a degraded result
which is known to be safe.

One must also consider the case when an error is detected
a third time, i.e., when both recovery attempts fail. Such
cases may be caused by permanent hardware faults which
prevent an application from executing correctly. Under such
circumstances, the application is terminated in order to en-
sure fail-silence and to constrain resource consumption.

4.1 Checkpointing Strategy

The checkpointing strategy was identified earlier in the
paper as determinant for the performance of the recovery
process. Essentially, we need to know what part of the state
should be saved and when it should be saved. Regarding
what to save, we intend to begin by implementing an agnos-
tic strategy, where the entire address space and processor
registers in the context of an application are saved. There
are more efficient approaches but our first goal is to eval-
uate the effectiveness of our proposed method, rather than
obtaining the best performance.

Regarding the moment when checkpoints should be
made, we propose to have a user-mode thread, with permis-
sion to read everywhere, copying the state of applications
when they are idle. This way we can make use of the avail-
able slack time to increase the dependability of the system.
To achieve this, the operating system should provide a ser-
vice which applications use to request checkpoints. Those
requests are queued and serviced by the low-priority check-
pointing thread.

To ensure a checkpoint’s consistency, we must guaran-
tee that it is completed within one idle period of the ap-
plication being checkpointed. The concern here is that the
checkpointing thread can be preempted by an application
while saving its state. When this occurs, the checkpointing
thread must restart copying the application’s state, since it
may have been modified during the execution of the appli-
cation. For this reason, the context switching routine should
notify the checkpointing thread whenever an application is
executed. This can be done by updating a single value in an
array containing one element for each application, thereby
keeping the overhead minimal.

4.2 An Alternative to Checkpointing

There are other techniques for masking hardware errors
that can be used instead of checkpoint and rollback. We
consider using time redundancy by executing the same task
a second time when an error is detected. This method is ap-
propriate if we consider the classic task models from which
the rate monotonic and earliest deadline first results were
derived. Here, tasks are issued periodically with an input

and must produce their output by a given deadline. As long
as task deadlines are met, we can use time-redundant exe-
cution to recover from transient failures.

From a practical viewpoint, running the task a sec-
ond time upon error detection is equivalent to restoring a
pseudo-checkpoint at the beginning of the task’s execution.
The advantage is that it does not require saving the state of
applications, which may be a time-consuming activity, de-
pending on the implementation. This method is appropriate
for stateless tasks where each iteration is only dependent
on its input. Moreover, we can also use this technique for
tasks that depend on an external state that they cannot up-
date (e.g., the current operation mode); in this case we can
view the external state as part of the input to the task.

5 Evaluation Outline

In this section we outline an experimental evaluation of
the techniques described throughout the paper. Our goal is
to assess, using fault injection, the robustness of the SE-
CERN extension with regards to error detection and recov-
ery. First, we are interested in ensuring that faults in an
application do not propagate to the operating system nor to
other applications (i.e., isolation). Second, the proposed re-
covery flow must be validated and evaluated to ensure its
usefulness and practicality.

With this in mind, we have developed a fault injec-
tion tool, for our experimental setup, that can inject faults
and monitor the outcomes. The evaluation should use two
independent processes receiving input and producing out-
put using simple communication primitives. The tool in-
jects faults in one of the applications and intercepts the
results (of both applications) in the form of value/time
pairs. The results are then classified regarding their correct-
ness/timeliness and the activation of error detection mecha-
nisms is monitored.

We consider injecting both hardware and software faults
in our experiments. Hardware faults are emulated through
bit-flips in registers and memory. Regarding software faults,
we intend to use the most representative operators found by
Durães and Madeira in their field study of open-source pro-
grams [4]. It should be noted that we must inject software
faults manually in the source code of applications, as we
have no automatic tool (e.g., [5]) for this purpose. Never-
theless, we still depend on the fault injection tool for mon-
itoring and classifying the outcome of each fault injection
experiment.

5.1 Research Questions

We have identified a number of research questions which
we expect to address during the experimental evaluation.
The most important ones are:
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How well does SECERN handle faults? In general, we’re
interested in understanding how robust operating sys-
tems can be built (focusing on embedded applications).
To this end, fault injection is a good approach to test-
ing, for instance, the coverage of the error detection
mechanisms. A possible outcome would be to identify
vulnerabilities in our extension.

How effective is each error detection mechanism? Each
technique has a certain probability of detecting hard-
ware and software errors. When several techniques are
combined, there is a chance that some of them overlap
and that a given technique is not effective. Answering
this question allows us to make an informed decision
on which set of mechanisms is the best.

Does memory protection ensure isolation? One can as-
sume that the hardware itself has no design faults.
However, there may be hidden faults in the tightly cou-
pled software that manages that hardware. The goal
here is to evaluate the isolation of applications upon
hardware and software failures.

What is the impact of hardware faults? It is known that
a hardware fault can potentially disrupt an entire hard-
ware unit. However, the operating system only exe-
cutes 5% of the time for a typical workload [9]. Dur-
ing the remaining time the processor is either idle or
running applications. It is therefore likely that many
transient hardware faults will only affect the context
of a single application, much like software faults. We
intend to estimate how likely this is.

Is the recovery flow effective and efficient? In this paper
we proposed a recovery flow that addresses both hard-
ware and software faults. Using fault injection we can
evaluate the benefits of using this approach, the over-
head it imposes and the latency of the recovery pro-
cess.

6 Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of recovering errant
applications. We argue that an operating system’s depend-
ability should be judged not only for its resilience to failures
but also for the services it provides to hosted applications
with regards to error detection and recovery. The reason
for this is that the applications are responsible for providing
service to the system users. Thus, isolating faulty applica-
tions from one another (and from the operating system) is
fundamental, but recovering them is also essential to ensure
sustainable delivery of service.

Effective error detection is the premise to a successful
recovery. We describe the error detection mechanisms im-
plemented in SECERN – our extension to MicroC/OS-II

which aims at providing robust fault containment around
software components. This extension provides, among
other mechanisms, hardware-supported memory protection.
This feature is intended to prevent faults in one component
from propagating to other components through the memory
spaces. Memory protection is uncommon in embedded sys-
tems due to, among other factors, its impact on the worst-
case response time of applications. However, we have opted
for inserting, in the TLB, the page table entries of a process
while context switching to that process. In this way, we
avoid handling TLB-miss interrupts during the execution
of applications, thereby eliminating the unpredictability of
memory accesses.

In this paper we propose a recovery flow that takes place
after an application error is detected. The method consists
in assuming, at first, that an error is caused by a hardware
fault and attempting rollback recovery. If the error is de-
tected again (i.e., the rollback recovery is unsuccessful),
its cause is diagnosed to be a software fault. In this case,
the principle is to allow the application designer to choose
from a set of options. One option is to transfer the control
to an application-specific exception handler where a differ-
ent version of the software is executed; another option is to
simply restart the application. Indeed, one of the principles
adopted in this paper is to provide the application designer
with many different options for recovery, so that the best
choice can be made depending on the needs of each system.

Lastly, we outline an experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed operating system extension. The goal is to assess, us-
ing fault injection, various techniques aimed at building ro-
bust operating systems. To clarify the desired outcomes of
this evaluation, we identify a number of important research
questions. We intend to complete the implementation of the
recovery flow and address those research questions in the
near future.
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Abstract 
 

Failure to meet task deadline in safety critical real-

time systems can be catastrophic. Moreover, fault 

tolerance is a crucial aspect of such systems if faults 

are likely. In this work, fault tolerance in real-time 

systems is proposed using time redundancy to mask at 

most F transient faults. Schedulability of a set of n 

preemptive real-time periodic tasks using Rate-

Monotonic(RM) schedule in chip multiprocessor 

(CMP) is considered. Chip multiprocessor rather than 

uniprocessor is proposed to make more CPU time 

available before deadline of tasks. This paper 

addresses the issue of finding maximum number of 

tasks that can run in parallel at a particular time and 

also finds minimum number of processing cores 

required in a CMP, denoted by MinC, to make the 

real-time system task set schedulable. A real-time 

fault-tolerant algorithm FT-RT-CMP for scheduling 

tasks using MinC cores is also developed considering 

the worst case distribution of F transient faults. 

  

1. Introduction 
 

     System with strict timing requirements are used in 

several applications like fly-by-wire, brake-by-wire, 

autopilot system and space shuttles, industrial process 

control and  robots [1-3]. Some of these systems are 

considered as hard real-time systems where missing 

the deadline of a task can pose threat to human lives or 

environment. Moreover, when faults occur, recovery 

from the fault must be considered in such system. Time 

redundancy rather than space redundancy can be used 

due to cost, volume and space considerations. Time 

redundancy technique to mask faults at node level 

requires re-execution of tasks, known as Temporal 

Error Masking (TEM) [3-5]. Enough CPU time may 

not be available in the real-time schedule for such re-

execution if the number of faults and task execution 

time is large.  To make more CPU time available, an 

approach is made in this paper to achieve better 

schedulability using Rate-Monotonic(RM) scheduling 

for a set of n preemptive periodic tasks to tolerate a 

maximum of F transient faults using chip multi 

processor(CMP). In processor industry, the trend is 

now to build single chip multiprocessor(CMP) seeing 

the diminishing return from uniprocessor with higher 

transistor count [6-8]. In this paper, using such 

processor chip, with multiple cores having more 

computational power, scheduling of safety critical real-

time application tasks to mask the effect of faults using 

time redundancy is proposed.  

     This paper in organized as follows: Section 2 

provides the related work, section 3 presents the task 

model, and the inherent parallelism with such task 

model is discussed in Section 4. Task instances that 

can run in parallel at different cores of a CMP are 

defined formally in section 5. Section 6 presents 

algorithm FT-RT-CMP for scheduling tasks using 

CMP. Section 7 concludes this paper with a pointer to 

future work. 

       

2. Related Work 
 

     In this work, I address the issue of tolerating 

transient faults that are temporary malfunctioning of 

the computing units. Such temporary malfunction can 

lead to an error in the system. The main source of 

transient faults is environmental disturbances like 

power fluctuations, electromagnetic interference and 

ionizing radiation by alpha particles.  Several studies 

have shown that transient faults occur at much a higher 

rate than permanent faults [9-11]. In [9], measurements 

showed that transient faults are 30 times more frequent 

than permanent faults, while the work in [10] revealed 

that 83% of all faults were determined to be transient 

or intermittent. In some real-time systems such as 

satellites and space shuttles, transient faults occur at a 

much higher rate than in general purpose systems [11]. 

Such high occurrences of transient faults motivated me 

to the development of an approach to tolerate transient 

faults using time redundancy. Many approaches have 
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been taken to address the use of time redundancy to 

tolerate transient faults [3-5, 12-14]. The work in [3] 

evaluates a real-time kernel that employs TEM for 

brake-by-wire applications where correct results 

increased from 81% to 89%. In [5], Ramos-Thuel 

presented an algorithm for fault-recovery based on 

concept of slack stealing. The work in [12] presented a 

recovery scheme using re-execution in the event of 

single or multiple errors. In [13], a temporal-

redundancy-based recovery technique that tolerates 

transient task failures where tasks have different 

constraints is presented.  An appropriate schedulability 

analysis for fault tolerant systems is made where 

recoveries of tasks may be executed at higher priority 

levels [14]. In my work here the execution of recovery 

tasks due to errors run as the same priority of the task 

in which the error is detected.  

     Since time redundant execution requires much CPU 

time, the use of multiple cores single chip multi 

processor(CMP) is proposed in this work. Building 

more powerful uniprocessors with increasing transistor 

counts has ceased due to limited instruction level 

parallelism, increased wire delay and latency to main 

memory access. Now trend is to accommodate many 

cores in the same die area, called Chip multi processor 

[6-8, 15]. On applications with large grained thread-

level parallelism the multiprocessor microarchitecture 

performs 50–100% better than the wide superscalar 

microarchitecture [6]. Niagara chip multiprocessor 

increases application performance by improving 

throughput [7]. To application software, a Niagara 

processor will appear as 32 discrete processors with 

the OS layer abstracting away the hardware sharing 

[7]. If such processor is used for real-time scheduling, 

a total of 32 tasks can be scheduled in parallel using 

the support from operating system.  

     The low use of CMP today is because converting 

today’s uniprocessor programs into multiprocessor 

ones is difficult. But in Section 4 of this paper we will 

see inherent parallelism in the real-time periodic task is 

the best target for CMP. For such inherent parallelism, 

the CMP is much more promising because it is already 

partitioned into individual processing cores [8]. To 

harness the benefit of CMP, applications must expose 

their thread-level parallelism to the hardware. This can 

be done by decomposing a program into parallel 

“tasks” and allow an underlying software layer to 

schedule these tasks on different threads [15]. Inspired 

by this approach, in this work task scheduling in CMP 

is addressed considering the potential parallelism 

within real-time periodic task set. In Section 6, the 

number of minimum cores in a CMP, denoted by 

MinC, required to make a task set schedulable is 

determined. In the next section, the task model used in 

this wok is presented. 

3. Task model 
     The task set consists of n tasks, Γ ={τ1, τ2,…. τn}. 
Each task τi has a period Ti, and a relative deadline Di 

is equal to task period Ti, worst case execution time Ci 

and priority Pi. The highest priority task has the lowest 

period. The length of the Planning Cycle (PC) in which 

the tasks repeat themselves iteratively is the least 

common multiple of all task periods.  

PC= L.C.M.{T1, T2,…., Tn}. 
     Within one PC, one or more instances of task τi 
will execute. Each task instance is denoted by τij where 
j is the jth instance of task τi. The set of tasks that get 
ready at time t is denoted by RD(Γ,t) defined as: 
RD(Γ,t)={τij¦ τi∈Γ and t=(j-1)Ti for j=1,2… (PC/Ti)}.  

Γall is defined as the set of all task instances within PC. 

That is, Γall={τiji=1,2,…n and j=1,2,....(PC/Ti)}. All 

time units used in this work is integer values. 
    In this work, temporal error masking (TEM) for fault 

tolerance is used as follows: when a task is released, 

two primary copies of the task instance are run first. If 

an error is detected by comparison, or by error 

detection mechanism, F more extra/recovery copies of 

the same task instance are run and a majority voting is 

made to mask at most F errors. Figure 1 demonstrate 

this for F=2 and for a single task τ1 with period T1=10 

and C1=2. 

               
Figure 1. Fault free (left) , Fault Masking (right) 
This paper is based on the assumption that, transient 

faults in different copies of the same task produce 

different outputs. As a result, the probability of having 

the same error in two primary copies is very small and 

error detection by comparison is possible. In next 

section, the inherent parallelism in tasks and how CMP 

could exploit such parallelism is discussed. 

 

4. Task Level Parallelism 
     In Rate-Monotonic scheduling [16], the critical 

instance of the task sets is when all n tasks are released 

at time t=0. At time t task τi is released if t=mTi for 

some nonnegative integer m. When TEM is used, each 

of such primary copies of a task instance run twice in 

uniprocessor and can run in parallel in two cores of a 

CMP. Moreover, F more extra/recovery copies of a 

task instance are ready to run when error is detected. 

Each of the F extra/recovery copies can run in parallel 

in CMP if enough cores are available. These two 

scenarios show the inherent parallelism in application 

tasks of real-time system. In next subsection 4.1, how 

CMP can exploit such parallelism is demonstrated 

using an example. 
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4.1. Parallelism Exploitation by CMP 
 

     The inherent parallelism that can be exploited by 

CMP is demonstrated here using an example. Consider 

a real-time system with F=1 and two tasks τ1 and τ2 as 
in Figure 2 (left one). Also consider that, one of the 

two primary copies of τ1 is in error. The Rate-
Monotonic schedule is in Figure 2 (right one) with 

recovery copy running at t=2 to t=3. 

         
Figure 2. Task set (left), RM schedule (right) 

The second instance of the first task τ12 (error free 
instance) finishes at t=5. The first instance of task τ21 
does not have two time units with PC for execution of 

its two primary copies. So, the task set is not 

schedulable.  

     Considering the task level parallelism, the task 

model used in this work is an excellent target for CMP. 

Figure 3 shows two RM schedules for task set in 

Figure 2 for F=1 with two cores and three cores CMPs. 

        
Figure 3: 2-Core (left) and 3-Core (right) rate 
monotonic schedule  

     In these CMPs schedules, the task τ21 is schedulable 
and other tasks have low response time and high slack 

is available that can be used to tolerate more faults or 

can be used to run other hard or soft aperiodic tasks.  

     Next question arises: how to generate such a 

schedule using CMP? How many tasks can run in 

parallel at any time instance t? In the next section, task 

instances that can run in parallel at time t are 

determined formally. 

 

5. Parallel Task Instances 

In the section 5.1 the set of primary copies of task 

instances, denoted by PEX(t), that are ready to execute 

at time t in the fault free execution scenario is defined. 

In section 5.2 the set of extra/recovery copies of task 

instances, denoted by FEXF(t), that are ready to run at 

time t due to F faults is determined. In section 5.3 the 

set EX is defined combining the sets PEX(t) and 

FEXF(t) to find the set of primary and extra task 

instances that are ready at to run within PC due to F 

faults. The set EX is used to find the minimum number 

of cores, denoted by MinC, to schedule all tasks using 

CMP with the scheduling algorithm FT-RT-CMP is 

defined in section 6.  

5.1 Primary Copies of Tasks at time t: PEX(t) 

 

     The set PEX(t) contains triplets (a,τij, b) such that 
the at time a task instance τij need b unit of execution 
time in the uniprocessor RM schedule in the fault free 

case (where only two primary copies of τij run). That 
is, PEX(t) ⊆ {t}×Γall×N. For example, PEX(1) 

={(0,τ11,1), (0,τ21,2)} for task set in Figure 2. 
     Let the function HP(PEX(t))= τlk such thatτlk is the 
highest priority task in set PEX(t). For example, 

HP(PEX(1))= τ11 for the example task set in Figure 2. 

Lets formally define the function PEX(t) as follows: 

PEX(t)={(t,τij,2Ci)τij∈RD(Γ,t)}     if t=0 or 
                          if t>0 and t≠PC and PEX(t-1)=∅ 

              ( PEX(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)}) ∪ {(a,τlk, x-1)}       
                          if t=PC and τlk=HP(PEX(t-1)) and x>1                
              (PEX(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)})                  
                          if t=PC and τlk=HP(PEX(t-1)) and x=1 
              (PEX(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)})∪{(a,τlk, x-1)} ∪  

                                           {(t,τ ij,2Ci) τ ij ∈ RD(Γ,t)}     
                          if t<PC and τlk=HP(PEX(t-1)) and x>1 
               (PEX(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)}) ∪  

                                            {(t,τ ij,2Ci) τ ij ∈ RD(Γ,t)}         
                          if t<PC and τlk=HP(PEX(t-1)) and x=1 
Let consider the following task set in Table 1 where 

the PC=14. The PEX(t) is shown in Table 2. 

 
From Table 2, it is clear that at time t=0, two primary 

copies of each task can run in parallel if four cores are 

available. Using set PEX, the execution finishing time 

of two primary copies of a task can be determined. For 

example, the finishing time of τ11 is 4 in Table 2 since 
this is the earliest t at which τ11 disappears from 

PEX(t). At t=14, new tasks are released but 

PEX(14)={} since only tasks released within PC are 

considered. The following functions are defined to deal 

with the faulty case in next section: 

fin(τij) = The execution finishing time of the primary 

two copies of task τij. So, fin(τ11)=4  
pre((τij))=τlk such that τlk finished immediately before 

τij in fault free execution. So, pre(τ12)= τ21 
slack(t1,t2)= k where k is the number of free slots 

between time t1 and t2 in a schedule . So, slack(6,7)=1. 
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5.2 Extra/Recovery Tasks at time t: FEX
F
(t) 

 

     In this section, the worst case fault distribution for a 

maximum of F faults as in [4] is considered. Similar to 

PEX(t), the set FEXF(t) contains triplets (p, q, r) where 

at time p, the extra/recovery copy of task instance q 

still needs a of total r units of execution time due to 

faults. In the following equations, the constant F is 

used for the number of maximum faults and the 

variable f is used to signify f number of faults, where f 

≤ F, to deal with scenario where less than F faults 
occurs. These extra copies, in FEXF(t) at time t, can be 

derived from the extra copies that are ready to run at 

the finishing time of the primary task copies. When a 

task τij finishes execution of both primary copies at 

t=fin(τij), there are two cases to consider for worst case 
f faults distribution. Case1 (defined by Q1

ij(f)): all f 

faults caused f errors have already occurred before 

fin(τij). Case2 (defined by Q
2
ij(f): all (f-1) faults and 

consequent (f-1) errors have occurred before fin(τij) 
and a new fault is detected at t=fin(τij). The proof for 
the worst case scenarios based on case 1 and case 2 can 

be proved using induction on the number of faults. The 

total processing time required for all tasks in set Q1
ij(f) 

and Q2
ij(f) are defined using functions W

1
ij(f) and 

W2
ij(f) respectively later. Before that, the set of triplets 

of extra tasks that are ready to run at t=fin(τij) due to f 
faults is defined by FEXf

ij as follows: 
                    ∅                                   if f=0 

                    {(fin(τ11),τ11, F×C1)}     if ij=11 

                    Q1
ij(f)                             if W

1
ij(f) > W

2
ij(f) 

FEXf
ij   =      Q

2
ij(f)                             if W

2
ij(f) > W

1
ij(f) 

                    QK
ij(f)   if W

1
ij(f)=W

2
ij(f) and Q

K has higher  

                                 priority task than in QK(mod 2)+1 

… … …(I) 

     The sets Q1
ij(f) and Q

2
ij(f), and the functions W

1
ij(f) 

and W2
ij(f) for case1 and case 2 are defined as follows: 

     Case 1: This case deals with scenario where all f 

errors have already occurred in tasks that has finished 

execution before t=fin(τij). The set Q
1
ij(f) contains 

triplets (t, b ,c) such that at time t=fin(τij), the extra 
copy of task b with execution time c are ready to 

execute. Q1
ij(f) is defined as follows:   

Q1
ij(f) = SQ

s
ij (f) where s=slack (fin(pre(τij)), fin(τij)) 

   … … …(II)                                    

SQs
ij (f) is defined as follows: 

                    FEXf
pre(τij)      if s=0 

                    SQ(s-1)
ij(f)       if SQ

(s-1)
ij(f) =∅   

SQs
ij(f)=      (SQ

(s-1)
ij(f) -{(a,τlk, x)}) ∪ {(a,τlk, x-1)}  

                                         if τlk=HP(SQ
(s-1)

ij(f)) and x>1 

                    SQ(s-1)
ij(f) -{(a,τlk, x)}                                                      

                                         if τlk=HP(SQ
(s-1)

ij(f)) and x=1 

… … …(III) 

The function SQs
ij(f) selects the highest priority extra 

copy of tasks in FEXf
pre(τij) and reduces the execution 

time based on the slack available between the finishing 

time of the current and the previously completed task. 

     Case 2: All the (f-1) faults have occurred before 

t=fin(τij) and a new fault has occurred in τij at 
t=fin(τij)and the triplets in Q

2
ij(f) is defined as follows: 

Q2
ij(f)= Q

1
ij(f-1) ∪ {(fin(τij),τij, F × Ci)}  … …(IV)   

     The amount of extra workload at time t is the sum 

of all execution times of the triplets in Q1
ij(f) and 

Q2
ij(f) and is defined by W

1
ij(f) and W

2
ij(f):  

W1
ij(f)= Σ X such that

 

(a,τlk, X)∈Q1
ij(f) … …(V) 

W2
ij(f)= Σ X such that

 

(a,τlk, X)∈Q2
ij(f) … …(VI) 

     Now, the set of triplets in FEXF(t), as explained at 

the beginning of this section, is defined as follows: 

FEXF(t)=  
     ∅   if t=0 

     FEXF
ij   if t=fin (τij) 

     FEXS
ij(t)          if fin(τij) < t  < fin(τlk) and 

                             pre(τlk)= τij and s=slack(fin(τij),t) 
     (FEXF(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)}) ∪ {(a,τlk, x-1)}   
                             if τlk =HP(FEX

F(t-1)) and x>1 and                   

                             FEXf(t-1)≠∅ and [t-1,t] is a free slot 

      FEXF(t-1) - {(a,τlk, x)}   
                             if τlk =HP(FEX

F(t-1)) and x=1 and   

                             FEXF(t-1)≠∅ and [t-1,t] is a free slot 

      FEXF(t-1)       Otherwise 

…         …         …(VII) 

The function FEXS
ij(t) selects the highest priority extra 

copy of tasks in FEXF
ij and reduces the execution time 

based on the slack available between the finishing time 

of the current task and the previously completed task. 

FEXS
ij (t) is defined as follows: 

               FEXF
ij       if s=0 

                        ∅             if FEX(s-1)
ij(t)= ∅ 

                        (FEX(s-1)
ij(t)-{(a,τlk,x)})∪{(a,τlk,x-1)}  

FEXS
ij(t)=                       if τlk=HP(FEXij

s-1(t)) and x>1 

                        (FEX(s-1)
ij(t)-{(a,τlk,x)}   

                                        if τlk=HP(FEXij
s-1(t)) and x=1 

… ... ...(VIII) 

     Now, for F=2 the extra/recovery task instances that 

are ready to execute at time t for the example task set 

in Table 1 is determined using equations I-VIII. For 

t=0 to t=4 fault occurrence is not detected since two 

primary copies has not finished execution. So, using 

the first and last conditions of equation (VII), 

FEX2(0)= FEX2(1)= FEX2(2) =FEX2(3)=∅. At t=4, 

using second condition of (VII), FEX2(4)=FEX2
11 since 

fin(τ11)=4. Using the second condition of equation (I), 
FEX2

11={(fin(τ11),τ11,F×C1)}={(4,τ11,4)}. At t=5, using 
the third condition of (VII), FEX2(5)= FEXS

11(5) as 

fin(τ11)=4 <t<fin(τ21)=6 and pre(τ21) =τ11 and 

s=slack(fin(τij),t)=0. Now using the first condition of 
(VIII), FEX0

11(5)=FEX
2
11. FEX

2
11 is known at t=4 and 

we have FEX0
11(5)= {(4, τ11, 4)}. At t=6, using second 
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condition of VII we have FEX2(6)=FEX2
21 since 

fin(τ21)=6. Following the equation (I), the triplets in 
FEX2

21 is either Q
1
21(2) or Q

2
21(2). Case 1: All 2 faults 

have occurred before. So, Q1
21(2)= SQ

s
21(2)= SQ

0
21(2) 

where s = slack(fin(pre(ij)),fin(ij)) =slack(4,6)= 0 using 

(II). SQ0
21(2)= FEX

f
pre(τij) since s=0 using the first 

condition of (III). So, SQ0
21(2)= FEX

f
pre(τij)=FEX

2
11= 

{(4, τ11, 4)} and we have, Q
1
21(2)=SQ

0
21(2)= {(4, τ11, 

4)}. The total workload at t=6 is W1
21(2)=4 using (V). 

Case 2: One fault occurred before and a new fault has 

occurred in τ21. Using (IV), Q
2
21(2)= Q

1
21(1) ∪ 

{(fin(τ21),τ21,2 ×1)} = Q
1
21(1)∪ {(6,τ21,2)}. Using 

equation (II) and (III), we have Q1
21(1)=SQ

0
21(1)since s 

=slack(fin(pre(τ21)),fin(τ21))   =slack(fin(τ11),fin(τ21))= 
slack(4,6) =0. SQ0

21(1)= FEX
1
11 ={(fin(τ11),τ11, F×C1)} 

={(4, τ11, 4)}. So, we have, Q
2
21(2)= Q

1
21(1) ∪ 

{(fin(τ21),τ21, 2 ×1)}= Q
1
21(1) ∪ {(6,τ21,2)}= SQ

0
21(1) 

∪ {(6,τ21,2)} =FEX
1
11 ∪ {(6,τ21,2)}={(4, τ11, 4), 

(6,τ21,2)}. And the total work load at t=6 is W
2
21(2)=6. 

Since W21
2>W21

1 at t=6, FEX2
21= Q

2
21(2) ={(4, τ11, 4), 

(6,τ21,2)} using the fourth condition of (I). At t=6, 
FEX2(6)={(4, τ11, 4), (6,τ21,2)}. Other FEX

2(t) are as 

follows (can be found using equations I-VIII ):  
FEX2(7)={(4,τ11,3),(6,τ21,2)}  FEX

2(8)={(4, τ11, 3), (6,τ21,2)} 
FEX2(9)={(4,τ11,3),(6,τ21,2)} FEX

2(10)={(4,τ11, 3), (6,τ21,2)}  
FEX2(11)={(4,τ11,3),(11,τ12,4)} 
FEX2(12)={(4,τ11,2),(11,τ12,4)} 
FEX2(13)= {(4,τ11,1), (11,τ12,4)}  FEX

2(14)= {(11,τ12,4)} 
     In the next subsection 5.3 the set EX is defined that 

combines tasks from PEX and FEX to find the triplets 

when tasks are just released and ready to execute.  

 

5.3 Set EX: Combining PEX(t) and FEXF
(t) 

 

     The set EX contains the triplets when a task 

instance is just released as primary copy or recovery 

copy in case of worst case distribution of F faults. 

Tasks of the triplets in EX have only 2×Ci or F×Ci 

execution time whereas triples in PEX or FEX may 

have values less than 2×Ci or F×Ci for primary and 

extra copies correspondingly. EX is defined as follows:  

EX={(t,τij,X)| (X=2×Ci and (a, τij ,X)∈ PEX(t))   or                       

        (X=F×Ci and (a, τij ,X) ∈FEXF(t)) for t=0,1…PC} 

     For the task set in Table 1, the set EX for F=2 is as 

follows: EX={(0,τ11, 4), (0,τ21, 2), (4,τ11, 4), (6,τ21, 2), 
(7,τ11, 4), (11,τ11, 4). It is not the case that all task 
instances have to run additional F copies. If the F=1, 

for the task in Table 1, EX={(0,τ11, 4), (0,τ21, 2), (4,τ11, 
2),  (7,τ12, 4), (11,τ12, 4)} where no extra copy for τ21 
needs to run. In next section, the FT-RT-CMP 

algorithm is developed using set EX to find the 

minimum number of cores, denoted by MinC, to 

successfully schedule the task set EX. 

6. Scheduling Algorithm in CMP:  

The FT-RT-CMP algorithm, using the while loop in 

line 3-44 schedules tasks in set EX using NP number of 

cores (line 2). If a task is not schedulable using NP 

cores, NP is increased by 1 (line 4). The MinC is set at 

line 7 each time the while loop (line 3-44) starts. For 

each of the NP cores total PC free time slots are 

available and simulated using the 2D array Slot at line 

10 (initially set to “free”). The while loop at line 12-41, 

schedules all the tasks in EX using total NP cores. 

Algorithm: FT-RT-CMP(Set of Triplets EX) 
1 MAX_NP=Maximum number of cores available in a CMP 

2 NP=0 

3 While (NP < MAX_NP) 

4  Label 1: NP=NP+1 

5               Set of Triplets EX_Temp=EX 

6               //Minimum Number of cores to start the schedule  

7               int MinC=NP  

8               // For Each of NP cores total PC time slots are   

9               //available and set to “free” slot 

10              2D-Array of type Task Slot[NP][PC]= {“Free”}  

11             //This loop schedules all individual task τij 
12            While (Ex_Temp ≠ ∅) 

13               Find the highest priority task τlk in EX_Temp   
14               For each (a, τlk ,b)∈EX_Temp 

15                     Find the number of all copies in TotalCopy 

16               Find ReleaseTime and DeadLine for task  τlk 
17               //All copies of the highest priority task is   

18                     //scheduled in the following loop 

19                 Label 2: While (TotalCopy≠0) 

20                                   SeqTimeUnit=Cl 

21                    Label 3: For i=ReleaseTime to Deadline 

22                                     For P=1 to NP 

23                                       If (Slot[P][i]=”Free”) then 

24                                           Slot[P][i]= τlk 
25                                                                SeqTimeUnit= SeqTimeUnit -1 

26                                           If SeqTimeUnit=0 then 

27                                              TotalCopy=TotalCopy-1  

28                                              Goto Label 2 

29                                           Else 

30                                               Goto Label 3 for next i 

31                                           End if 

32                                        End if           

33                                      End For 

34                                   End For                                 

35                        If SeqTimeUnit≠0 then 

36                           Print “τlk is not schedulable in NP cores” 
37                          If NP=MAX_NP then  

38                            Print “Task set not schedulable” and Exit 

39                              Else Goto Label 1 End if        

40                   End While    

41           End while 

42           Print “The task set is Scheduleable” 

43           Return Slot and MinC  

44  End While 

Figure 4. Fault tolerant Schedule using CMP 
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In line 13-15, the highest priority task τlk is extracted 
from set EX and total number of this task copies that 

can run in parallel is calculated in variable TotalCopy. 

The release and deadline of τlk is determined during 

which task τlk is scheduled in the while loop at line 19-
40. Note that, each task copy of τl should have 
sequential Cl time unit in the schedule, is stored in 

SeqTimeUnit variable at line 20. The two nested For 

loops at line 21-34 check for Cl units of sequential free 

slots in array Slot to schedule the task in single or 

multiple cores. If SeqTimeUnit becomes 0, the task 

copy is scheduled successfully, TotalCopy is decreased 

by 1 and the while loop at line 19 iterates for next copy 

of the same task if available, otherwise, the while loop 

at line 12 starts with the next priority task in set EX. If 

SeqTimeUnit is not 0 when the nested loop in lines 21-

34 is over, the task τlk can not be scheduled using NP 
number of cores and NP is increased by one (line 46 

and line 4). If the set EX is empty, the task set is 

schedulable using MinC cores and the array Slot 

representing the schedule is returned from line 43. 

Figure 5 is the real-time fault-tolerant schedule for task 

in Table 1 for F=2. MinC=2 is determined by the FT-

RT-CMP algorithm. 

 
Figure 5. The FT-RT-CMP Schedule for task 
set in Table 1 using two cores (MinC=2) 
 

7. Conclusion 

 
The inherent parallelism within real-time periodic tasks 

are exploited by CMP in this paper by scheduling the 

tasks in set EX by using the FT-RT-CMP algorithm 

that finds the minimum number of cores MinC required 

for a feasible rate-monotonic fault-tolerant schedule 

while masking a maximum F transient faults. Time 

redundant execution for fault masking is addressed 

using CMP’s ability to make more CPU time available. 

More slack become available in the schedule and real-

time task set not schedulable in uniprocessor becomes 

schedulable using CMP even if F faults occur. For 

some task set with high task level parallelism the 

maximum number of cores can be provided to make 

the task set schedulable. But providing more cores 

requires more money and may not be available from 

CMP industry. In the future, chip microprocessors are 

expected to support beyond 100 simultaneous threads 

and can run 100 real-time system tasks in parallel. In 

future, exact schedulability conditions and other 

scheduling algorithm like EDF can be considered for 

chip multiprocessor. 
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